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l.

.Y.

DEATH is the supfeme

frustr~tion of man. The certainty ofm.ortality

.seems forever to be thwarting his most ba·sic expectation, life unending.
Each frustration is a challenge; and each challenge demands answer, if
not combat. Death is an ever-present threat which must be undone for survival'ssake.
~
As cultures differ· from group to group, so differ the patterns by which
men have tried, and still do try, to answer deatp. With some groups, mere
verbalization of fear or of grief seems to provide the necessary curative
response; with others death is answered by making it subservient to. life
through the tool, the :lasting word, the monument of art; and again with
others death is tried to be undone by integrating it closely into the social and eco;.
. Death
nomic organization of the living.
The history of the cultural achievein Africa
ments of man, viewed from. the angle of
the expectation of death, is an impressive
spectacle indeed. For the deadly sfing of
death has often become the mere shock
MARGOT ASTROV
that precedes birth rather than the finality
of death.
In no culture has death ever been attempted to be overcome by ~ne single
"formula." Patterns of response and defense intermingle; strategies 9f combat
seem to be fluid. And yet, one or tw01themes of response. usually $tand out,
determining in tone, co~or and emphasis all other themes.· .
. .! .
Variegated as the many cultures of Mricamay be, from the S~el to
Cape, from Coast to Coast; and from the jungle of the Congo to the rolling
plains of the Veldt, we shall recognize easily the .recurring echoes of the
dominating leitmotif that seem to run· through all the culture. Practicalminded as are all the people we may encounter the length and the width of
the continent, they all seem to have ·harnessed death and transformed its rod
into a practical instrument, useful to the living. They have made a tool out
of death without which the hunter could not quarry his game 'or the farmer
till his acres or the husbandman tend to his cattle. Without death, to most .
of these groups~ the social organization of the community would fall apart,

the

"
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law would lose its binding power, business would slump and deity collapse.
Death, in other words, i~ the fertilizing and organizing principle that,
-in many ways, controls and directs life. The living live and toil to serve the
dead so that the dead, in turn, may serve the living. This is the dominating
theme· that runs through most of the African cultures, regardless of tribal
and linguistic differences.
Physiologists have defined life as the totality of functions that resjst death.
This definition has been criticized by those who consider it misleading to
define life in relation to death. But we think it to be justified to go even a step
further and to circumscribe life as all those processes which aim at integrating.
death and at making it a very function of life.
The aborigine of Africa, according to Junod, has no verbal expression
that would clearly define the concept of infinity. To the Thonga it is merely
that "which does not reach the point where it ends."l
_With most of the Bantu-speaking tribes it is believed that as soon as a person dies the departed will becoJl1e a god, for he has entered the realm of the
infinite. And the "infinite" is all around us; consequently the dead are all
around us always. For those who have met death, there is no longer such a
thing as distance, impenetrability or limitation of space. The infinite is also_
the unknown. And since the unknown looms in the life of the natives in
. frightful proportions, the living could not exist without the constant guidance
of the dead who are familiar with all the roads and trails that lead through
the jungle of the unknown. _
The native of Africa conceives of the power of death as a diffused form
of energy that permeates every material thing, that Hoats around hut and
corral, that hums in bush and tree, that gives meaning to shadow, reHection.
and d r e a m . ' - - These ubiquitous energies, made up of all the souls of the dead, are also
thought of as being concentrated in the supreme deity.
The highest god of the Bushongo (Bantu) is but the sum of all the
spirit, so is Bumba of the Bambala.2
Death does not discontinue but rather upholds continuity. The. supreme
deity, as the native of Africa experiences it, is but a center of energy in which
all the streams of souls are gathered up and transformed. They vaguely
personalize these centers and call them Mulungu or Bamba or Leza. We may
call it Mneme.
116
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It is one of the tenets of biology that the human being, as well as all living
organisms, may exist only by receiving, transforming, and releasing the
energy 'of the cosmos, tha~ is, the energy embedded in our entire past. And
what is our past but the experiences of the dead who form an endless file back
to the beginning of all things? The law of the conservation of energy isa
living law, and the phenomenon of metabolism seems to be .reflected in the
attitude of many peoples tow~d death. Destructive processes have to join con~
structive forces, and vice versa, to provide the energy for the activities ,of
growth and renewal.
The belief that the dead are very much alive and indispensable to the
promotion of life is shared by almost all tribes" inhabiting the continent.
The Pygmies, hunters of the Congo, have played another variation upon
the theme of death and life. They scorn the idea of any form of personal
immortality. They accept <ieathas the irrevocable end. Unlike the surround~
ing Bantu tribes, with whom they live in an econonllc symbiosis, they have
not developed a ritualized relationship with the individual ancestor. But their
faith in the indestructability of life as such is firm and ever present. Man
passes never to return. After the night, the day; after the tree, .another tree;
after one cloud, another cloud; after one man, another man-he will say and
shrug his shoulder.

.0

Death is inevitable, but life never dies. This is the underlying idea of'
all the danctes and mimetic rituals of the Pygmies. Trilles, the Frenchethnol~
gist, made I an int~esting study of the Bambuti Pygmies, ~nd he gave us a
vivid description of one of these dramatic performances. rn its course, the
natives of the jungles enact with great skill, Trilles 3 says, th~endless succes~ .
sion of dec~y and renewal. While a d~cer mimics the dying bfan animal, or
the falling of a tree, or the coming of the night, the chorus chants:
'0 Sun,

°Sun I

Death comes, the end is near,
The tree falls and dies.

° °

Sun, Sun!
The child is born in the womb of his mother,
The dead lives,
Man lives,
The Sun lives.

DEATII IN AFRICA
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Contradiction is a sign of life, Thibon once said. And so is paradox. If life
cannot be reduced to a clear-cut formula, so death cannot be explained with,,;
out leaving room for ambivalence. As life never will be quite understood, so
will death always remain a mystery of separation-and the supreme £rustra,:"
tion. In faith, in ritual and in symbol, we may have accepted death as the
ultimate maker of lif~. Yet there maybe sorrow and pain unbearable at the
time of actual death. Verbalization is an ancient means of overcoming pain
and sorrow. The keening, the formal lament, the dirge are verbal meansif higWy patterned ones-to localize and to remove the pain of separation.·
,

Among many of the African tribes we find poetic masterpieces of the
mourning-song, verbal classics, and it is difficult to understand why the
African dirge is so little known abroad and has not yet found its way into the
great anthologies of poetry.
There is no return;· there is no resurrection. Once death has struck, the
individual will sink back into the dark night, even though the strength that
was his life will not perish. It is for this reason that the mourning of the
Mrican native can be so passionate, his despair so profound, his lament so
desperate. TJIe wailing melodies of the dirge never cease to ring acrOss veldt
and steppe in shrill cries of desolation, to rise above jungle and forest in dismal
voices of violent protest.
The Ewe, a Negro people of the West Coast, hunters and farmers, and
outstanding in the arts of carving, basketry, weaving, and pottery-making,
entertain the belief that the souls of the departed warriors live on in the sun.
They also share the belief of other tribes living in that area that the life·
essence of a deceased person can be captured in his stool. But the concept of
personal immortality has no appeal to them. Their pessimistic, and yet stoic,
disposition found a moving expression in one of their dirges 4 :
I
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The realm of the dead is.a large city.
Kings traveled there,
And they never returned.
Stop crying, 0 mother of an only child!
Mother of an only child, cease crying.
Never yet an o~y child
Has been born to be immortal.
The world of the dead is a large city;
Kings traveled there,
And they never returned, '
Therefore, stop weeping, 0 mother ...

It appears to be part of the instinctual endowment of man to expand himself not only into the future, beyond death, but also back into the past, where
death was not yet. This may be perhaps the reason we find so often the contemplation of death linked to the contemplation of the beginning, to creation.
Thus the Fang, a tribe living in the jungle of the Congo, in narrating the
myth of creation, punctuate the story oithe beginning with Songs ofMourning, heartrending outcries of sheer despair:
.
Cold and death, death and cold,
I would dose my ears,
Cold and death, death and cold,
Misery, 0 my mother, tnisery.
I

And another outbreak:
The star above,
1 The fire below,
I The embers on the hearth,
, The soul in the eye,
Cloud, smoke, and death.

The body-Gnoul-is bound to die and to perish. But the soul, Nsissim, will
live on in the fireof the funeral pyre, from which the people will take brands
home and kindle antw their hearth fires. And in the glow of the hearth the
soul of the departed will live on, a bleSsing to the living~ Fire, with the Fang,
is, as with other tribes, the symbol of life undying. And in 'another dirge5 the
thought of death creating life in its smoking trail reaches an almost abstract
level, for fire is conceived· as the seat of life, but also as a purifying agency.
DEATH IN AFRICA
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Fire, fire, fire,
From the hearth below,
From the hearth on high,
Light that shines in the moon,
Light that shines in the sun,
Star that gleams at night ...
Spirit of the thunder ...
Fire of the sun,
I call thee for expiation, fire, 0, fire I
Fire that passes,
And all things die behind thy track ...
The trees are burned, ashes upon ashes,
The grass grows, the plants bring forth fruits,
Fire, I call upon thee;
Fire of expiation.
i

J

Life and death are mutually in need of each other. The fire passes, andI
•
dt;ath follows its smouldering trail. The fire passes again, and out of the
ashes the green grass grows, and new roots strike into the fertile ground of
"destruction.
As the Fang, so are the Mountain Dama-a vanishing tribe of Southwest
Africa-convinced of constantly being surrounded by the invisible armies of
the dead. Like clouds, the souls of the departed are hovering about them, and
they feel their guiding or retarding presences wherever their hunting and
agricultural activities lead them. The Dama, likewise, consider the fire as the
source and the preserver of all life; it is their altar, their place of sacrifice; it
also represents their conscitmce, for it is the voices of the departed that become
audible in the crackling of the burning wood.'
'this mountain tribe believed/in an after-life and in a ~'Paradise," where
death was unknown. Gamamb, the creator, was believed to preside over the
realms both of the dead and of the living. He was considered very powerful
but not all.benign, because he created not only life and good medicine, but
also bad medicine and death.
The mourning ceremonies' of the Dama were elaborate, and the funeral
song with them was ,a highly developed art which showed a tendency toward
drama. Vedder, in his classic on the Mountain Dama, has provided us with
a fine description of one of their death-rituals.
The precentor, says Vedder, opens the mourning cere~ony by heartrend120
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jng. wails, followed by brief exclamations of sorrow and despair, uttered in '
a high monotone pitch. Whereupon the chorus of mourners responds by
relating the biography of the deceased. And by describing the past life in such
exuberant colors the mourners endeavor to entice, the dead to arise and to
return to this life so beautiful. Seeing their hopes thwarted,thegrief:.stricken
relatives and friends change the tenor of their chant. From the tone of gentle
persuasion, they lift their voices up to a violent clampr of self-accusations,
urging the scorpion, the snake, and all the dead of the, past, to fall upon the
living anq make an end with ~em all, for life is no more worth living.
The following dirge6 may stand as one example for the highly patterned
mourning songs of, the Dama:
'
The desperate wife addresses her departed husband:
Listen, hunter, elephants passed by the wharfl
You, who never missed an arrow-shot,
Don't you see the men take up their bows? .
Do you wish to stay back alone?
Arise, my husband, arise
And follow the huntets ...
And carry home the game,
That the fire of the hearth may burn againI
But, alas I you do not hear my words I
Death may take me, for I wish to die .••
A weeping woman am T.

After having invoked the snake to kill her, she once more implores her husband to return and torekindle the dying embers of the hearth:
Many roads you walked,
And you always returned.
But on walking this one toad
You became silent ••..
You are slumbering upon extinguished embers.
Man, arise I and kindle the fire
That the child may drink
While the fire lightens the hut ....
Come,
And tell me of those things
You beheld in the darkness.
DEA1H IN AFRICA
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The biographical moment is evenm.ore conspicuous in other funeral songs
of the Dama as well as of other Mrican tribes. To relate an event that has
happened means to rise above time and death. The transient has become
permanent through the word. The word will never perish. And not only that.
It is by the word that man often has taken the sting out of death. Or at least
the hurt out of the sting. And thus it is that the dirge not only expresses sorrow or despair but heals sorrow and despair. As all high literature should.
The center of gravity around which t1).e social organizations of the
Dahomeans (West Coast) revolve is the cult of their ancestors.7 The continuance of life in general, and of family and sib in particular, is warranted only
~hen the dead are ceremonially remembered at the proper time and the
proper place. And the dead are thought of not only in strictly patterned rite
and dirge but in all the activities of everyday life. The architectural set-up of
the Dahomean village is another expression of the native's attitude toward·
the dead. No compound is complete without a temple-like structure· where
the ancestral spirits are believed to abide and where they are .worshipped and
cared for. And death has been made the cornerstone among these people not
because they are enamored with death, but for reasons of security and·because
they love life and the very real joys of this earth.
122
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The climax of the ceremonial year is reached by the performance of the
ancestral dances from March until early May. During these rites the,ancestors
are believed to be reinc~natedinthedancers. To the "primitive" mind nothing is simple, but ever~g is ambivalent and complex. One and the same
ceremony may serve two' purposes. It may be staged, on the one side, to speed .
the deceased on his journey and to separate him safely from the living; .and
on the other side, to keep him in a beneficial relationship with the community
.
of the living.
A sequence of songs, chanted by the priest in charge of the great annual
ceremony for the dead, reveals plainly this twofold relationship of the quick
to the dead. In these songs which terminate the last section of the rite, the
priest imparts his injunctions to the spirits, who are about to retUrn to the place
where the souls abide. In the first song, the chief chanter explains that it is
the'duty of the dead to aid the living in the difficult task o{ being alive. But in
the next song, the priest asks the departed to visit Ithe compound only if sum- .
moned. Furthermore, they are reminded to take along only what is rightfully.
theirs, "to take away with them the songs, but not the voices of the singers;
to take the drum-rhythms, but not the hands of the drummers." In the final
song, Dombada Hwedo, the deity which is made up of:the souls of all the
unknown dead, is implored to increase the power of the priest favorably.
The Dahomean cerempny of the ancestral dances, as observed and described by Melville J. Her~kovits, clearly is designed to balance the power
radiated by the dead. And since all power may be good medicine and at the
same time bad medicine,'it l;Ias to be directed and to be dosed, carefully by way
of ceremonial.'
.
I
Furthermore, these rites are meant to "establish" not only the dead but
also the living. The dead have to get adjusted to their new environment and
their new tasks; the living, having been in contact with death, have to be
purified and balanced back into life. To lachieve this, the '.'power," released
by death, has to be put under control anc;l distributed appropriately. But the
soul, and all that goes with it-the unknown, the dark, the invisible-is as
complex and dangerous as the jungle. It needs elaborate attention, proper
treatment and even ritual coItlPulsionandguidance~ But even control must
be controlled. Thus, the ceremony of mourning provides the stricken community with the necessary emotional outlet by way of the dirge.
DEA1H IN AFRICA
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Among the people of Dahomey the "friend" occupies a socially important position, in fact, the art of friendship, within this culture, has developed
almost into an institution. It is the friend who laments the death of the friend. 7
And the friend sings:
My friend is dead.
Would that my friend were still in life,
Would that something might be found
To bring my friend hack to life.

The group of mourners responds:
Behold what death has donel
What death has done to a family.
Friend and friend were united"
The death of one leaves the oth~r in grief.

The friend and all the other mourners sing together:
I went to drink with my friend,
And I did not find him.
o death I thou killest without trial .... ,
"

The friend, while covering the body of ille dead with a piece of cloth,
smgs:
Death, thou spoilest the good things ....
A great thing has all at once become small.

The sting of death does sting. And as in anger and defiance, the priest rises
during the final ceremonies, admonishing the people to forget about the bitterness of death and to enjoy life as long as they }l1ay. Eat while you can eat,
drink while you can drink:
I see it,
There is no enjoying beyond death,
And I say to you all, I say,
That which your senses taste of life
Goes with you.
124
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I say to yo say,
The pipes you smoke,
The quiet they bring,
Goes with you.
I say to you, say,
The wives you have,
The love you know of them,
Goes with you.

Come then,
Dance, .
For a lover of pleasure, .
Now dead.

After the burial has taken place, the mourners> we are told, are per. mitted to abandon all restraint. At the rim of the grave tales are told of frank
. sexual innuendo. And 'while the sorrowful strains of the dirges still seem to
echo through the forests, the challenging tunes. of erotic songs flare up and
mingle with those of mourning and despair.
The Dahomeans stand not alone ~ their practice of linking cerem~mies
of mourning with rites of procreation. Junod encountered this custom aJI.long
the Ba-Ronga, and ~t also has been observed among the lla-speaking p~~ple
of Northern RhodesIa.
E. W. S~th, in speaking of the Ba~i1a, advances the theory that, while in
normal times the abnormal is tabu, in abnormal times-that is when the
secret and nocturnal forces are powerfully in eviden~e-the "abnormal"
things are done to restore the normal conditions. This appears to be a very
plausible interpretation.
But are rites of fertility, performed in the face of death, really abnormal?
These rites might be considered crude, but interpreted in the terms of the cul- .
ture in which they are observed,. they are not. The observance of procreational
rites atthe rim of a grave seems to present but one of the many variations rung
on this world-wide theme of death the maker of liferenewed.
SiJiillarly, the Afahye ceremony held by the Ashanti of the West Coast
in connection with the solemn eating of the first new yams, is closely linked
up with the veneration of the dead. It is a distinct New Year's celebration,
performed toward the end of October. The ceremony is inaugurated by a
DEATII IN AFRICA
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libation ·offered to the Stools which are believed to be the receptacles of the
ancestral spirits. And after the Stools have been taken to the river, the following prayer is addressed to the dead 8:

.

Life to me;
Life to the chief ...
Life to the bearers of children;
Life to the hunters.
May they be able to kill meat;
May the men beget children;
Do not let any bad sickness come.
We are giving you new yamf
That you may e a t . .

symbi~

'pertainin~

'

o~

The intimate
of processes
t? death with those growth
and general fecundity IS the very soil out of thich many of the Mncan concepts ofthe supreme being have developed. 'fo give but one example: Leza,
the high god of the Ila-speaking people, on<¥: came to the conclusion, myth
has it, that he, as the creator of death, ought to be subject to death himself.
Thus, he surrendered to the powers of death each year once. When the rains
begin to fall he will die. He will descend with the clouds, for he is the rain
himself. And, in dying, he will fructify the earth. But with the unfolding
verdure, the god will be reborn, and he will ascend-a new creation-up to
. the celestial precincts of his remote domain: death the maker of life.

,

I.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Henri A. Junod, The Life of a SOlllh African Tribe. London: Macmillan, 2nd ed., 1927.
Alice Werner, The Nativu of British Central Africa. London: 1906, p. 55.
R. P. Trilles, us Pygmies de fa Forlt Equatoriafe. Paris: Anthropos, Tom. III, 4. Fasc. 1932, p. 110.
}. Spieth, Die Religion der Ewer in Sud-Togo. Gottingen: 1911, p. 110.
Blaise Cendrars: L'Anthologie N~gre. New York, p. 32.
Trans. from H. Vedder, Die Bergdamp. Hamburg: 1923, Vol. Il, p. 6ft
Melville}. Herskovits, Dahomey, An Ancient West African Kjngdom. New York: }. J. Augustin, 1938.
R. S. Rattray, Religion and Art in Ashanti. Oxford: 1927, p. 268.
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Love while a gentle sort of trap, is an infinitely t>rnate and deli~ate

affair, a maze of concentric circles, where one goes from chamber to chamber

r
I

I

without ever being aware that the one he has just passed out ofh~sbeen
locked away from him forever. -But looking backward one can, often de~ct
the very moment, and the very place, when a particular door closed quietly
behind him.
, The first room was the one we entered when we first began to find that
boys' society didn't totally satisfy. We didn't have anything against boys (still
don't, as a mattet of fact)-indeed found them a great deal more ingenious and
daring than girls. Around boys there was always excitement: with boys one
, short-circuited the housemother's toaster,
or went out with some boo,tleggers to imThe Dancer
port a load of whiskey, or drove all night to
Pecos just to play pool, and ~hile the expeand the Dance
rience was booming along one felt that this
was'really living. It was only when, redeyed and tousled, one returned to the dora story
mitory room that the old black ennui
settled down again.
JOEL NUGENT
And contrariwise one found very little
in the' girls' way of living that was endurable for a second. All that girls
ever did was talk. Life to them was a vast conversation-piece thatone stitched
away at all through the day. Like a dialogue from a Jane Austen novel
their talk was grave, common-sensical, and touched with acid; and we could
no more get a girl to drive to' Pecos to play pool than wecoul~ get her to
do another thing'that frequently popped into our thoughts. NTo"all the girls
wanted to ,do was sit around and play their little game of oracular <:hess.
So that's why it was all a paradox when we suddenly began to want to be
with girls-or, to state it more exactly-when we didn't always 'Want to be
with boys. For trips to Pecos or tricks on the housemother were infrequent,
and while we played tennis or baseball in the intervals, to ~iphonoffpart
I'
I
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of the ebullience, there began to arrive diat moment, regularly at the end of
the day, when going out with the fellows 'was hardly more exciting than staying home with the biology text. Or when,. having gone out with them, one
found the whole evening a sort of neutral waste, and half the time one ended
up quarreling with somebody:~ getting into a fight, or-more likely thisgoing out and lookingfor girls.
'
The first year or two after we started dating, all we wanted was a sort
of mechanized group hysteria. To be together in a car, packed hip to hip with
so many couples that the springs sagged, bowling along past the cottonfields
late at night-one such evening could Havor several subsequent weeks of
loneliness. Mere group consanguinity was enough. If we could ever corner
,enough people at one time, and if the night was fine and nobody was madthere was nothing else we could ask for. The wit and laughter took care of
itself, and while sooner or later there was always a bit of catch-as-catch-can,
there were usually too many bodies in the back seat to allow any real success.
There might be an awkward, half-hit of a kiss, but it was usually followed by
screams and giggling, and could no more be compared with love's true talisman than a game of marbles can with international diplomacy.
. But during this first season of let's-be-with-everybody the trapdoors were
silendyon the move. For one thing, there soon arose the problem of whom
one should be with. At first ,it didn't particularly matter-one girl was about
as good as another, and oft@'we-mdrtifiedQur mothers by telephoning down
a list, rather like an encyclopedia salesman, not at~aII disheartened when Jewel
refused us, and even while the amenities were bein'gcpnducted riffing through
the book to find Helen's number.
But we began to learn that free-lancing in love has its drawbacks, chiefly
man's adhesive nature. Love, we found, resembled a game of musical chairs,
and unless one were careful he found that he was dancing so hard when the
music stopped that he had no place to.sit down. So circumspection taught us
foresight, taught us to call Jewel early, before somebody else got around to
her. And as sequel to that discovery (one of the doors clanged quiedy to
behind us), we discovered that, since catch-as-catch-can meant that occasionally we ended up with no catch at all, things were more secure if we
removed Jewel, or Helen, or Marie, from the communal plot and staked her
out for our own.
So there followed several years during which we went from one girl to
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another, drivenabout more by. the winds of convenience than by those of
desire..
The firstgid I remember staking out a claim on was Pearl. les odd how
memory catches the past-it's always a still picture, never a movie--and I
always remember Pearl in a red knit dress in one of the more abandoned poses
strl:Ick from the middle of a rhumba. I had tried for Jewel, as I remem.ber,for
Jewel, a small, good-natured, easy-laughing girl, was the oneweallcaIled
up first; but lewel had been snared by someone else, and Pearrs name being
next in the datebook, I spent several tempestuous ·memory;.yearsdoing the
rhumba with her. Perhaps because of Pearl I've always had mixedem<:ttions
about knit dresses. It seems to me that they have the reputation of being
voluptuous hut are chiefly., in practice, bulbous, with a certain flavor of homecooking about them; and as Pearl did the rhum.ba the yarn stretched and
contracted, yielded and flexed, and couples passing on the dance floor registered a sort of fIare in their eyes at the sight.
I wasn't, as I remember, very good at the rhumba, but Pearl had whatwe
all called "lots of"spizzerinktum," which meant that'on the dance :fIoor she
went her way and I rocked along somewhere within her orbit. Pearl had a
good. time. The moment the band started up, Pearl did too. She began ,hiccuping her way out onto the fIoor while everybody else sat entranced. Pearl's
rhumba was like a mechanical toy lance had as 'a child-a marvelous affair "
of springs and wheels that curled itself up rhythmically, drew itself up into .
a ball and then sprang up and out, clicking and purring away., and started to
draw itself into a ball again for another revolution. Similarly Pearl started
off making h~rself conipaet-headdown, arm-S in, legs close together; then
as the music ticked away toward an explosion Pearl did too; and at the
moment of detonation the drum exploded and sodid Pearl: everything flew
upward and out, while at the next moment Pearl began rhytlunically"and
cooingly to draw everything back together again, to-ftave things in order for
the next firing. As I say, I moved along in the slipstream somewhere, often
matching her movements vaguely, especially at" the moment "0£ crisis, but
otherwise providing a sort of neutral accompaniment.
But of course, once I really peer into my memory, I see more of Pearl than
a knit-dress and the rhumba. We had an awfully good time together. Pearl
was known for bemg a girl with whom one had a· good time, and whil~ I
don't remember a thing she ever said nor, off the dance-floot, a thing she ever
THE DANCER lit THE DANCE
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did, Pearl was·credited among us with great originality and as far as I know
nobody ever tried to draw on the account. I do remember that Pearl had- an
interesting eyebrow~ One of her eyebrows was retractable: it could go up, for
a quizzical look, down, for a challenging look, or snake itself into an S-curve,
for a problematical look; and a witty remark by anyone in the car usually sent
it off on its little tour. It was a well-shaped eyebrow, and Pearl made the most
of it by being the first girl in our crowd to qse eyebrow pencil and mascara,
and consequently I was the first boy in our crowd to come home with black
on his collar instead of red.
So I spent several memory-years with Pearl. Memory-years are differ~t
from calendar-years, and I discovered in an old letter the other day that Pearl
and I had gone together only a couple of months when (another of Pearl's
firsts) she suddenly had to get married, and an attendant at the Conoeo
station turned out to be bridegroom. So I found myself back in the dating
market, wearily trudging from stall to stall.
At the time I was abandoned by Pearl the event didn't have any especial . '-.-/ significance. If she had to get married that was her business, though I remember thinking ruefully that if I had known what was in the offing, Pearl and
I wouldn't have sfi~nt quite so much time on the dance-floor. At any. rate
finding myself al~~e again wasn't particularly heartbreaking, and I didn't
even realize (what I realize now) that going with Pearl was but one part of
a total pattern I was to trace out for several years.
This pattern was to be the Search for One Particular Girl, and though I
didn't know it at the time, Pearl cut away one of the edges, and narrowed
down the total area to be searched. Experience has that negative virtue, that
while it can't teach the things that should be done it can exhaust those that
shouldn't; and my brief flight with Pearl taught me that out of all the potential
dates on earth, I would never again choose one in a red knit dress, or one that
loved to do ~e rhumba, or one that had a retractable eyebrow.
IN ItS SWLNG from side to side, the pendulum always passed through the
norm, whicH was Jewel, and for a couple of weeks or so after Pearl foreclosed
on the Conoeo attendant I dated Jewe!. I don't remember much -about the
interval. Jewel and I had a good time together; she was the pattern against
which all the other girls were held, and perhaps for that very reason those
few dates have fled from memory. She was fun to be with (but not for Pearl's
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reasons), and often we left the crowd to. go out and date alone. Our dates
were ha.ppy, relaxed affairs, and I would no doubt have kept on, but hardly
had we started when Jewel's own love~li£e hit a rapids, and thropgh nofault
of my own I was left again. I was pretty well in the dark about what was
go~g on, and discovered only in later years that my best friend had proposed
to ;her, and while not accepting the proposal she had at least agreed to go
steady. So Jewel dropped away and t1J.ependulum continued on its swing
carrying me to the other extreme from Fearl, to Minnie Marie and her sweet..
ness and light.
'.
Since Pearl had exhausted my taste for the vigorous, all-out-for-the~beach
type, I found rest and solace in MinrueMarie (such names are common in
Texas), for Minnie Marie was gentleness and ladylikeness an~ softness, and
made one think of cottages with primroses beside the path, or boxes of chocolate all gussied up in pastel and ,silk. In the first place, Minnie Marie had the
reputation among us of being beautiful. She wore soft things, dainty things,
white-and-pink things; things that furred up around the collar or Bared out
around the wrist, and often one turned around to find Minnie Marie looking
exactly like a valentine. Those were the moments we cherished, the ,gifts (like
, Pearl's eyebrow) for which Minnie Marie was known; and at such times we
moved about the dance-floor pointing it out to each other. "Look at Minille
Marie. Isn't she a picture?" Then we'd all hover together and look, much as
if we were at a window admiring the sunset. These epiphanies tended to come
at odd moments, in' the half-light of a door or in the oblique shadows of a
half-darkened cafe, but they were somehow more scintillating for theirundependability. Whenever we actually scheduled a showing of Minnie Marie, I
she looked just like everybody else.
For oddly enough Minnie Marie wasn't particularly good-looking. She
had the rSlightest hint of buck-teeth, and during much of our datiOg had
trouble with· her complexion. So it happened more than once .that she, 'was
dressed like. a heroine from a Civil-War romance, and came into the car like
a breath of lilac on a spring night, but then as we drove off ·down the road
we had the disquietening suspicion that she had a pimple just beside her nose.
In retrospect I sometimes feel that Mirnlie Marie's beauty was-given her by
her audience. Like certain movie queens or popular singers she was a creation of her admirers, and sometimes the creating took a good-deal of single-mindedness. One had to catch her, for one thing, with hetmouth closed, and in a
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particular crossfire of light and shadow that masked her pimple and revealed
her cheekline. For the line of her cheek, we all agreed, was sUPerb. Again, it
too 'had to be caught only at transient moments: if one stood too close the
buckteeth came into view,'and if he stood too far all he saw was her ear, and
Minnie Marie's ear (if one looked closely enough) had a delicate brushwork
of hair all along the upper conch.
Of course certain types of beauty, like certain types of clothes, fabricate
the being beneath. With her looks Minnie Marie had to be soft, pliant, and
demure, and there was nothing conflicting in the total syndrome for her to
seem the least bit stupid. I have no reason to think that she was any less bright
than the other girls, but just as one wouldn't expect rock-'n-roll in a rosecovered cottage, or curry in a box of chocolates, her creamy exterior predisposed her to a.rather bland inner being. She always reminds me of the girl in
Fitzgerald's story whose chief conversational opening is the observation that
. it gets hotter in St. Paul than it does in Eau Claire. Actually I don't remember
talking to Minnie Marie at all; memory (no doubt a liar here) tells me she
simply sat by my side looking pretty, or potentially so, though a friend of
mine says she always started off the evening telling us what kind of weather
.we were having, and never omitted, on getting out when the date was ended,
thanking everybody for such a marvelous time.
I remember being proud of Minnie Marie, especially when the little thrill
of beauty arrived; but at the same time I found, a certain draughtineSs in our
courtship. For one thing we had nothing to say to each other. I always knew
what the weather was, and, moreover, was at the age where whatever went on
outside the car was irrelevant. Gen~ally this fact-that in Minnie Marie I had
drawn a conversational blank~dn't matter, since I would never have
thought about going out with her alone; but (luring the time I went with her
there were a few mishaps (the other coupl~ finted to show,one evening) that
forced on me several hours of Minnie Marie alone, and even if I managed to
catch a moment of the full glory of her cheekline at its most breathtaking,
the thrill was followed by whole stretches of unsweetened boredom.
Another drawback to Minnie Marie: no sex. There had been no sex with
Pearl either, at least for me-'she was much too active-but as the memoryyears passed by, sex began to drum more loudly in our earS. Or, to be more
truthful, the boys in our group were beginning to long for an occasional kiss
and a squeeze or two, which was about all we could hope for with the girls
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we took out-though apparently some of the other boys (the Conoco attendant, topick an example) "had reached a learning plateau the rest of us didn)t
as yet suspect. But even the mildly wicked delights of. a kiss or a squeeze were
impossible with Minnie Marie. As a matter of fact. I think I did kiss her once,
partly out of desperation aD;d partly out of boredom, but unlike the prince
in the story the kiss didn't bring her to life. Her kiss, like h~r conversation,
was smooth, cool~d ~d antiseptic; there was none of the tarry lipsticked
messes that I got into with o~er. girls later.
.'
.
So while I've always agreed that a thing of beaqty
isa joy forever, in praco
.
tice I dropped Minnie Marie after a couple of months too, and went back to
Jewe!. My, it was just like old home week.We had a tremendous time. Jewel
looked pretty nice too, and one didn't have to squint the eyes or tamper with
the lighting to bring out the effect; Jewel's was just a sort of pleasant..looking
prettiness, not a rich enough ·heritage to wairant her investing a lot of time
and effort on·it. Jewel was having a temporary break-up with Carl, the boy
who had proposed to her, and I think part of the £un was that both of us felt
that we were playing hookey. We even tried a.bitof necIcing, and I at least
found it very agreeable; but within a couple of weeks Carl came bac~ contrite
and swept her away again. So I got out the address book, sat down by the telephone, ahd started off the next chapter, this time with Marguerite.
IT MIGHT BE SUITABLE here to add a little warning about what might
seem to be ego. As a matter of fact I had no looks to speak of, and in conversation and general musk didn't stand out from the crowd. But I've ahvaysfound
it a sign of the general benevolence of the universe that love is equally available
at all levels, from the penthouse to the bargain-basement. Sometimes I see
love as an ocean containing (if the ladies will forgive a rather predatory
figure) countless varieties of gaudily colored male fish swiIJ1m;ng pastcountless varieties of gaudily colored female anemones. And while the biggest and
brightest fish can be caught only by the most brilliant and highly enameled
anemones, there are enough of the smaller, paler flowers paving the ocean
floor to make the progress of the rest of us an exciting and dangerouS affair.
Occasionally ambition made me try for· one of the larger specimens, but I
always got so mauled in the process that I soon fled back to my own stratum.
And (another· evidence that in some ways the universe sheathes its claws)
somehow the range and angle of my eyes became adjusted so that only my
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own stratum mattered, and while I saw and admired the great big beautiful
flowers I ignored them just as, even if I wandered inadvertently into the reach
of their tentacles, they ignored me.
. I've mentioned before that sex was crescendo, all during my capr~ces with .
Pearl and Minnie Marie, and while I certainly didn't go out and choose
Marguerite for sensual reasons, I've' often wondered if some sort of subconscious sexual selection didn't direct my finger to her number on the dial.
Not, I want to state for Marguerite's sake, that we ever did (as Mother used
to phrase it) anything that any nice upright young girl wouldn't do-in fact
we were so busy with preliminaries that we never got around to anything else
-but there was a certain paradox lin Marguerite that I haven't resolved even .
to this day.
.~. "
The night I first went out with Marguerite was almost like releasing a
catch I didn't know existed. Marguerite was a sweet, pretty, low-voiced girl,
and has since made a fine mother to eight children; she was as modest and
virtuous as could be, ,and had a soft retiring manner that made no one suspect
the lava that simmered }jeIow-but when Marguerite went out with a boy
she suddenly enveloped him. It was strange, and I was almost stunned, for
while I'd always thought necking and an occasional kiss great fun, I was
hardly prepared for the overpowering, cohesive invasion-action that took
place almost as soon as we had pulled away from Marguerite's door. She was
all over the front seat. Had my senses not been .t:"eft by the attack I might have
wondered that, as I remembered, the male was>supposed to be the aggressor,
but we hadn't even turned the corner by the post office before I was so busy,
trying to accommodate Marguerite and still keep some remnants of my own
control and the control of the car, that the matter of who attacked and who
defended was a muted, distant issue, like the phlogiston theory or Ptolemaic
astronomy.
were somehow one great interlocked entity, a living jigsaw
puzzle, and 0 great rooted blossomet (I was tempted to quote from Yeats),
how can we know the dancer from the dancer Again, I want to emphasize
dIat Marguerite was a nice girl, but she was also a very loving girl, and she
had the straightforward idea that it was good to love one another and good
heavens she set to as soon as she could.
My dates with Marguerite never lasted more than a couple of hours; like
the Medea anything started at such a pitch can't last for long, and Marguerite
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had no time for prolegomena. By the same token, the entire period of dating
Marguerite was brief, conformity with the principle that anything starting
about two seconds before the climax will find itself in the denoument shortly~
I had adopted the policy of having another couple in the car.on the first
date (Minnie Marie's influence), and I seem to remember making a pleasant
remark to the crowd as we pulled away from the door, afld then totally 10siD.g
awareness of anybody else from then on. For the presence of others made no
difference to Marguerite. She encroached, she enfolded, she needled, she
nibbled-at a moment when I thought it physically impossible ~or4lS to get
closer together, by an adroit movement Marguerite got doser still-and from
i time to time we drove ~ong in second gear simply because I was too busy to
change. She embayed one in a sort of amatory atmosphere, like smog..Arid
she was endlessly: ~ventive. The game of love, she made me· realize, is rather
like ladies' poker: the rules are so marvelously elastic that one is not· always
sure what game he is playing. Every evening there was a new approach, a
new caprice, a new delight. I suspect Shakespeare had gone outwith,sOniebody
like Marguerite before he wrote those lines about Cleopatra.. Marguerite's .
ingenuity was astounding, and sometimes the couple in the hack seat mer.ely
watched the bout, with the fixity of att~tion of the spectators at Wimbledon.
Little kisses in new and exciting ~eas, interesting little nuzzlings in places one
had never heen nuzzled before (but it was all very decent), odd littl¢ tremolo
effects as the lips parted-orie had never suspeCted thatille human body _
wassolatent with potentiality. One never knew wliata kiss co))ld develop into,
or how infallibly Marguerite could press an unsuspected synapse-that would
. make every hair on the hea~ rise in 'delight.
"
.But as might be expected, a date with Marguerite was liard oli the con..'
stitution. She was an expert on timing. When we had had amotous. hors
d'oeuvres, antipasto, the opening course-when we had stroked -aild kissed
and pressed and caressed, and when nothing seemed to lie before us. but the
main course ... Marguerite sat up, rolled down the window,st1'aight~ned
her hair and began to apply new lipstick. And then, like a comedian in a
comic strip, stars and flares andmeteo'rs exploded in my brain, and lcouid •
hardly keep hold of the steering wheel. I've oftenwQndered if Marguerite.. , ..
knew her own power, for once or twice when I raved and:roared ~ea !ion
whose meal had just been reft from the cage, she looked across withgreatmis-
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understanding, and tried to console just as a mother would a recalcitrant
child. And I must ~ay that at that moment, to console in Marguerite's way
was like trying to put down a rebellion by arming the populace.
The exact length of my involvement with Marguerite is unclear even to
this day. I seem to have gone into a sort of coma about theI time we passed the
post office that first evening, and I came out of it only gradually, some time
later, like an amnesia patient finding his way out of an attack. I must have
walked about dazed for several months. My work in Dad's store was even less
.distinguished duriug that period than it was most of the time, my schoolwork
didn't merely suffer but disintegrate, and most of my daytime hours were
spent either reliving what had gone on the night before or anticipating what
might go on the night to come. Marguerite moved away, one weekend in an
indeterminate month, and for a couple of weeks after that I ~ade my way
back to the daylight world, rather as a stunned fish slowly circles up to the top
of the water.
It was true, she had gone. Oddly enough I felt no particular sorrow-in a
way my harried nerves felt it restful merely to lie back and enjoy the sun-and
I suppose it must have been after several weeks of rest and recuperation that
I was ~'well" enough to be conscious again of the outside world. I remember
the moment when that consciousness awoke: one afternoon while carrying a
sa.ck of flour to a farmer's car, it suddenly dawned on me that I didn't have
thd least idea what Marguerite was like. She was sweet and malleable and had
a pleasant voice, but as to what sort of person she was, I had no more idea than
(this came as an especial shock) I did of the color of her eyes. We might as
well have made love in a sack. Since we never did anything but head straight
out of town and start necking I had no idea how she felt about movies,
friends, or anything else. When she climbed into the car she and I got our
backs up, rather like a fakir and his cobra, and for the rest· of the time there
was a·sort of intensity of fixation, as if we were maintaining a fine invisible
thread between uswhich took every ounce of energy in our bodies to keep taut.
I was sorntimes embarrassed by this realization. One time a year or two
later, when ap. acquaintance asked me what Marguerite was like, I could hardly answdl. There was no way to tell him about the little nuzzling kisses,
or the areas of frisson she knew to find so unerringly; but at the same time it
seemed stupid to have gone with a girl so cohesively that the town thought we
were engaged and then to reply, as I'm afraid I did before realizing how it
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sounded: "Marguerite? She's the only girl lever knew who could pqp your
eardrums in the middle of a kiss."
I TOOK TIME OUT from love, for a couple of .months after Marguerite,
and let my exacerbated nerves heal up. Of course I had a date or so withJewel, who, like me,'seemed to havegop.e through a superheated period
and was anxious for quiet- and undemandingcompanionsfup. We were
'both recuperating, and often we merely drove, side by side, letting the night
wind blow off thecottonfields onto our perfervid .foreheads. There was a new
and deepened sympathy between us, as between escapees from a tropical'
island or a penal colony; we saw a perspective, we-thought, the rest of the
world didn't know existed. Not that we discussed it; we didn't need to. Our
whole constitution had been-reshaped by the experience, and we revealed the
new configuration in our every attitude.
Jewel and I went together for quite a while, during that period. We never
broke up, indeed; about that time the war came along and I went into the
Army. Jewel came down to the bus station to see me off, I remeniber,.and
laughingly told me to be careful of my field of fire. H~r warning wash't really
necessary, however, for while I continued my amatory education while in
service, I don't think any giI:l I went with subsequently contributed quite as
much to my learning process as had Pearl, Minnie Marie, and Marguerite.
I seem to remember that ,educational theorY tells us as much: the initial
experiences are the steep ones: the curve rises sharply, thrilIingly-,.so much
so that one may be .tempted into the delusion that the slope will continue
indefinitely, leading up to who could predict what heights. But after that
initial'sweep there's a leveling off, one begins to glean in thecorllers,to-change
the figure, and while one may pick up a rag of information here and another
there, the greatest accumulation has- ~lready been made.
So it turned out that the girls 1 went with in the Army ~e:tely gave
variation to a by now familiar set of themes. There were good-time dates like
Pearl, there were tableaux vivants like Minnie Marie, there were unsuspected
cores of magma like Marguerite. ~d there 'fete others of as yet undeciphered
categories. Many of the girls were combTations--some had,say,. Minnie
Marie's cheekline and Pearl's eyebrow, or Pearl's knit dress and Marguerite's
precise flight to the supersensitive nodule. But having gone over the terrain
once gave me a certain adroitness: I knew just how often to take a Minnie
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Marie out, just what moves to make with a Marguerite, just how to fortify
myself for an evening with another Pearl. But of course one pays the price;
learning maketh a m.an to sorrow, and while there was nothing else to do but
take the ladies out, seeking the treasure not yet found, one was suipiised at
how frequently he pulled at the slot-machine handle and found himself faced
with the same three old lemons.
For the trap gates were closing behind him. Unhearing, unsuspecting,
one had gone from circle to inner circle, slowly approaching that little floor
at the heart where he would turn and face his mate. Each girl locked off a bit
of area, cut down the total to be covered. One found that beauty alone wasn't
quite enough, or a good time, or sex. One found that, in that area· at the
center, there must be a being who combined a myriad of ineffable qualiti~s,.
whose total configuration was closest to what one had been looking for. Nqt,
of course, that that configuration would be any more perfect, in this world,
.than was one's own-and in that imperfection lay a certain risk of strife. No~,
of course, that only one girl possessed it. The target area was fairly large, ~d
vario}!s~girlscould fall within it, but most of one's amorous adventures h~d
worked tow~(f-e1iminating those who wouldn't. Of course they were all
working their way through their little traps too, marching slowly closer to
the center where the one they needed luriCJ ; but that was their problem,
and mine was mine.
.
So the day approached when the maze d been traversed. Other things
than dating hastened it: b~ing far from ho e, being lonely, being bored, the
passage of years. This girl and that girl one tried and discarded. Like Goldilocks in the bears' house one found this porridge too hot, that porridge too
cold; this chair too hard, that chair too soft....
And the final day arrived. The day came when going out with another
girl wasn't worth it; one wanted to stay in with the girl. One was tired of
shopping; one was ready for home. So one turned, with what shouldn't have
been surprise, to find who was there, at the center of the maze-to find the
one who had threaded her way, as you had yours, to the heart of the laby~inth. One turned to'!ee who was there.
And there she was. There, of course, was Jewe!.

"

I
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Dear Ev, Dear Everybody
( A letter fo~nd on a Maine country road)

My boyfriend was mugged by hoodlums near Union last night.
\.
It happened so fast he hadn't a chance to get out
Of his car that was parked in the woods on the way to the graveyard.
One guy came up with a knife, another one came
From behind and rapped on my boyfriend's head like a drum
With his knuckles. I guess it was awfully hard for my boyfriend
To take sitting down. The third guy spit in the face
Ofwhoever it was was sitting in front by his side..
This friend of my boyfriend (he writes me) was terribly bright,
Bent down in a flash, switched on a revolving light,
.
And that was attached to a siren that right away started in
Screaming like millions of cats in the night. I'm so glad
He was able to back up the car in all that confusion
And get back to town before those hoodlums·got wise.
I'm so glad my boyfriend (he writes me) saved his allowance
For years to buy those gimmicks he put on his car.
ButEv, I've a favortoaskl'ou. You live near Union,
Know the kids, and have been to so many parties this summer.
Maybe by now you know of my boyfriend's new friend.
I've lived all my life in Union-excepting this summer
I'm here at this camp as 'a junior lifeguard instructorAnd the only hoodlums.anyone's seen in Union
Have been in the Saturday movie; besides, it's a mile
Off the road to the woods near the graveyard, and any old time
After clarkin the summer the cars are so thick there with kids
Parking out, you couldn't back up if you tried without busting
Somebody's fender behind. Did he back up a mile?
Well, Ev,I know being mugged must be something awful,
But who in the world is my boyfri~nd's friend who's so bright
In a pinch with a siren, and maybe you'll tell me, dear Ev,
-If my boyfriend w~ mugged (like he writes me) by hoodlums near Union,
Or was he just hugged in the moonbeams .last night by a siren?
~Bdwin

Honig
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Lullaby
dust
slowly
dust slowly
. dust slowly gathers
gathers grows grips
;l
the surface
!it.
gleamless
grayly spurns sunlight
~purns wonder
copies color
claims ~op more than sides
more than under
dust slowly
slowly dust ~ .
gathers grows gleamless
slowly slowly
dust

-Thomas John Carlisle

Aq~educt

I

October Pantomime
Fall has set the stage with Dionysus
for a tragedy. Behind the wings,
a crippled russet leafing the calendar,
swings a pendulum-the play begins.
Winds limp about to cue the cast.
First on
fragile strings, a dragonfly planing
amber air in quest of acorns, trapezes
under the glare of autumn. One twang,
and fractured is a brittle prow; on the
proscenium lies a splinted hull.
Act two opens. A crusty bow, and upstage
tumble mummied weed and panicle
of goldenrod, until the tangled strands
of the corymbs crouch into a guise
of sculptured vermicule.
Next'hoary hands, for
a macabre role, phlebotomize
the hollyhocks; a whispering campaign
in leaves, and the oakred curtain-drop
asphyxiates love-lies-bleeding. Wild geese By
honking the denouement.
From the top
Melpomene 'Weeps; with thaumaturgy,
flings on the properties confetti
Bakes. All hibernate while the isochronic
rehearsals pulse a new tragedy.

Let it stand
A stone guest
In an unhospiiable land,
Its speech, the well's speech,
The unsealed source's,
.
Carrying thence
Its own sustenance. Its grace
Must be the match
Of the stream's strength,
And let the tone
Of the waters' Bute
Brim with its gentle admonitions the conduit stone.

-Sister Mary Honora, O.S.F.

"-Charles Tomlinson
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The Sea and the Rock

by Fedor Tyutchev·

Sconset
I have never been
To Sconset, but the gleam
Of painted houses
Adding a snow-tone
To the sea-tone in the mind's
Folder of the principal views
With the courthouse
Seen fr9m the harbour, the harbour
Obscured by the whiteness
Of the church, crouched
Behind a dark shrub
Whose serrated leaves
Hang mounted (as it were)
On the spine of a featherThese have invaded
All I shall ever hear
To their contrary..
-Charles Tomlinson

The sea, that leveller
Would have itdown. Rebellion
Roars in the water now
That seethes anddimbs, hisses
Against the untaken height.
Here, devils' fites
Bubble Gehenna's cauldron, then
Upend it, streaming.
Incessant on rock and shore
. This bestial, bawling
Sibilance of the risen waves.
Mountain serenity, creation's
Sole giant contemporary
Stands over them, contained
In its pride of patience.
Mocked, they mass to regain,
Rec1amber the granite sides
And howl their hopes
Into the teeth of stone, already torn
Turned by it backward
And the enfeebled onrush
Peters to turbid foam.
That space is small, measured
Against your waiting strength,
In which the sea must sicken
And the worn rollers, tamed
Make way for the spreading calm
. And, uncomplaining, steal
Downwards to lick in peace your granite heel.
-translated by Charles Tomlinson
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The Invaders
•

The birches slash at the shadow
with the pure white of joy;
the dark fir pour upward
to stain the mountain.

Up icy streams they stride,
breaking trout in their fists,
bugling to thrush and sparrow:
"No moneyl Not ever again I"

()utofthe rocks come shouting,
immense, hospitable people,
hands like slabs of laughter,
hearts as gentle as moss.

And out of the village doorways,
drunken and blazing with mirth,
shining like metal with glory,
the people pour to greet them,

To right and left they shower
all the coin in the world;
it lies like slag in the foothills,
like lustreless ash.

no purse, no past,no guile;
only an open tumbling
caught and buried in bigness
illimitable.
-G~org~ Abb~

Ledyard: The Exhaustion of Sheer Distance
"I give up. I give up"-John Ledyard.

Around the
Horn
with Cooke, in the swell
of the summer tides, all the trickery
one could ask for, of onslaught
one could ask for nothing more
and of course, the journals
were suppressed, though all marked
was the tenor of the passing earth,

the jealousy
of location was the same
sheerness as the marking.

.I
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...
I

On the ghosdy coast"indolent
Spaniards thought Mary could possess
by flags, the squatter's ~cupation
had not yet come. Still the dreamy
hurrying, Vitus Behring,
and the trip back to Petersburg
for fresh supplies, to be yoked
by scientists, those curious argumentative
.people who took seven yearS returning
to Kamchatka,
one way. Meanwhile
the blood of the Aleuts ran .
in Norton Sound, and Ledyard
regardless ofthe· date left for Europe.

~

Where Jefferson said in Paris
and Jones agreed, "Go to Kamchatka
and thence across," and Ledyard went
although not a one of them had any money
because due to some complicated unfixing
sojourners could travel broke, tramping
as he did from Stockholm to Petersburg
around the Sea of Bothnia, but
they don't say he stopped in taverns
or what condition his shoes, the point· .
of destination was the Pacifj.c coast of Russia.
This was a way to get to the other side .
of America. And that must have been
no irony then. Walking is what I associate
with Ledyard, distance as sheer urge, not
satellite and its utilitarianism.
A wild, thousand mile walk

in the cold to Petersburg, thence
to Barnaul, midway with Dr. William Brown.
People were everywhere then looking
at flowers, exhibitions came long after
there was no place to go.

,Where, when he got to Yakutsk
and met an old mate who had been also.
with Cooke he went to Irkutsk
where Catherine~s cossacks jogged up
redfaced and seized him in in a confusion
of townsnamed Yakutsk and Irkutsk
and carried him on a horse six thousand
miles back where they set him down
just inside the Polish border, from where
probably he walked at least part of the way
back to London, which iswherc;he said
I Give Up.
I
But w~t I wonder at times,
being only from Illinois is
did you count the stretching corridors .
of spruce on that trek coming back
as we used to count telephone poles
going home from my aunt's on an endless
rainy Sunday afternoon, where shortly ~fter
the beginning of an .americansiberia,
but the mystery: when did our Poland occur?

I

Like your spirit
and bones to dust then
set out for the African Society
to discover the sources of the Nile
a mad Mark Arithony .the legions of the
weather ofthe earth atyour back
and on the way out, felL

Mystic sheer distance was in thine eye,
that beautiful abstract reckoning,
the feet, walking: for no other reason
the world.
-:Etlward Dorn
I.
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The Seventh Annual U.N .M. Research Lecture
BY VICTOR H. REGENER

The Seventh Annual University of New Mexico Research Lecture was delivered on April
22, 1960, by Dr. Victor H. Regener, Research Proft;ssor of Physics. A native of Berlin,
Germany, Victor Regener studied at the University of Munich and at 'the Technische
Hochschule, Stuttgart, Germany, from which he eatned the degree of Dr.-Ing. (1938).
His early publications appeared in such European, scientific journals as Physi!(alische
Zeitsc~rift, Nature, and Ricerca Scientifica. After a deriod as instructor at the Un~vers~ty
of Chicago (1942-46), Dr. Regener became a merr:ier of the faculty of the UmvefSlty
of New Mexico in 1947. Associate Professor and lateJ Professor of Physics and Chairman
of the Department of Physics, he was elevated to the Research Professorship in 1957.
Internationally known for his work in cosmic rays, atmospheric physics, zodiacal
light, and electronic devices, Dr. Regener is a Fellow of the American Physical Soci~ty
(1950) and of the New York Academy of Sciences (1958), and is a member of the
American Geophysical Union, of the International Ozone Commission of the International
Union of Geophysics and Geodesy, and of Sigma Xi. Recently, he was named Honorary
Professor of the Universidad Mayor de San Andres, Bolivia, a commendation which
recognized Dr. Regener's work in 1957 when he was engaged in cosmic-ray studies for
the International Geophysical Year in Bolivia, at the world's highest research center, the
Chalcataya Laboratory of Cosmic Physics.
More than thirty articles and reports, among them "Decade Counting Circuits" in
Review of Scientific InstrUments, "Statistical Si~nificance of Small Samples of Cosmic-Ray
Counts" in Physical Review, "Recordings of Zodiacal Light" in Astrophysical Journal,
"The Vertical Flux of Atmospheric Ozone" iin Journal of Geophysical Research, and
"Automatic Recorder of Atmospheric Ozo~e" in the American Chemical Society's
Advances,in Chemistry, indicate how ably Dt. Regener has represented the University
in the important areas of science. He has spok~n at the Astrophysical Institute in Paris in
1954, at the University of La Paz, Bolivia, in 1957, at Oxford University in 1959, and at
the International Union of Pure and Applied P*ysics in Moscow in 1959.
During the past few years, Dr. Regener Ms obtained, administered and completed at
the University numerous research projects in fields of nuclear effects in cosmic radiation,
atmospheric physics, and astrophysics for the U.S. Air Force, National Science Foundation, U.S. Weather Bureau, International Geophysical Year, and the Research Corporation.
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Science in Space

Lm

m~s

CONTEMPLATION of the heavens has stimwated
imagination and inspiration throughout the ages. The first recorded scientific·efforts
consisted of the observation and prediction of celestial phenomena. With the
improvement of techniques of observation by means of telescopes and spectroscopes the universe b~came charted and diagnosed in ever gr~aterdetai1~ But
as o£.today no man has entered upon space beyond die realm ofthe Earth's
gravitational attraction or even beyond the realm of th~ Earth's atmosphere.
Astronomy has remained the only physical science which must deal exclusively with things so far removed that they cannot be touched to be closely .
examined or influenced by artificial means· to have their properties revealed.
Weare now witness to a change in this situation and it is appropriate
at first to consider the depth of insight into the nature of our surroundings·
which astronomers and astrophysicists have obtained in ~pite of having had
to work so far away from their objects of study. The obs~rvationoftheapparent motion of the Sun in the sky and of the paths of the planets led Kepler in
the early seventeenth century to a correct description of the planetary system.
Galileo occupied himself with the description ofthe motion of objects under
the influence of the Earth's gravitational attraction. Newto~ stated quantitatively the phenomenon of gravitation and esiablished the laws of .1ilotlon bearing his name~ An astronomer .made the· f4'stdetermination of the speed of
light.
We have accurate knowledge of the chemical elements constituting ·the
Sun and the stars. We know exactly how much the Sun and the Moon and the.
planets weigh. We ~ow what influence the gravitational attraction ·ofthe
planet Mars would have upon a spaceship approaching it. We know that the
solar system with its planets is itself only a tiny component of a larger system
of stars and we know that our particular galaxy is only one ofmillionso£
similar galaxies. Some of these are so far away that their radiation which
reaches us today was emitted billions of years ago. We know enough laconclude that cventhese distantsyste~s of stars contain the same chemical
elemen~ which we encounter here on Earth and we know enough to conclude
145
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that physical processes occur in the same manner there as they do here. And
in recent years the radio telescope quite unexpectedly made possible the study
of interstellar gases and of the farthest reaches of space.
Just as we have gained insight into the geometric depths of outer space
we have obtained a time table by which we date cosmic events. Using the
clocks provided by the slow radioactive decay of naturally occurring unstable
elements we find that the crust of the Earth was formed some four billion
years ago. We know how to date early life on Earth because the Cosmic Radiation in colliding with Nitrogen of the Earth's atmosphere forms a radioactive type of Carbon which is eventually built into living organisms. At the
time 'of death this process stops and the Carbon which was absorbed during
. life decays ra4ioactively to form Nitrogen again. This Carbon clock furnishes
an estimate of the time span which elapsed since the organism died.
With so much information in hand we may ask why we should now
wishto spend our lives in.an effort to send up automatic space laboratories
loaded with instrumentation and why we should contemplate the risks of
space travel. The reasons become clear when we proceed from the consideration of what we know to the inqu4'y into what we do not know. Weare still
so far from havin~ acquired an exhaustive knowledge of our physical surroundings in spa~~ that a host of unsolved problems springs up whenever a
new discovery is made in Earth-bound space exploration. A case in point is
the progress made since 1946 in the field of Cosmic Radiation. A large number
·of then unknown elementary sub-atomic particles was found to be created
whenever an atomic nucleus was disrupted by a cosmic ray endowed with a
large energy of motion. This discovery has had a profound effect upon the
subsequent study of the nucleus and it is an example of how investigations
which are seemingly foreign to anything of practical value bring forth insights
of immense usefulness.
Among the questions awaiting solution through direct exploration of
space at stations removed from the Earth are many of the most fundamental
kind. Is there life on other planets? At what stage of development is this life?
Shall we encounter the predecessors of man-like creatures or shall we find the
remains of ravaged civilizations long extinct? In view of the relatively short
time span during which the evolution of homo sapiens occurred as compared
to the age of life as such on Earth we should not expect to find on another
planet creatures with whom we could communicate. But it seems probable
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that we shall encount¢r living organisms on Mars and it is certain that we
shall obtain through 'directexplorationexceedingly useful data -which -we
could perhaps never acquire by other means.
.
A fundamental problem is that o£the evolution .of thesol~ systemancl
that of the origin of the universe. Is. the solar system theresultofa condensa;.
tion of tenuous matter brought about by turbulenceand.by gravitation? What
is the nature of gravitation in·terms oIits dependence upon time OJ; ,distance?
What is the origin of the Cosmic Radiation and how isits ori:ginperlUlps-.connected with the life cycle of the stars'? What is the roleplayed byinterplane;.
tary and interstellar magnetism in connection withtheorigin.o£ planets, and stars? What is the detailed nature of the thermonuclear processes on the Sun?

I. 11m ATMOSP,HERE

The question of existence of life elsewhere is dosely related to the nature
of the atmospheres surrounding other planets. The higher forms of.life . on
Earth could not subsist on Mars or Venus. Spectroscopi<;observation$ .show
that Oxygen must be very scarce on both planets. The atmosphere of Mars .
appears to consist of ninety-nine per cent Nitrogen with traces ofwat(!rY:.J.por
and carbon dioxide. -The atmosphere of Venus is. not known ,as well but it seems to contain at least eighty per cent .carbon dioxide.
To the physicist and astrophysicist the atmosphereo£ th~ Eat~ iso£
interest chiefly because it fur~shes in its upper layers a natiIraleJra.mpleof
the most tenuous state of matter under the.influence of strong radiation from
the Sun~ The'study .of those properties of our atmosphere which area result
of radiation allows a number of conclusions as to what we may eJrpectunder
the corresponding conditions on other planets. In this connection speculations
have been made on themanner in which life~sustaining Oxygen was originally
introduced into a planetary atmosphere.
.':., .
According to one theory the formation of;OxygelJ; hasits beginning~with
the evaporation of water vapor. from the pl3tiet's surfaceasa resulto£ 'solar
heating. The. subsequent exposure of the water vapor to ultraviolet ;solar
radiation in the upper layers -of the atmosphere leads toadissociation ofw.ater
molecules into Hydrogen and Oxygen. The. Hydrogen atoms are light in
, weight and escape into space at a rate depending on the temperattit:e of the
SCIENCE IN SPACE
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uppermost la.yers of the atmosphere. The Oxygen atoms remain behind and
combine with other pxygen atoms to form Oxygen molecules O2 and also
a few ozone molecules
Os. The ozone thus formed has the peculiar property
!
of being opaque to dangerous ultraviolet solar ra.diation and thus serves as an
'effective shield over the planet's surface which allows plant life to develop.
Once vegetation has gotten under way it furthers on its own the production
of more Oxygen through the assimilation of carbon dioxide. in the presence
of sunlight. In the view of this theory the s,carcity of Oxygen on Mars may
be the result of a low temperature in the atmosphere near the surface of this
planet. A low temperature there would prevent a sufficient quantity of water
vapor to rise'from the surface into the upper atmosphere to get the Oxygen
started. Speculations of this type· are based entirely upon what one knows
about the photochemical processes in the Earth's own upper atmosphere. A
good example is the study of the mentioned formation of ozone from Oxygen.
. In the Earth's atmosphere the ordinary O~ygen molecule O 2 is plentiful.
When it is exposed to intense ultraviolet solar radiation high above the Earth's
c
surface it is split into its two Oxygen atoms. This is a photochemical dissocia. 'tion process much like that of the water molecule mentioned above. It is safe
to assume that our atmosphere at heights above one hundred miles contains
.Oxygen almost exclusively in the atomic form. Below that level and down to
fifteen miles the simultaneous existence of Oxygen atoms and Oxygen molecules leads to the formation of small but important amounts of ozone Os~
It was mentioned that atmospheric ozone shields a planet's surface from
the biologically destructive portion of the ultraviolet solar radiation. The
aJ}lount of ozo*e contained in the Earth's atmosphere is minute and would
amount to a layer of only one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness if it were all
compressed to,atmospheric pressure. This compares to a thickness of five miles
.for the rest of the atmosphere when similarly compressed. But dangerous
burns of the skin would result if a person were exposed to sunlight for a few
seconds without this thin and invisible shield of ozone.
This small amount ot ozone is embedded in the stratosphere in such small
concentration that it forms a layer which is some ten miles high and whose
center is usually found at an elevation of fourteen miles above the surf~ce.
Our measurements and those of others have shown that the vertical distribution of this 'atmospheric constituent is subject to strong fluctuations
with time. A very small amount of ozone even filters down to the ground
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where it disappears throughitsownstron~oxidizirJ.gaction.up6h .pbjects.A,n. '",::
. the Earth's surface. The monitoring of the:ozone:c()n(:entra~0I1abav..eleYa7··:;:·
·tionsfrom the ground up to theh1ghe$t .a1titlfdesattainable.}Vith,s9tm~irlg.
.';
balloons allows conc1usionsas to the· mechanism whichc()nttolst:he"ertic~~
exchange of air masses ·be~eenthestratospher~anatI1e.s~ac~.... ...... ·....··i.i..,:;
The most ditectinHuence '0£.the Sun .up()nt4e~atm~s.pl1ere·neal"th¢top···:,{ ..
of the ozone layer steJilsagainfrom'the shielding dfecto~()z()ne.If-tll(~G~9Iar. .:.'\ "..'
·energy in the far ultraviolet region ·of :thespe.c~is\Vi.thh¢l(l,@()tI!:Hl~
":.,<;~
Earth;s·surface by atmospheric ozonethenittnust heat th:upJ),~·atp:1Qsp~~te'\}.:
instead. This idea is horne oUtbYi ameasured,tempetatut'e·ri~~!irlflle-Stt~tQ-;.:~.,i;}
sphere from an average valueofaboutminuseightydegrees$'3i)r eI1lieit ·:it··..a:..: '{{;:;e;~
height of ten milesto an average valueofplus£ortydegreesattfilriY~tW()·Iti~les,: ".\}:
'above ground. So much heat.at this·height mU$tlead,t~ mroulenttn'ixin.go'£ ,..J'/~;
the lighterheated air with thecolder'air above.This1sin,sh~'c()fJ.trastt(itlie; . .• .,.',.:;;.
simationinthe lower stratosphere at elevations betvveen eightilrei~thiJ~s>' ..',-,,;.'.'
where the stable stratification of cold and dense air· 'below the warther ahd
thinner air above does not permit theoceurrenceofsucha ~l()lent~gi'
.'~~,
proces~.
.
. ',
At heightsabovehfty miles and into the hundreds of m1Ies'aoove'the
Earth's sudace. still another and quite different infllienceofsQ!ar .rad.i~tion
upon, the atmosphere isknowp. to exi~t.. Energeticl."~diati()nftb.m:the'Sun
. dissociates at these'levels son:i:eo£ the electtically.neutral atdtnS'1a:iltlm.olecules·.
of the atmosphereitrto.their charged constituents. Electricallypesi6veioITS
and electrically ne,gative' e1eettons~epresent ifl 'vari()us'laye1"s'~ough(}ut .'
this uppermost portionof-the atmosphere. The nUIllbeto£ 0x.ygetl·:atoI11sana .
Nitrogen molecules which are.ionized in thls'!Iianner is, Vet:y.isrir:IJ1aS;(OIllpared tothosew~chremain in theiroriginaI e1et~ica11ynel1ttal'State~ "But."
their presence is~ufficient' toaltet 'the electrical proPeftles.of,tIle ?uppe;r
atmosphere in such a way that radio waves ate .teHectedpack'\t()~eg.t'oUfid
·'muchin the same manner in which theywould be reflected£roll1am~ta1Iic. '.
mirror.·Without thisionosphetc it woulabedifficulttocoIDlllunicate"byr~dip'
. between remote stations onthe Earth.
,
Once more we ffud that the solar radiationwIDch is responsible IOl,C,the
ionosphere also leads to high tenipe.tatutes .of, the.llPPe.tnl()stlayets.:6~ithe.
atmosphere. Rocket and satellite d;lta.:giveirtdic;ationsofatmosphericiemper.;.
amres·ashigh as tWo thousand tofol.1rthoUsaIiddegteesFahtenheit at·a1titrides '
'0"

c
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above one hundred miles. The high~ temperatures are measured at high
-latitudes in the zones where aurorae are observed frequendy.Such a latitu~e
dependence of the temperature could mean that not only energ¢tic ultraviolet _
radiation-but also charged-particle radiation from the Sun is responsible for
these high temperatures. Charged particles arrive preferentially at high latitudes becauseof the Earthts magnetism.
The temperature of the outermost atmospheric layers is of great interest
in connection with the already mentioned possibility that atmo~pheric gases
escape into space. The higher the temperature the higher is the therm.alvelocity of a gas and the better is the chance .for an atom or a molecule to
overcome the action of gravity. Since Hydrogen is the lightest gas it-movesthe
fastest and is the. first to escape 4lto space. It is not coIiside,ed certain ·that the
Earth continuously loses' Hydrogen fom its atmosphere by t¥s process. The
quoted temperatures fortunately are now high enough to allow the escape of
substantial quantities of Oxygen atoms. A hotter Sun or a closer Sun .would.
clearly have important biological consequences.

II. THE SPACE BETWEEN THE EARTH AND THE MOON

As we ascend through the ionospheric layers of the upper atmosphere we
gradually enterupon outer space. At a height of one hundred miles the density
of the air is already as small as we can make it with our best vacuulp. apparatus
in thelaboratory. But the space above that height is by no means empty. There
. is radiation and· matter as well as magnetism and electricity. Nothing is stand. ing still. Matter and rays are busily moving about at cosmic speeds ranging
from five miles per second to the speed of light of one-hundred eighty-six
thousand miles per second.
An inventory of what we may find in a spherical test volume which has
the Earth at its center and which is large enough to contain the tirbit of the
Moori discloses a variety of contents. In daily life we often evaluate that with
.which we come into physical contact by its weight. Let us imagine in a similar
way that we stuff'the things we find in our test volume into separate bomes
and that we bring these to the Earth for weighing. As long as we keep in mind
that 'such a procedure is not practical in the first place we might as~ well
stipulate additional impossible but ideal condicion~.
_ 150
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Let us see to it· that· the walls of oUt ;bottles· are .thick enough to' confide
even the most penetrating radiation so well that there be noleakage. LetUSsee
to it that the walls are also perfect rclleetorsf9t anything we 1l11ght wish to
weigh. In this tmumerobjectsmoving-inspace wouldbe~boU11drigbackand
forth .between the walls of the weighing bottles without 10sil1gtheitenergy
of motion. This is important because the theory of relativity teaches Us' that
all energy has mass and weighs something. A good example forthisfarreaching ·statement is the energy carried by light waves.This~ isen~gyof
motion and it fills the space pervaded by the waves with. mass.
..
.
Verysimil!r is the energy or mass contained iIi stH:alledctnpt'Y spa.ce,
when this space is magnetized so as to deflect a compass needle or when itis
electrified so as to attract or r:epel pa.rti~les carrying electric charge. In this
case there is no energy of motion. But work is perrorm:edand .energy is
expended in rotating a magnetized needle orinmovingelectrkchar.geswhen~'l_
ever such an opportunity arises~ We speak of· potential energy ·of an electric
or magnetic field. This energy also fills space with'mass.
.
Among these intangible occupantso£ our test sphere the most prominent
one is the solar radiation. In round numbers we compute that there m-esome
ten tonsof sunshine present at any one titne in thatatnouritofspace,; We
should realize that the energy weighing this much is actually niovingat the
. speed of light 'and that it is therdore arriving and leaving continuously..In
the course of one day some four hundred thousand tons of sunshine'" are
pervading our testsphereinthis manner.
.
The magnetism of the Earth also fills the space around us with energy.
This magnetic energy in our test volume corresponds to.amass which'vvould
weigh some twenty pounds if it could be bottled and put on our scales. This
is not such asmaU amount when we consider that this magnetism dtops off
to a very small value within a few Earth's radii. ~edistance tathe Moon
amounts to roughly fifty Earth's radii.
Now we should consider matter and particle radiationtin our test sphere.
Material objects and-most particles' have a mass whil<:. standing stilL This is
called the rest mass of an object. In this respect material partitlesaredifferent
from the light radiation just discussed. When they are moving at a large
speed their mass is increased over and above their· rest .mass by.an amount
which stands in direct proportion to their energy of Inotion. One of the surprising r~sults of the theory of relativity is that this energy of motion and
SCIENCE IN SPACE
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thus the mass of a moving object grows larger very rapidly as the speed
approaches that of light. It turns out that any object which moves at a speed
which is eighty-s~ven per cent of that of light has a mass wIDch is double its
rest mass. ~t ninety-nine per cent of the speed of light the mass is already
enlarged seven times. At speeds even closer to that of light the mass and the
energy of motion grow toward infinity.
Some particles observed in the' Cosmic Radiation arrive at the Earth from
outer space· with so much energyfof motion that their masses are millions
of times enlarged. Their speeds are so close to that of light that the difference
is not detectable. There are not many of these cosmic rays and our test volume
contains n,o more than a small fra<,:tion·of an ounce at anyone time. The radiation passing through in one day amounts to some twenty pounds. This
corresponds just about to the energy coming to us in the form of light from
all the stars in the sky.
(
A much more formidable atnount arrives daily in the form of meteoritic
material consisting of meteors and cosmic dust. Most of the mass which is
involved here is in the form of many small dust particles. The speed with
which they ar~ive is of the order of twenty miles per second. Some two thousand tons of meteoritic material cjre contained~in our test sphere at anyone
time and some two hundred thousand tons arrive and leave daily.
Particle radiation coming direcdy from the Sun has received much attention in recent years. As a result of the high tem~erature of the immediate sur- .
roundings of the Sun the upper layers of the :solar atmosphere are observed
to eject particles into space at speeds of three hundred miles per second.
These streams of gas consist mostly 10f Hydrogen nuclei together with free
electrons. They appear to blow past the Earth irregularly and they appropriately have come to be called solar wind. Streams which happen to aim direcdy
, at the Earth are deflected to the polar regions by the Earth~s magnetism. As
they- enter the upper atmosphere they may cause an aurora polaris and by disturbing the ionosphere they may caUse sudden changes in the propagation of
radio waves. The particles of the solar wind appear to contribute substantially
to the mass in our test sphere. Depending on the amount of solar activity some
one hundred thousand tons may be present at anyone time and nrillions of
tons may blowthrough in one day.
The recently discovered radiation belts around the Earth contain chargedparticle radiation which is held in place by the Earth's magnetism. An esti152
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mate shows that each of the two belts might contain tWenty pounds of
particles. The belts are fairly close to-the Earth andrepresenta.yoluOlewhich
is very small compared to our test volume. 'The twenty'poundsofca,ptive
radiation thus represent a formidable amount of energy which-is equal to
that passingina whole day through all of the test volume in form oftransient
Cosmic Radiation.
Finally there is the elusive neutrino. This isa particle which moves
through space in large numbers at the speed of light. Among the thermonu~lear processes which continuously' release energy .on the .sim there are
some nuclear disintegrations in which neutrinos are emitted. asaby-pr04uet.
These particles are electrically neutral and they have a Oluch mgherpe.p.etrating power than any other known radiation. They emerge.from the.deep~t
interior of the Sun without difficulty and they penetrate the Earthquitefree!y.
Their number is large and their energy ofmotion IS alone responsible£ortheir
mass. Our test volume might harbor at any titnesome three tonsof.neutrinos.
This.corresponds to about .one hUndred tons of them passing,throughdaily.
Yet these ar~ certainly the most innocuous 'invaders of oU!"surtoundings.
Just as a material object is quite powerless\t9 interfere withtheirghosdy
course of travel they pass through matter without doing any damage.
The space around the Earth to the distan~ of the Moon isalsothenabitat
of man's artificial satellites. Even avery simple-minded satellite caJ:"tylngno
instruments furnishes data of.great value if the satellite is large enoughtQ' be .
d~tected in the sky by optical means.
. Such an outpost in space can be used as a.triangulationstationfrom widely
separated locations on the Earth for purposes ·ofrefiningexistinggeodetic
data. Exact obserVations of the satellite's course of travel furnish informa.t1on
on the density and temperature of the high~t .regions··ofthe Eatth's..atnios. phere. Similar measurements yield data on theextenttowhicA-tl;J.eEa.~'th?s
shape deviates from that of a perfect sphereand oil irregularities-o£th¢:<:letlsity
of the Earth's crust. This is so because the orbit of any· celestial dbje:ctis<afBicted
with peculiar perturbations when the object travels througharegionof:space
where the gravity is the tes'Ult of a non~spherical mass distribution.
Into the same class of observations belong those which~beinade to
test th~ validity of \rarious theories of graYiratlonin cQIll1ecti6n. withl?osmological hypotheses. Does the gravitational attraction betweentwo(masses
change with time? Does it perhaps depend a little upon theorientatiol1pfthet

.
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masses with respect to the Milky Way? Does it depend on the speed at which
the masses ate moving with respect to the rest of the universe?
Satellites carrying instruments can furnish a multitude of additional
items of information. Astronomical observations can be made without· hinddrance from ;ltmospheric dis~bances. The impact of meteoritic dust can be
recorded. The Earth's ionosphere can be surveyed from the outside. Radio
noise from other celestial objects can be observed at low frequencies which
cannot reach ground stations because of absorption in the ionosphere. Meteorologicalobservations of the cloud cover and of cyclonic phenomena are already
in progress. Measurements of temperature and atmospheric composition at
high altitude are of great interest. Solar radiation in the far ultraviolet part
of the spectrum and in the X-ray region can be measured only from satellites
orbiting above the opaque atmosphere.
The study of the Cosmic Radiation with satellites and space probes led
to the discovery of the radiation belts around the Earth. In this case energetic
particles of the Cosmic Radiation and probably also charged particles from .
the Sun are caught up in the Earth's magnetism and are held captive by
it. The radiation is strong and the manned space ships of the future must
carry shielding against its deadly effects. If this is not feasible they must
.circumnavigate the beIts entirely. The possible existence of similar radiation
belts around the Sun and aroundother planets has already received attention
iftthe literature.

ill. THE MOON -

PLANETS -

DUST

The Moon is an intriguing object in connection with the problem of the
evolution of Ule solar system. The lunar surface has not suffered the fate of the
Earth in ha¥ing its surface oxidized by an atmosphere 01 eroded by running
water. A stttdy of the surface of the Moon would therefore render much
insight into the formative and post-formative history of a solid surface in direct
contact with space. Are the smooth areas on the Moqn the result of lava
formation in collisions with other objects or are they blade of lava which
rose from the interior of the Moon? Are they perhap~ vast depositories of
cosmic dust which behaves under the weak gravitatiomtl force on the Moon
much like a· fluid?
154
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The Moon is different from the Earth in 'other ~espe~ts. -ltsdcmsity is
only two-thirds that of Earth. There appear to be no volcanoes.This1l1ayID.ean
that the Moon does not have a ,heavy and hot cor.e like the Earth.lt .is.known
that the Moon bulges considerably toward the~arth.Thisdeviation£rQtnthe
spherical shape is more pronounced than one would~pectfrom the Earth1s
tidal pull alone. This fact and the known existence of'high mountalttsmay,
point to a crust of ,high strength and perhaps also to wide variations of the '
density of lunar matter. A landing on the Moon would permit the direct
study of the surface. The Moon may 'consist throughout of meteoritic material
typically in~erlaced with ferrous metals. Studies of the natutalradioactivity of
lunar matter would give a clue to the ,problem as to how long ago the surface
of the Moon became solidified., Seismic studies and measurements of gravity
would render data on the structure of the Moo~'s interior~
The first manned circumnavigation of the Moon is not far off. Werieed
only consider fora moment that a commercial ,airplane with jet propulsion
already has many features of a space ship. There is the pressurization of the
cabin which is quite adequate for space travel in the highest vacuum.·Thete is
already an emergency supply of liquid Oxygen which could be enlarged to
sustain the life of a small crew for some time. There are the jetellglnes which
need air for combustion of f1;lel but not for propulsion in the manner of
, pro,peller-driven craft. It should be realized that once a ship reaches a speed
of five miles per second parallel to the Earth's 'surface above the atmosphere
it can shut off its power without falling to the ground. Further poWer is '
heeded only for navigation.' Once a speed of slightly above seven miles per
second is reached the pull of the Earth is defeated and escape into outer space
is possible. This speed compares to, one-fifth of one tnile per second Qf a '
jet-drivenpassenger plane which still travels well within the atmosphere. At
this speed it would take one month to travel to the Moon in a straight line.
At the speed of seven miles per second it would take about one day along the
same course.
Travel to Mars or to Venus is a different problem chieHybecause of the
much longer journey. The most intriguing goal is the planet Mars. Conditions there are in many respects similar to thoseortEarth. The ice caps on the
polal\{egions' of this, planet are evidence of water. Venus maybe t~ hot to
have water in liquid form. But little is known about this planet because its
atmosphere is opaque. The presence of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere of
, 155
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Venus is taken to indicate a lack of an erosion of silicate rocks by running
_water. This process continuously exposes the silicates and leads to the removal
of carbon dioxide from the Earth's atmosphere through the formation of
carbonates. Thus one of two opposite assumptions is believed valid: Either
the surface of Venus is.~ompletely dry or conversely it is all covered by oceans.
In the case of Mars the absence of carbon dioxide may be considered an
indication of rock ero~ion by the same reasoning. One idea regarding the lack
of substantial amounts of Oxygen on Mars is discussed in Chapter I. Seasonal
changes of the color of the Martian surface are observed. This is often interpreted as an indication of the existence of some form of life. Another
p.eculiarity of this planet has to do with its. shape. The diameter across the
equator is larger than the diameter across the poles by an amount which is
surprisingly large and not in agreement with what one would expect from the
irregularities in the motion of the two natural satellites of Mars. This peculiar
shape of Mars has led to speculation that the equatorial bulge of this planet
consists of light~weight rubble left behind by-glaciers of polar-origin.
Short of,actual landings on Mars or Venus it would be of great interest
just to circumnavigate these planets. Their surface features could be re~orded
and one could probe into their ionospheres. The density and the chemical _
composition of their outer atmospheres could be investigated at close range.
Magnetism and radiation belts could be searched for.
The other planets are still more difficult to study because of their larger
distance from the Earth,and because physical conditions on these planets are
bound to be quite different from those in which we are living. But there are
many other problemsto be solved closer to home. One of these has to do with
the presence in the Ear~'s vicinity of electrically charged particles originating
on the Sun and their interaction with magnetism in interplanetary space. This
phenomenon is discussed in the next chapter.
Another problem has to do with interplanetary dust. Some cosmic dust
is known to infiltrate the upper atmosphere from the space around the Earth.
This was mentioned in Chapter III and an estimate of the amount of mass
involv~d was given. It is thought that this interplanetary du~t may be meteoritic in its composition and that it may be also related to the tenuous material
of the comets. Its distribution around the Sun is peculiar. On a clear March
evening some two hours after sunset the western sky shows a faint glow of a
characteristic
shape. In New Mexico with its low latitude and clear atmos.
'
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'phere this luminescence of the sky is quite striking to the dark-adapted eye.
Near the hc;>rizon the glow is brightest and it is fairly extensive in the horizontal direction. From this base it reaches into the sky with lessening brightness
and in the form of a narrowing cone which is somewhatinc1illed ,against
the vertical. The angle of inclination is identical to that of the zodiac or
ecliptic. Hence the name zodiacal light.
~
Since 1948 we have made. automatic photoelectric recordings of this
phenomenon on numerous. occasions. The Capillo Peak Observatory {)f the
University's Physics Department is in a good location £6rthis W'ork andJor
similar studies. Ii is located near the tOWn of Mimzanosome sixtyrniles'by
road to the southeast of Albuquerque. Our first equipment was 'improvised
and, consisted essentially of a large searchlight mirror of surplus origin. This
mirror was used as a light-gathering device which illuminated a photoelectric
tube. It was made to sweep continuously over a large'portion of the night sky
. with electric motors~ At the same time another'automatic device plotted a
map of the sky on which the ·amount of light received by the mirror 'Could
later be studied. A more profeSsional instrument o£the sametypeisnow'being
'prepared for installation at a still betterlocation in the BriliviahAndes.
Astronomical studies of this kind make slow.progress. Not all four seasons.
are equally suitable and the sky has to be exceptionally c1ear£orquantitative
work. A space station would be the ideal zodiacal-lightobservatory~ Our work
so far shows that' the brightness' of the zodiacal light remains remarka.bly
constant from year to year and that the axis of the pyramid coincides with
the direction of the ecliptic with a precision better than one degree of arc.
Both of these results are significant in connection with the question a~ to
the onginof the zodiacal light. It is a well-established fact tha.t the glow con..
sists of sunlight which is reflected from some kind of £nelydividedand
widely distributed matter in interplanetary space around the Sun 'and to a
distance beyond the' orbit of the Earth. The fact that the iiltensityof this
reflected sunlight changes so little with time makes it appearprohablelliat the
reflecting particles do not form 'a part of the streams of electricaI1Y'charged
particles which are emitted somewhat sporadically by the Sun. iThus it alsO. is
unlikely that a substantial portion ofthezodiacaI~ghtis scattered by electrons
which are certainly present in these solar Stre3Il1s. Ifthisconc1usion is borne
out by futUre measurem~ts it w~>uld conflictwithpreviotls'views in the
matter of the e1ectroniccontribution to the glow. The luminosity could then
,l.......
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be considered as being caused· by sunlight reflected from dust alone. In order
to explain the concentration of the dust so near the average plane of the
planetary orbits it would seem reasonable to say that the dust particles circulate about the Sun in orbits much as the planets do. Dust particles with
diameters in the vicinity of a few ten-thousandths of an inch would seem to
account for. the observed variation of the intensity along the ecliptic with
increasing distancefrom the Sun.
Nothing must be feared from these particles as far as space ships are
concerned. They are small and they are far apart. In the immediate vicinity
of .the Earth their concentration is probably enhanced as a result of gravitational accretion and of capture in the upper atmosphere. Studies of the sandblasting effects of this dust upon satellites and space probes are in progress.

IV. COSMIC MAGNETISM -

COSMIC RADIATION

Not long ago it was thought that the magnetized condition of space was
to be found only in the vicinity of planets and stars. It is known now that
magnetism exists throughout interplanetary and interstellar space. The intensity of this magnetism is small and it' would be difficult to detect it out
in space even with a very good compass needle. We may compare the intensity of the magnetic field in space to that measured on the Earth by saying
that it is ten thousand to one hundred thousand times larger on the Earth
than between the stars and the planets.
.
During the past decade it has become clear that there exists an important
interaction between the. weak magnetism in a region of space and the electrically charged particle~ pervading the same region. There are on the average
aboutone million Hydrogen nuclei per cubic yard of empty space even in
regions remote from stars. These protons and an equal number of electrons
are free to move about and they are sufficiently numerous to turn. the space
which they occupy into a good conductor of electricity.
The stated interaction between the magnetic fields in sRace and the
electrically charged particles is a result of this electrical conductivity. Perhaps
it is easiest to visualize this phenomenon by considering an 'electric motor.
The rotating part of a motor consists of a good conductor of electricity which
is dragged around by a magnetic field. This rotating magnetism is set up by
158
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the stationary part of the motor and it always rotates somewhataheado£
the rotating part. Thus there exists a tendency for an electrical conductor to
maintain its orientation in space with respect toa magnetic field in motion.
There .also is the inverse action of an electrical. conductor upon a magnetic
field. Consider again the part of the motor which follows in the wakeofa
rotating magnetic field. Let us now perform an experiment by first <holding
on to the shaft of the motor and by stopping it while the magnetic field still
rotates. We experience the torque which wolJ1d make the motor rotatell we
let go. Now let us stop the rotation of the magnetism with~ut removmg the
magnetism itself. If we now rotate the shaft of the motor- by hand weare
attempting to drag the magnetic field around just as the ll1agnetic field
dragged the motor around before. If the part of themotpr which we ,are now
trying to rotate were made of a non-existent,mate~ial of much better electrical ,
conductivity we would actually be winding up the magneticlines of fo~ce like
the main spring oIa clock.
This illustrates just what happens between magnetism in space and the
charged particles embedded in this space which make it conducting; One may
describe the interaction between the two by saying ,that themaguetie field
holds the charged' particles captive or one may say conversely that charged
particles in motion drag the magnetic fidd ~th them. We;speak pf magnetic
fields ~hic~ are froz~ into a ~loud orintola stream ofc?arged.pa,rtides.
There IS eVIdence that we find m space a n~berof revealmg vanattonsof
1
.
this phenomenon.
1
The theory of the origin of the Cosmic "adiation pronounced byFemn
in 1949 is a famous early example. Cosmi~ rays consist. ptedonililantlyof
positively charged Hydrogen nuclei endowed with a very' high' energy of
:motion and coming from deep space., Some of the' particles£ormed when
such a cosmic ray causes a nucleus 111- the atmosphere toexplodehavee.tlough
:penetrating power to bore deep into the Earth's surface before being stopped.
This theory assumes that interstellar magnetism is frozen into vaSt regions
of space which contain a tenuous distribution of electricallychM'gedparticles.
These regions ~ be described asmagnetized clouds wrochhavea large mass
as a result of their size. They move through space randomly at cosmic speeds
of some twenty miles per second. ~ndividu~ chargedpartic1esctuisiIlg
through space collide with these clouds and are reflected from -thern because
of the clouds'magnetism and masas. Such collisions lead on the average to a
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gain in the energy of motion of the particles. Through,out the ages a single
charged particle such as a Hydrogen nucleus might undergo enough collisions
of this type to become a high-energy cosmic ray. Other theories of the origin
of the Cosmic Radiation have been proposed. Most of them contain Fermi's
mechanism in one form or·another.
'. _
The mteraction lJetween magnetism in space and electrically charge"
particles also may have had a profound influence upon the formation of stellar.
~d planetary systems. Wherever matter is in a highly ionized state containing
lllany charged particles in the presence of a magnetic field the motion of this
matter is controlled by the magnetism. Processes of gravitational accretion of
matter as a step in the forma~on of dense astronomical objects would be profoundly affected by the presence of magnetism. We need only· note in this
connection that a magnetic field can be described in terms of lines of force
which have the peculiar property of showing a lengfuwise pull like a stretched
rubber band while at the same time repelling a neighboring line of force
in a crosswise direction.
The radiation 'belts around the Earth were mentioned before. They are
another example of the interaction between magnetic fields and charged
particles. These regions of high particle concentration were discovered during
cosmic-ray experiments by Van Allen on the occasion of satellite and. space·
probe Bights. Both belts encircle .the Earth above the geomagnetic equator.
The inner belt is situated two thousand miles above the surface and it probably
consists of debris originating from the encounters of the Cosmic Radiation
with the upper atmosphere. The much higher outer belt is often assumed to
he the result of the capture of charged particles from especially intense streams
of solar origin. The particle density in the outer belt is subject to strong
fluctuations. Both belts are an example of how magnetized space may hold
captive electrically charged particles.
The streams of charged particles which are emitted as solar wind by the
Sun are still another example. These streams carry theirfrozen magnetic fields
of solar origin with them. When they impinge upon the magnetic field around
the Earth they disturb the outer regions of the field. The lines of force of the '
geomagnetic field which are forcibly displaced from their normal position
by this action of the solar wind touch upon the Earth at high latitude. The
gusty character of this solar wind is frequently recorded there with sensitive
instruments.
160
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The solar wind also appears to have an interesting effect upon the Co~mic
Radiation. The magnetic fields frozen in,to the solar wind ,are not strong
enough to deflect appreciably those cosmic rays which have already reached '
,the vicinity of the Earth. But let us consider the fact tbatthe particles in the
solar wind seem to come in the form of individual streamers rather than in a
monotonous breeze. Let us also visualize these streamers asbreakin:gupeventually into disorganized and magnetized gusts and bubbles. at .somedistance
from the Sun. In that case it is possiblethat the solar wind sweeps.low..energy
cosmic rays before it. Solar wind blowing, outward from the Sun and past
the Earth would in this manner decrease the number of cosmic rays arriving
on the Earth from outer space. Such 'a decrease .has, been. .observed to'eXist
in the low-energy portion of the Costillc Radiation during periods of high
solar activity.
A similar effect would be observed if the solar wind participated to some ,
extent in: the: rotation of the Sun about its own axis at a distance as far as the ",
Earth and beyond. If cl,tat were the case the solar wind would have an easterly
componeilt with respect to the Earth-Sun direction. The sweepingactiQn of
the magnetic gusts in the solar wind should then lead to'a small increase of
the observed cosmic-ray intensity in the lateafernoori. Such an' effect would
not be easy to verify because the Earth's magnetism changes the. direction of
the incoming cosmic-ray particles of the iow energy kind for which the
increase wo~ld be large. The equipment should therefore, be placed underground where only the effects of high-energy cosmic rays are felt. It is also
desirable to measure this diurnal variation in·the tropics and at lllghaltitude
where atmospheric conditions are so regular from day to day thatthenecessary
atmospheric corrections to the data might he diagnosed and' applied more
I
easi1y.
' ,"
'
"
Since 1958 we have made such measurements at the Chacaltaya Observatory near La paz in Bolivia. The elevation there is above seventeen thousand
feet and the equipment is located in a nearby mine shaft.
Data of the type we are seeking accumulate slowly and it is probable
that we shall obtain conclusive experimental evidence only after yearsofadditional work. Whether the results can then be int¢rpreted in terms ofasolar
wind or in terms of some other process does not,matter at the moment.' As
long as we ,keep being devoted and humble students we are bound to~ak.e
progress.
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ll.OU people have got it made," Corporal Tate said after they had

finished GI-ing the barracks on Saturday night and there was enough time to
see the last half of the picture at Theatre NO.4. Outside the PX two paratroopers, waiting for shipment to Germany, dressed in their tight, tailored
ODs, their trousers tucked into their gleaming jump boots, stopped them and
told them to" take their pants out of their boots. One grabbed Savastein by the
front of his ill-fitted, bulky Eisenhower jacket and asked him whether he
wanted to make something out of it, recruits wearing their trousers bloused.
So the three of them had gone into the movie with their pants Happing
over the tops of their new, stiff, unshined, rUsset combat boots.
"Yes-oh! You have got it made," the
Corporal had said. "Tomorrow is Sunday
and you can stay in the sack until 0700
hours. I am feeling big tonight so go out
Salami for Sunday
and have a big time, but this place looks
like a pig-house still, not fit fo' sojers to
live in."
.
"Man," Roosevelt Wilson had said when
a story
the Corporal had gone" "he is one nasty
LAWRENCE STURHAHN
man." .
"You want to come with us ?"
''No,'' Wilson said, "thank you, no. I figure I'll just lay up here on my
bunk and enjoy not working."
"
"Can I do anything for you?" Savastein asked guiltily. "C'mon with us."
"Man, I don't feel like it."
At 2 P.}!. on Sunday afternoon he was waiting in the doorway to the
service club. A bitter, grey wind swept between the yellow buildings and there
, was a rim of ice on puddles of water in the street. A car turned at the comer
and came slowly down the street, bouncing over"the ruts, faces pressed against
the mud-covered windshield and side windows. In front of the service club
the car stopped and a girl, a woman, and two children got out, came up the
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concrete path, holding their coats against the icy wind whipping at them, '
and carrying a package, wrapped in greasy delicatessen paper.. The car drove
around the corner to park in the lot'hehind the big, yellowhuilding.which,
had a sign, on the front:. WELCOME TO CAMP KILMER.
Savastein stood in the doorway, sheltered from the wiiId,stamping his
feet, and when he saw the black Plymouth with the New York license plate
make the same cautious 1;Utn he ran out, down towards the street,waving
his arms. When the car stopped he jerked open the door ·and then his wife
had her arms arourid him, hugging him, her lips searching over his face and
he whimpered ,softly, the cold and loneliness for the m.oment gone.
Finally calm, he held her away, seeing the tears in her eyes, and the way
her black hair fell across her forehead and he asked gently, "Where~s Poppa
and Momma, they didn~t want to come?"
"They said that we would be better off alone." She was crying openly
and with his two hands he folded the collar of her black, thick wool coat
down away from her face.
"It~s all right now," he whispered. "But we have to take the car around
in back because you can~t park here."
"Do we' have to stay here at all?" She looked around and, shivered.
'~Couldn~t we just drive some place where it's warm. Suppose I just kidnapped
."
,
you, what could they do?U
"Oh," he said, "they could do quite a lot. Besides I am not sure $ere is
any place warm left in the world." He thought of the squad foom' in his
barracks where fifty men slept on d9uble-decker bunks, one ahovetheother
and side by side, one man's head and another man's feet, alternately. There
were six toilets in the latrine and for the five days they had been there three
of them had been stopped up. But if the barracks was so cold with a rim of
frost in the corners of the windows inside day and night, then inside of the
service club it was colder. '
;
The families of the inductees sat around on leatherette covered,alumi- '
num chairs with their coats on, mothers and wives' holding tightly to the
hands of their soldier sons and husbands with blue, cold fingers. They talked
intently, looking into their faces, afraid to be silent. They had unwrapped the
papers and opened the boxes which they had carried in and the food was
scattered around them, on the floor by the chairs, or on the scarred, formicatopped tables in front of the couches. There were half sandwiches and wet
,
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dill pickles cut longways into slices and open jars of. jam and gefiillte fish,
and salamis chopped into hunks, but nobody was eating. The younger children ran around the enormous room with their coats and hats and gloves on,
shouting to each other. Three boys crouched behind the door, pointiflg imagi. nary rifles into the room and yelling, "Bangl Bang! Bangl youtre dead, you
gookl
Savastein and his wife came in the back. He held the door for her but
when she saw the bare room with all the people crowded into it she stopped,
puttingher hand to her mouth·. "Oh," she gasped.
"It's pretty awful, isntt it?" He looked around for it was the first time.
he lnrd been in the building himself. "But it's just a t~mporary place. Nobody
stays at this post so they don't make it very nice."
"But it's so cold," she said. "It's so awful and cold."
"I won't be here long," he said, "Sylvie, don't worry, for Christ's sake."
She looked at liim. ''Have you got the orders yet?"
"No," he lied, "not yet. They still say it will be Monday." They had
posted the orders on the bulletin board between the orderly room and the
first barracks on Friday night just after he had come back from the phone
center where it had taken him two hours to call New York thirty-five miles
away. There had been at least fifteen men in line for each operator and
after he had placed it he had to sit and wait for the loudspeaker-afraid he
would not hear his own name in the noise-to announce his call. When he
had finally gotten through he heard her father's voice.
"Poppal Is Sylvia there?"
"Is that you ?" his father-in-law asked.
"For God's sake, who else, the-stop-the-music-man ?"
''Why didn't you call? Momma and Sylvia have worried. Are you all
right?"
"I'm all right, Poppa. I didn't call because the-because it's the first goddamned time I have been able to get out of the barracks, is why. Is she there ?"
"Do they treat you all right?"
"It-is a hotel here. I never had it so good. For God's sake I"
"So, all right, all right," he s~d. "Do you have to take the Lord's name
in vain with every other word?"
.
"I'm sorry, Poppa," he said and then he heard, her voice.
U
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"Darling, why didn't you cill? It's been five days and I just got the .
postcard. Could you have called ?"
"Honey, I'm sorry, but I couldn't get out of the company. Wehave-yoll
have to understand until I can tell you about "it. I'll explain all when I see
you. Are you coming down on Sunday?" Therevvas·a mechanical clicking in
the line and the operator's voice broke in. "You~ the-iee minutes are uppu-lease signal when through."
"Operator, I'll signal-are you still there? Are you coming down?"
"You should have called collect," she said."Yes,we'reallcoming on
Sunday at two. Do you know where you're going? Have you got the orders
yet?"
"Not yet," he said. "Rumor has it that' it will be tom~rrow, orders Saturday and shipping Monday. Most everybody from here has been going to Dix,
to'the infantry."
"The infantry?" she asked.
He had just come back from speaking to her when the inductee came
runllipg into the barracks, yelling, "The orders! The orders are up!" They .
had been posted, one sheet on top of the other, in the cold darkness and the
whole company crowded around the bulletin board, each pushing to get
close enough to find his own name, one of four hundred. The freezing wind
blew through the area, swirling .loose, dry dirt in it, rattling the sheets of
paper; a loose door on the mop shack in back of the first barracks slammed
back and forth. The inductees .held cigarette lighters and matches against
the wind, trying to read the names. Savastein saw his own ov~r the shoulders
of another man who kept saying, "Goddam It, let me see. Let me see .•.
There, Fort Dix, the infantry-sixteen weeks of basic and then Korea, that's
to die."
. "Heh, Heinmann, you going to Dix? Heh~ mail, that's where I'm going
too."
.Savasteinwas down for the Signal Corps, Camp Gordon, Georgia.
I

.

.

it

.

.

In the service club on Sunday Sylvia looked at him and said, '''Oh, I hope
it's Fort Dix. That's so close I could come and see you every weekend." .
. "Sylvie," he explained, "that's the infantry. Those guys are in Korea on
the line inside twenty weeks. They call it the happy peninsula. Korea, that's
the war."
SALAMI FOR SUNDAY
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i "Oh, I don't want you to get shot at."

"I don't want to be shot at," he said smiling. "So maybe it's better that I
go someplacelelse. Maybe, like Camp Gordon in Georgia."
"That's not infantry?"
"That's Signal Corps. That's for people with brains like me."
"But Georgia," she said. "I could never come and see you all the way to
Georgia. Oh, Jesus, why does it have to be so awful?" She bowed her head.
"Let's not talk about it now," he said. "When the orders are up I'll call
you. And if I can't call you before I leave I'll call you when I arrive. It will
be a surprise." She looked at him and smiled sadly.
"Oh, darling," she said.
''We have to sit: down,:' he said stifBy. He took her hand and led her
across the room where they could sit on half a couch, next to a woman with a
fur jacket and an inductee who was sitting, looking at a piece of cake. Blessed
are the rich, Savastein thought, for they shall inherit the earth. But there's only
one army.
".A:re there many Negroes here?" she asked, looking around and seeing
.
the family opposite them.
"There ate all kinds, black, white, striped, what did you think?"
"I just asked."
"It's the same for all of us-lousy."
I

I

On Friday night when Wilson came back from seeing the orders he was
silent, climbing up in the bunk above Savastein, lying there.
"Well ?" Savastein asked.
"I reckon I'll just stay here. I have become attached here with strings
that are gold and fine, man.",
"Cut it out."
"I reckon old Corporal Tate has fixed me just right. He fix it so I
spend my two years right here. I am gonna be fireman and keep the water
hot and the barracks warm for my brothers who is moving out to fight."
"Jesus Christ, Roosevelt. They can't even keep you in the damn army. It's
bad enough the draft board sent you because ~ey have to fill a quota. Now'
tht;y have to discharge you."
" I mention that to the Corporal," Wilson said, "and he allowed as how
that's no~ quite the way it is. He say it to me at the top of his voice which is
166
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considerable. He say, nigger, you will be assigned to my company and you
and me is gonoa have a great old time together."
"But he can't do that."
,
~"He can't do it," Wilson agreed.
"I'll go to the captain," Savastein said angrily..
''The captain done signed the orders."
"But it's not right. It's against the law."
"You say it's against the bw but Corporal Tate, he is the law. Man, I hate
him. If I was to get drunk I might take out my hate on the white man on him
specific."
.
"
"
.
"Roosevelt, you can't really read or write?" Savastein asked, and Wilson
rolled over on his side and looked at him. ''I'll go to the captain. I swear to
hell I will."
"You won't do nothing, Savastein," he said quietly. "You understand
one thing about this army, man-I come on" knowing all about it-.thereain't
no right or wrong. A man does not go contrary to the law because it's been
this way since long ago. It don't matter to you whether I can read or write
because you not going against them now."
Savastein looked out the black window. He ran his finger down the
"glass, feelmg the grit of dirt under it,and the cold outside. He thought of two
years on this barren" post, with Tate and his combat infantry badge, his com..
bat infantry talk, his combat infantry sw~ggerstick, telling each new group
of soldiers, scared and sick with cold in winter and heat insurn.mer,¥ou
people got it made 'cause I'm feeling" big today. Already Savastein knew
enough to know that he would do nothing, right now there was only himself.
"At least you won't hav:e to go to Korea," he said finally.
"Man, that's why I like a white man," Wilson said. "You always looking
on the brighter side. You right, you absolutely right." And then his face
changed, hardened,became cruel. "Unless by chance he push me and I have
~

kill him."

"

"Do you want me to write you another letter?" Savastein had asked.
"No, man, let me be,," he had answered.
"Honey," Sylvia said, "it's four o'clock."
"There's one sleeps in the bunk above me," he said~
"Onewhat?"
SALAMI FOR SUNDAY
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"A Negro."
"Oh," she said. "What time do you have to go back
. "At five," he said, slowly, looking at his watch. "There's a formation at
five and then we go to chow."
"You have to?"
-"I have to."
"Is it good food?"
"It's awful. It's terrible, rotten food." Then he laughed. "But you know,
the second night 1 was here 1 was on KP. Like in all the movies' soldiers are
on KP, peeling potatoes. Only now it is done in a machine: you just trim
them, take out the eyes after the machine is done. All night we sat there,
and everybody is talking, telling about their wives and girls and where they
come from, and what they're gonna do after tIie war is over. You know it was
all night but I don't remember it was bad, aU of us together."
"A).l night," she said, horrified. "But the food is edible; I mean, you won't
get sick."
"For Christ's sake, I'm a big boy. I'm sorry., Sylvie," he said, seeing her
face. "I'm sorry." He realized then, or thought and knew it finally now, that
she would not understand and he should not tell her because she would just
worry. He felt protective of her, but very lonely because there was nobody to
whom he could tell it. There was nobody who ~ould understand. He looked
at her, seeing her dark blue eyes, the way her face was square and the precise
line-of her lipstick on her beautiful mouth. She looked like she would understand the whole world and she understood nothing and it made them separate
for the first time. Impulsively wanting to touch her., he reached out to take
her hand.
"You seem changed," she said softly. "I don't know. Can 1 go by and
see where you live before 1go?"
.
"Not he said. "I don't want everybody seeing you, you're so pretty it
would just upset them." He smiled but she did not return it. "I have to- go
back," hesaid finally. There was nothing he had to say to her; they were from
separate worlds and civilians did not understand. He felt rushed now to go
back to the company. He looked at his watch again.
"Now?"
"Yes."
early."

r

'''Butit~
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"It's almost four-thirty and it's.a fifteen minute walk.';'
"1 can't even kiss you here."
"In the car," he said. He stood up and walked with her,_pastthefamilies
who were still sitting, past others who were getting up and beginning to fold
the food away into the paper and boxes before they went. Outside the wind
cut at them. They half ran down to the car and-he opened the'door.for her,.
then ran around and got in himself.
"Don't worry about me, Sylvie," he said. "It isn't bad here, and look I am
losing weight~ Won't it be nice for you when I am thin again. You won't be
able to bug me anymore."
"Don't change," she said. "You can't because you're honest and kind and
they can't hurt you no. matter what: they do. You won't change, will you?"
"No," he said. "I am honest and unafraid."
"Why are you laughing?" she asked angrily. "Is it funny?"
"Oh, Sylvie, you wouldn't unde~stand, weare three-thousand miles from
the Grand Concourse and 174th Street."
"I would try to understand," she said, sadly.
"I can't explain it now. There's no time. I will write yOll a long letter
and tell you then." He wanted to look athis jWatch again and he wanted her'
to go. It was terrible, but he wanted her to gp because he wanted to go back
.
to the company. "I promise I will," he said. :
"Look~ 1 forgot," she said and she hande~ him a package. He felt if wit}.l
his fingers. "It's food, do you want some of it now? We could have taken it
inside and had it together with all' those other people."
"Not now."
''We could have had it together," she said sadly. He saw in her face that
she was going to cry and he didn't want her to because he didn't want to see it.
"But you can have it later tomght, by yourself."
-He opened the door, holding the package in his hand,_ feeling through
the paper, the hard shapes of little jars, the roundt:d, pulled together end of 'a
salami, and wrapped pieces of rye bread which he knew she had buttered.
"Kiss me," she said and he leaned forward across the wide front seat and
kissed her.
"Don't let them hurt you. If they say for you to do something then. you
do it, Poppa said, and don't vofunteer."
.
"I won't," he said.
SALAMI FOR SUNDAY
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:'And you'll write and tell me about it?"
"I'll call you as soon as 1know anything."
"1 love you,U she said quickly, looking away, starting the car and jerking
it into gear. He slammed the door and she backed out, turned the car away
from him. He watched as she drove out, and just before she turned the corner
. around the building, he waved goodby. She was gone and he stQod in the
freezing dusk, seeing that the light was already dropping, feeling the night
wind blowing at him.
I Savastein started back to the company, carrying the package like an offering to his buddies. He had to pack tonight because he was shipping in the
morning at 0500 hours. He would share what she had brought him with the
others; right now, alone, he wasn't hungry at all.

Sunny Island
by Rafael H eliodoro Vaile
In Capri,
island of sun.
Near, far, in all things
lies love.
The bluest sea
and in the voice
a thin
trembling.
In these belvederes
Virgil dreamed.
Dream Capri
of yesterday and today.
-translated by D. M. Pettinclla
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Fireworks
.

, I

People in a field with light and noise
f
Startle the dark, and savage boys
Scrabble among~gs for rocket sticks.
Showers of the pyrotechnics
Wink in smokeJ trailing a storm
Above the trees, against the warm
Moon. Burnt powder and burnt hay.
A railroad flare makes hellish day 1.~
On scattered &ces. Sparklers in the ~oom,
Like eandles in an attic room,
Wander in gliosdy conclave. It's the Folirth.
Aurora borealis from tlie north
V;
Moves down above the field and thunders
Finale. The sky shuts up those fiery"wonders,
And heals without a Sign ofscars.
The bId and slow explosion of the stars.
~.

-Ernest Kroll
~

Eros in the Orchard
The plums, red spheres against the naked sky,
Shake in the broken heat like rising fire;
The orchard shudders, as the wind comes high.
I come not quickly down in golden rain
When the plum tree is black against the sky
But leap forth, brute, from deep within the brain .
And fade, not as seducer nor as sin,
But mindless sense, and as with golden rain
The air is sWeeter where a god has been.

-John Stevens Berry
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Sing Willow
1

Swaying and shaking its silver leaves,
The willow bends to the running str~am;
Lunary canticles, echoes of antiphons
Snatched from the millrace, tremble
The edge of a wicker dream.
I

What is a wedding~that it must end?
"A long sleep in a rocking boat."
Whatis a man that.he must die?
"A man is windle, weight, and whisper."
"Fire, breath, love, death:
Forever is time without a home,"
Sang the willow to the running stream;
Swaying and shaking its silver leaves,
Weaving a wicker dream.
Why does the rain fall, blood on the ground?
Why do mountains splinter and break?
"The moon that mothers unquiet doves
Dances while wicker baskets burn."
Swaying and shaking its silver leaves,
The willow bends to the running stream.
These parables pleasure a witch's child;
Mourning desire that whisded the wind,
Peering from deep in wicker <4'eam.

-Barbara FitzGerald
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Ponte Vecchio
Proud legions lingered here
High riding, spanning wide,
Paused, flecked in shadow,
Saw crevassed fern and shook
The torrent's spray wind-driven from the plume,
Heard tumbling water rollinghoulders round
Down thudding ravin.e to the thunderin,g pool,
Beating the bulwarks of their sturdy frame. '.
They carried standards gravely to their world
Across unbroken bastions into time.
Now pause we here two thousand years from then
Hearing the stream cascading over shale,
The bridge is useless halfway linked with air
The fallen fragments pounded by the flow:
Here in the ruts the swift wheelscut'Through stone
This purple thyme has ou.tlived Tyrian dye
Wild birds can only span where chariots
rolled. .
.
.

Yet legions lingered here
Deep in theshade leaned to the grass
And crushed the fragrant herb,
Shared moment such as these
That swirl below
As broken ages grind to boundless sea.
~Richard

A. George

f

"-,,

,
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Epitaph
by Vinicius de Morais
Here lies the Sun
Who created the dawn
And gave light to the day
And pastured the afternoon.
The magic shepherd
Of luminous hands
Who impregnated the roses
And stripped them of their petals.
Here lies the Sun
The hermaphrodite gende
And violent, who
Possessed the shape
Of all the women
And died in the sea.
-translated by John Nist

Old Woman Gathering Withered Apples,
This tree and I once both were young.
Its blossoms were a buoyancy upon the bough,
Its trunk and limbs were sheathed in satin,
The sweetness of its fruit tore at the throat.
e sun burns down,
But it grows late.
And. I pick withe ed apples from t e ground.
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a 'bir4 In tbe band'
SOME YEARS AGO, oyer coffee (before that te$ came expressly to mean espresso),
Roland ~ieke~ (now editor of NU.Q~ but not then?; ~w~d Lueders, anEnglishp!'o- .
fessor With a pIquant penchant for Jazz; andI had ~ discussIon about paperbooks, which
begapover a brochure Dr. Lueders was carrying advertising Puffin Books. With side
admpnishments to buy Pelicans and Penguins. ("W~at a marvelouS bird is the pelly-ea.n,
his beak can hold more than his belly canl") And is there anyone who has not heard of
the $arvelous Pelican Shakespeares or Keats-a beaker brimming.with pure Hippocrenel
trhe conyersationcontinued, and we began to speculate on other possibllitiesotpaperboob named after birds whose names open with a "p"with whichpubllsherscould
feather their nests. I believe the ,phoenix was mentioned, and I'm sure all three of us felt
som~what smug when the University of Chicago Press launched a series of paperbounds
und~ that imprint.
:Names such as partridge, peacock and parrot were tossed out. Phoebe and pheasant.
An~ how about a Pigeon Press? Unlimited possibi'ities baskthereJ For the younger set,
pa~rbound stool pigeons. The travel book departtrient'could utili~the passeilgerpigeon
as its colophon. And surely the murder departqiep.t could use a line of sulky pouter
pige,bns. Parakeets PreSs could specialize'in two-volume editioIJ,Sof romantic poets. phalarop~ come too late to review. And so on, far into the moming. I thinkthesp@J1ation
end~d with the Ptarmigan Series (published, of Course, 'by old grouses) .andthe Pteredactgls-which didntt really ·qualify, and they're eXtinct now anyway.
fI doubt that anyone will rush to register any of these names astradetnarks.But it's a
ganie that's fun to play. Has anyone stormed the Citadel paperback publisher yet? Has
Grove started a new line of Firs? And surely, someOne
be undertaking a line ·of
paperbacks for farmers under the aegis of the Wiseacre Press.
A Bock of fiction has come out recendy.Capricorn Book... reissu~d Robert M. Coates'
THE EATER OP DARKNESS ($1.15), originally published by Contact£ditionsinI92.6.lt is

,

must
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a surrealist mu"rder tale of a 'man who kills with X-ray bullets, but memorable mosdy
because it is the first novel of a distinguished art critic and writer. In connection.with this,
. read the University of ~ebraska paperback, ROBERT MCALMON, EXPATRIATE PUBLISHER
AND WRITER ($1.50). l\jIcAlmon was the publisher of Contact Editions, and he belonged
to that charmed circle of lost souls of the Twenties whose magic ring has vanished leaving
a silver after-image on the retina of literature. Kerouac's THE DHARMA BUMS (Signet, .
$.50) arid his first nove~ THE TOWN AND THE CITY (Grosset's Universal Library, $1-45)
are good books with which to stock the shelves of a pad.
.
Alan Swallow, a man in Denver who has devoted most of his publishing efforts to
poetry, issues a line of Swallow paperbooks. (I'm sure no aviary connotations 'were
intended.) MORNING RED by Frederick Manfred ($1.95) is a mammoth novel by the author
of The Golden Bowl. THE "WIFE OF ¥ARTIN GUERRE by Janet Lewis ($1.25) is the story
of Bertrande de Rols and the trial of Martin Guerre, based on the case in Famous Cases
of Circumstantial Evidence.
Three of Joseph Conrad's sea stories have been edited and published with an introduction by Morton Dauwen Zabel as THE SHADow-LINE AND Two OTHER TALES (Doubleday Anchor Books, $"95). John Berryman, proficient poet and critic, has edited THE
UNFORTUNATE TRAVELER, the picaresque rambles of Jack Wilton, by Thomas Nashe
(Capricorn, $1.15), often considered to be the first novel in English.
Grosset's Universal Library has come out with THE . MIDDLE-AGED MAN ON THE
FLYING TRAPEZE, thirty-six thingamajigs by James Thurber. It's $r.25, and well worth it,
I if for the Thurber line drawings alone.
For the reader'with a purpose, Noonday has published an anthology of GREAT STORIES .
BY NOBEL PRIZE WINNERS ($1.95). East and West do meet; the twenty-six authors include
Kipling, Tagore, Yeats, Mann, Lewis, Hamsun and Pasternak. Editors Leo Hamalian
and Edmond L. Volpe have supplied an introduction (which is somewhat disappointing
in its sparseness) and thumbnail sketches of the Prize winners.
Two anthologies of stories by Irish writers have been edited by Devin A. Garrity and
published by New American Library of World Literature under the Signet imprint.
Twenty-eight modern Irish stories appear in THE IRISH GENIUS ($.50) and Liam
,O'Flaherty's lyrical talent is evident in the SELECTED STORIES OF LIAM O'FLAHERTY ($.35).
THE LOVELY LADY is a Signet anthology of stories by D. H~ Lawrence ($.35). The
seven chosen include the tide piece, the too-often reprinted "Rocking-Horse Winner,"
the happily bawdy "Rawdon's Roof," and "Blue Moccasins" which begins with this bon
mot: "The fashion in women changes nowadays even faster than women's fashions."
A collection of short stories in the comic vein by Anton Chekhov-ST. PETER'S DAY ANn
OrnER TALES (Capricorn, $1.25) reminds us that 1960 is the Chekhov centennial year.
It attests to the fact that the Russians have a sense of humor. There is a parody on Jules
.Verne, called "The Flying Island," and a gossipy item entided "Sketches from the
Theatre." The translation by Frances Jones is excellent.
Six of Feodor Dostoevsky's early stories have been published by Grove Pr~ under
the tide WHITE NIGHTS AND OTHER STORIES (An Evergreen Book, $,1.75) and NOTES
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· FROM UNDERGROUND and the excerpt from The Brothers Karamazov known as THE
GRAND I1olQUISITOR appear as a Dutton Everyman Paperback ($145)._
Dylan Thom~'s reminiscences, stories and essays comprise the New Dir.ections volume QUITE EARLY ONE MORNING' ($1.35). The title sketch presages his later pla.y,.for
voices, Under Milk Wood, and the memorable "A Child's Christmas in Wales" is here.
BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY'S by Truman Capote (Signet, $.50) contains four charmers.
Holly Golightly, eighteen-year-old call girl, originally from Tulip,. Texas, is the most
ingratiating character to come along in a long while. "House of Flowers" was a Broadway
musical some years ago. "A Diamond Guitar" is the somewhat overdone plot of the conviet musician. "A Christmas Memory," the last item, is as rich with memories as a
whiskey-wetted fruitcake;-and the boy in it reca11sthe one who made-The Grass Harp so
pleasant.
Alfred A. Knopf publishes a series of paperbacks known as Vintage Books. Eighteen .
stories and a preface by the author are printed in STORIES BY ELIZABETH BOWEN ($1~25).
Miss Bowen writeS well, particularly of horror (''The Demon Lover") .and of -children
("Coining Home" and "Mysterious K8r"). Her preface is delightful, and I quote: "Literature is a compost to which we are each contributing what we have."
Another bird in the business, Bantam, has issued two volumes in asenes called Bantam Dual.Language Books. They are FRENCH STORIES, or CoNTES F1lAN~AIS ($.75) and·
SPANISH STORIES, or CUENTOS EsPANOLES. The French volume contains ten stories presented in the French language with the corresponding English translation ·on the. facing
page. Wallace Fowlie has provided·an essay and biographica1-critica1 introductions to each·
story. Included are Voltaire,. Balzac, Flaubert, Baudelaire, de Maupassant, Glaudel, Gide,
Mauriac, Ayrne, and Camus. A scrupulous vcxabulary at the end makes this an ideal
volume for students. The Spanish stories collection contains thirteen stories, with an··
introduction and notes by Angel Flores. Some of these selections are commonplace, but·
Cela and Goytisolo have not been over-exploited with translation, and it is pleasant to find
stories by them here..
To conclude this discussion of fiction in paperbacks, we'd like to mention Signet
Classics-the latest publishing program of the New American Library of World Literature. The new series, with volumes priced atfifty cents, provides readable (la.rger type!)
and attractively bound editions of outstanding nineteenth. and twentieth-<:enturynove1s.
The ·books are unabridged and supplelllented with commentaries by scholars such as
Horace Gregory, Albert I.. Guerard, George P. Elliott and C. M. Woodhouse~The first
ten titles include RETURN OF THE NATIvE by Thomas Hardy, HEART OF DARKNEss and
THE SECRET SHARER by Joseph Conrad, THE UNVANQUISHED by William Faulkner, Ti:m
SCARLET LETTER by Nathaniel Hawthorne, THE ADVENTURES OF HUCKLEJ;lERRY FINN by Mark Twain, ANIMAL FARM by George Orwell, ADOLPHE ANI) THE RED NOTE-BOOK by
Benjamin Constant, and KIDNAPPlm by Robert Louis Stevenson.
Donald Hall, William Meredith, and Norman Holmes Pearson are members of the
poetry board of Wesleyan University Press, which last year launched a program of publishing original works of poetry simultaneously in·c1othand paperbound editions. The
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first four are· SAINT JUDAS by James Wright, LIGHT AND DARK by Barbara Howes, A
DREAM OF GoVERNORS byLauis Simpson, and APPLES FROM SHINAR by Hyam Plutzik.
Each in paperback is ~h .65,
.
James Wright, former Yale Younger Poet, evokes.the most responsive chord:
She's gone. She was my love, my moon or more.
She chased the chickens out and swept the Boor,
Emptied the bones and nut-shells after feasts,
And smacked the kids for leaping up like beasts.

~'The grave's gash festers" in Mr. Wright's consciousness. In "American Twilights,
1957," a poem dedicated
Caryl Chessman, we have this epitaph:

to

Tall on the earth I would have sung
Heroes of hell. could I have learned
Their names to marvel on my tongue;
The iand is dark where they have turned,
And now their very names are burned.

There is a preoccupation with the condemned (and Wright sees all mankind condemned)
ashe muses "At the Executed Murderer's Grave":
Order be damned, I do not want to die
Even to keep Belaire. Ohio. safe.
The hackles on my neck are fear, not grief.

This is as good a place as any to mention the other evidences of intetest in poetry at
Wesleyan. One is a small volume, POETS AT WESLEYAN. based on a readinglof poems at the
University by six poets on the faculty there. The six are Willis Barnstone~ Reud Denney,
George Garrett, Wilbert Snow, Ruth Stone, and Richard· \\.filbur. AlsC, this spring a
Poetry Festival was held on the campus. Sixteen visiting poets (among thein Robert Frost,
Salvatore Quasimodo and Theodore Roethke), six undergraduate poets, and-the faculty
poets mentioned above, were honored. A small, handsomely printed volume titled
FESTIVAL includes poems by several of them.
The Macmillan Company has inaugurated a schedule of poetry in paperbacks "in the
belief that our poetic heritage can endure and thrive only if the pocts of today are widdy
read." Rambn Guthrie, David Galler, Katherine Hoskins, Hayden Carruth, Reed Whitte..
more are among the first poets represented. Winfield Townley Scott's volume in this
series, SCRIMSHAW, was reviewed in the Spring NMQ. SALT-WATER POEMS AND BALLADS,
John Masefield's first published poems, is a Macmillan paperback ($1.25) nostalgically
reminding us to read the poets of yesterday, as well.
While dwelling in the house of paperback poetry, let us mention that it is good to
have Hugh Kenner's Rinehart volume THE ART OF POETRY ($2.50). The book expresses
acknowledgements to Ezra Pound uwho convinced writers and readers of two generations
that as the love of a thing consists in the understanding of its perfections, so the most
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detailed knowledge of what it is that a poet has done will minister to the most enduring
poetic pleasure." THE ART OF POETRY is primarily a book for the student, and it is a wise
tutor, keeping dissection and critical dissonance at a minimum and gendystressing the
poem-"where the answers to all questions lie." Over 150 poems are illcluded.' Another
l
valuable Rinehart classroom aid is Jacob 'Korg's AN INTRODUCTION TO POETRy ($1000).
An exciting innovation in the field of paperbound critical literature is the appearance
of the University of Minnesota Pamphlets on American writers, small booklets designed
to show which way the grain of American literature is runningo The first three are
ERNEST HEMINGWAY by Philip Young, ROBERT FROST by Lawrance Thompson, and
WILLIAM FAULKNER by William Van O'Connor. Each provides a brief biographical
sketch, a critical summary of the major works of each, and a selected bibliography. The
price is $1.00 per book. Forthcoming subjects include Henry James, Eugene O'Neill, Mark .
Twain, and Thomas Wolfe.
111
From April, 1919, to December, 1920, Katherine Mansfield regularly reviewed fiction
for The Athenaeum. John Middleton Murry edited and Beacon Press has published a collection of these reviews, NOVELS AND NOVELISTS ($1.65), and it is fun to roam through
these literary crumpets-comments on· Virginia Woolf's KeUl Gardens, Somerset
Maugham's The Moon and Sixpence. Edith Wharton's Age of Innocence-and does anyone here remember Daisy Ashford (more precocious than Fran~oise Sagan) or Mrs. HumphreyWard?

Oxford University Press's Galaxy Books has issued a collection of modern essays.on
eighteenth-century English literature under the editorsJ:Up ofJames L. Clifford ($2.45).
Scholars of the rank of Northrop Frye arid Rufus Putney are among the contributors, but
there "appears to be an imbalance of emphasis-two or tPr~e items apiece cQnPopeand
Johnson, while the British, at least, would notice the omission of Smollett. In the Sl!II1e
series, M. H. Abrams has edited a useful anthology of modern critical essays on the
ENGLISH "ROMANTIC POETS ($2.65), which coy'.t~s. the major figures of the Romantic
Movement in England. The major emph!iS1S" is placed on criticism rather than onbi~
graphical and historical materials, and the essayists represented include such critics as
T. S. Eliot, C. S. Lewis, Lionel Trilling, and Carlos Baker.
Putnam's Capricorn Books series includes in its recent re1ease~ John Addingto.(i
Symonds'THE REVIVAL OF LEARNING, THE RENAISSANCE iN ITALY ($I-45),which.. c. an b~
read in conjunction with Mentor's edition of THE RENAISSANCE. by Walter Pater ~$'50)~
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Besides being classic studies of a turbulent period in their own right, the two books are
classics of nineteenth-century English prose by two master stylists.
. Mention must also be made of the Indiana University Press Midland Books edition
of Mark Van Doren's JOHN DRYDEN, A STUDY OF HIS POETRY ($1.75). First published
in 1920, this remains one of the best and most well balanced studies of Dryden's poetry,
taking into account both its strength and itS weakness. Van Doren's painstaking examination of the currents of seventeenth-century thought serves not only to facilitate the understanding of Dryden's work, but also illuminates the poetic theories of the Augustans who
followed him.
R.W. B. Lewis in THE AMERICAN ADAM (Phoenix, $1.35) traces innocence, tragedy
and tradition in the nineteenth century, the emergent and collective American myth
which he pieces together from the work of Emerson, Thoreau, Hawthorne, Melville,
Henry James, and even from Scott Fitzgerald's Jay Gatsby: "... the American hero as
Adam takes his start outside the world, remote or on the 'verges; its power, its fashions,
and its history are precisely the forces he must learn, must master or be mastered by.
Oedipus, approaching dIe strange city-world of Thebes, was in fact coming home; the hero
of the new world has no home to begin with, but he seeks one to come."
THE AMERICAN MIND, by Henry Steele Commager (Yale, $1.45) discusses American
thought and character since the 1880'S. Yale University Press, another of the presses to
'foster a paperbound book program, has a sizeable list to its credit, with only a year of
operation under its belt. Tides tend toward philosophy and literature: GARcIA LoRCA by
Roy Campbell, THE HEAVENLY CITY OF THE EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY PHILOSOPHERS by Carl
L. Becker, and Maxim Gorky's THE LOWER DEPTHS.
Yvor Winters, a "maverick" of literary criticism because he views the creative act
as an exercise in moral judgment and evaluates it as such, has had six essays collected by
Meridian Books and published as ON MODERN POETS ($1.35). The six authors judged
are Wallace Stevens, T. S. Eliot, John Crowe Ransom, Hart Crane, Gerard Manley
Hopkins, and Robert Frost.
THE MODERN IBSEN by Hermann J. Weigand (Dutton Everyman Paperback, $1.75)
contains twelve essa~, first published in 1925, which probe the recesses of Henrik Ibsen's
.
social dramas.'
The flights of angels admonished to sing the sweet prince to his rest failed miserably.
Hamlet, Shakespeare's mournful Dane, has been psychoanalyzed and reconstructed and
portrayed on a revolving proscenium of criticism, of which the latest is Bernard Grebanier's THE HEART OF HAMLET, issued by Thomas Y. Crowell in a mammoth paperback
sell~g for an elephantine $3.75. The volume contains a text of the playas edited by Professor Grebanier, but perhaps it will be most useful for the comprehensive chapter on the
nature of tragedy. Eric Partridge's SHAKESPEARE'S BAWDY, a scholarly, fully documented
examination of Shakespeare's sexual allusions from the literary, psychological and lexicographical standpoints, has been released as a Dutton Everyman Paperback ($1.35).
Noonday Press has published A READER'S GUIDE TO WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS by John
Unterecker $1.65); Oxford Press has issued F. O. Matthiessen's THE ACHIEVEMENT OF
1'1-.
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T. S. ELIOT as a Galaxy Book ($1.95); and Mark Schorer's interpretation of William Blake
is a new Vmtage vol~me ($1.45). Evergreen has released an edition ofWALT WHITMAN'S
POEMS, together with clarification studies of his work, edited by Gay Wilson Allen and
Charles T. Davis ($1.95). This last volume, together with Dr. Allen's biography of Walt
Whitman, THE SOLITARY SINGER (Gr(we Press, $2.95), plus a volume of Leaves of.Grass
would pave the way to a basic understanding ofWhitman.
'Evergreen has published TliE SELECTED POEMS oFBERTOLT BRECHT in a bilingual
edition with English translation and introduction by H; R~ Hays ($1.95)' I<nown for his
raffish work in The Threepenny Opera, Brecht is prinuu:ily a social poet who discovered
esthetic values in functionalism.
TliE YEAR OF My LIFE (University of California Press,$I.25) is the autobiographical
record of a year-I8I9-in the life of Issa, one of the three greatest writers of JapaIlese
haiku. Translated by Nobuyuki Yuasa from Issa's Oraga Haru, it is an adventure in
haibun-a mixed form of haiku and prose. The, quality of "slenderness," so prized in
Japanese poetry, is evident; witness this written on the night his daughter was buried:
Let the crane cry as he may
In the darkness of the night
No blanket can ever
Cover her now.

THE 'BEDBUG AND SELECTED POETRY (Meridian Books, $1.55) contains a drama which
is a political satire and many poems by Vladimir Mayakovsky, who was canonized by
Stalin as a Soviet poet laureate after his suicide in 1930. Characterized by a steely
lyricism, the poems span Mayakovsk)"s entire career. One of the most remarkable is "The
Backbone Flute," a passionate, distraught lover's lament:
.
It seems
I shall plunge head first from the scaffolding of days.
Over the abyss I've stretched my soul in a tightrope
and juggling with words,·totter above it.

Sheed & Ward, a New York Catholic publisher, has three volumes of poems available
in paperback at $,95 each. They are TESTAMENT AND OTliER POE~S by John Fandel,
former Quarterly contributor; DISCOVERY AND'OrliER POEMS by SamuelHazoj and THE
CLIFF'S EDGE, SONGS OF APSYCHOTIC by Eithne Tabor.
Many small printing agencies in America subsist, it would appear, by printing small
editions of works of poets seeking an ear and an audience, and who feel that type will
plead their cause.
The Bread & Wine Press, appropriately enough, is one of these poetry publishers.
21 CARLISLE is a first collection of poetry by Blake Reed, showing a nervy and epileptic
grasp of language, and occasionally-in "My Grandfather's House in Springfield" and
"My Father is My Father"-.:.a sincere pattern of words and thought. GIANT OF TEARS AND
OnmR POEMS by Margaret Randall, former Albuquerquean,was published at the Tejon
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Press in New York City. The volume contains drawings by Al Held, JooP SanderS, Elaine
de Kooning, Robert Mallary, and Ronald Bladen.
Alfred Dorn is the author of two recent works: WINE IN STONE issued by the New
Aili~aeum Press: the other, FLAMENCO DANCER, published by New Orlando Publications
in Greenwich Village, New York. There is a mature grace in his poems. "To One Who
Envied a Swan," a sonnet, has for its final couplet:
The eye creates each world it looks upon
Only in the beholder moves the swan.

And it is a poet who grasps the image of "Cat-o-nine-tails of cold rain." Mr. Dorn has a
special feeling for the sonnet, and in a time of meager meter, it is pleasant to find a poet
who knows it and uses it.
.
Some writers have kept journals full of anguished phrases about their struggles with
writing ("It was with many misgivings that I killed my own friend Mrs. Proudie"Anthony Trollope, Autobiography) and maxims about how to write ("Whatever one
wishes to say, there is one. noun only by which to express it, one verb only to give it life,
one adjective only which will describe it"-Guy de Maupassant, Preface to Pierre et Jean)
and why ("I write as I walk because I want to get somewhere and I write as straight as
I can, just as., I w~k as straight as I can, because that is the best way to get there"-H. G.
Wells, Experime~t in Autobiography). The Dutton Everyman Paperback, WRITERS ON
WRITING (~h'45) is a sampler of quotations from almost seventy "eminent practitioners/'
their rules and revelations. .
Two volumes in the genre of self-examination are TURGENEV'S LITERARY REMINISCENCES, supplied with a prefatory essay by Edmund Wilson {Grove Press, An Evergreen
Book, $1.95)'and Leo Tolstoy's Last Diaries, newly edited and introduced by Leon Stil·
man (Capricorn, $1.35).
Books dealing with American history and heri~age are prominent among new
releases. On the shelf with the colonial pewter are Perfy Miller's ORTHODOXY IN· MAsSACHUSETTS, 1630-1650 (Beacon Press, $1.95), an analysis of the colonial structure through
the stringencies of thought of the age, and REBELS AND REDCOATS by George F. Scheer and
. Hugh F. Rankin {Mentor, $.75),:i book full as grapeshot with eyewitness accounts of the
American Revolution taken directly from letters, diaries, journals and battlefield reports.
OUR EARLIEST CoLONIAL SETTLEMENTS by Charles M. Andrews (Cornell University's
Great Seal Books, $1.75) presents a picture of the diversities of origin and later characteristics of seventeenth-century English colonies in Virginia, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and Maryland•
. An understanding of the major themes in American diplomacy through significant
~ocuments is provided by AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY, edited by Robert A. Divine ($1.45).
As one of Meridian Books' series of Documents of American History, it successfully
fulfills the aim of the editors to show in supplementary readers the American past as it
was recorded by those who lived it. The present volume includes speeches by Henry Clay'
oil the demands of the frontier, the planks in the Democratic platform on the issue of
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expansion which boosted James K. Polk into office, Roosevelt's letter$ toChurchiU,all
showing the inner workings of American foreign polley.
POLITICSlN .AMERICA by D. W. Brogan (Doubleday Anchor Books, $1.45) isapictilre
of the bastard art of politics from the days of Jefferson to the cur.relltter1l1ofEisenhower1
illuminating the' best and worst features-ofAmerieanpolitical1ife.Getting'3.secona>1ook
is PROFILESINCo~GE, by Senator John F~ ·Kennedy (PocketJ3ooks,eardinalEdition,
-$.35), studies in courageous political suicide, including EdmundG. Ross, upon whose
vote hung the failure to impeach President Andrew Johnson. Thereby disgraced. as a
Kansas Senator, Ross served honorably as Territorial Governor 6fNewMexico, t885,,89~
Two of the most dissimilar wars in history. are topics of two reCent' paperbacks.
Thucydides' HISTORY OF THE P£LOI>ONNESIAN WAR has been edited in translation by Sir Richard Livingstone (Galaxy, $1.85) and THE REASON WHY by Cecil WoOdham,smith (Dutton Everyman Paperbook, $1-55) is a re-creation of men and events behind ~e
immortal and ill-fated Charge of the Light, Brigade during the Crimean·War.
"Philosophy," says Roscoe Pound, "has been a powerful -mstrwnentin the legal armory and the times are ripe for restoring it to its old place therein." Pound's AN INT~o
DUCTION TO THE PHILOSOPHY OF LAw (Yale, $.95), first publiShed in 1922,trea:tS.the
function of legal philosophy, the ends and applications of law, andcontainschaptersbn
"Liability," ''Property,'' and "Contract." THE MORAL DECISION by Edmond. Cahn (Mid.
land Books, $1.75) differentiates between right and wrong in the light of American law
and presents some fascinating case histories.
-

as

In 1610, Galileo with.his telescope was the flrstrnan to see.a hea:venly body it
really was. In 1633, before the Inquisition, he was forced to recant his theories: "Imlist
altogether abandon the false opinion that the Sun is the center o£the wor1dan&.iIl1lIlov..
able and that the Earth is not the center of the world aJ:).d moves••• 0" The, storY' ofTHE
CRIME OF GALILEO is told with verve. and meticulous care by Giorgio de San.tll1an.a.
(Phoenix, $1.75),·a book which Time called "a rnasterlyinte1leetual whodunit."'STARS
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MAK.ING (Pocket Books, $.50) by Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin dramatizes the evolution and degeneration of the stars. AND THERE WAS LIGHT by Rudolf Thiel (Mentor, '$.75)
relates the stories of the astronomers who theorized, dreamed and studied the stars in
quest of truth and naturalJaw.
Accounting for persons, we have GREY EMINEN~E by Aldous Huxley (Meridian,
$1:.45), the full~length biography of Fran~ois Leclerc
Tremblay known to religion ~
Father Joseph of Paris and to anecdotal history as l'Etpinence Grise, friend and collaborator of Richelieu. Elizabeth Jenkins' biography o~ J~ AUSTEN is a blend of warmth
and scholarship. "The occult power of creating human personality" for which Miss Jenkins
praises the author of Emma, Pride and Prejudice, Sense and Sensibility, is a quality which
the biographer herself .possesses. The book is available in Grosset's Universal Library
at $145.
Speaking at Oxford in 1864, Benjamin Disraeli propounded: "The question is thisIs man an ape or an angel? My Lord, I am on the side of the angels:' William Irvine's
APES, ANGELS, AND VICTORIANS (Meridian, $1.45) is a mirror up to ,nature foi Darwin,
Huxley, and the theory of evolution.
There are paperbacks for almost every interest and pocketbook. Marshall Stearns'
basic THE STORY OF JAZZ (Mentor, $.50) will delight the record collector, folklorist and
musician; THE STORY OF LANGUAGE by Mario Pei (Mentor, $.75) is a verbal icon of an
oral tradition; APPROACH TO GREEK ART by Charles Seltman (Dutton Everyman Paperbook, $1.65) covers the subject from 16;0 B.C. to A.D. 850, and the text is supplemented
by more than two hundred illustrations. Indiana University Press's Midland Books con- .
tains A BOOK ABOUT BEES, by Edwin Way Teale ($1.95). George Bernard Shaw's THE
ADVENTURES OF 'THE BLACK GIRL IN HER SEARCH FOR GOD is available in a Capri~orn
edition ($.95) with the fifteen woodcut illustrations by John Farleigh which enhanced the
first edition. MAN, CULTURE AND SOCIETY, edited by Harry L. Shapiro (Galaxy, $2.25), is
a collection of essays by many eminent authorities on fields of anthropology and offers
a stimulating introduction to a complex study.
Under the crowing rooster of the Bantam Classics one meets the international set of
old friends, and friends of old friends. At admission prices of thirty-five, fifty, and ninetyfive cents, one can cultivate the world's garden with CANDIDE, converse with Sh~w in MAN
AND SUPERMAN ("Talk politics, you idiots: nothing sounds more respectable"), gossip about
MADAME BOVARY, relive the Revolution with CITIZEN TOM PAINE, and lead a LIFE ON THE
MISSISSIPPI with'Mark Twain.
One encounters on the Banta~ shelf a great choice of great novels. Some offer friendly
introductions (Carlos Baker on JOSEPH ANDREWS; Malcolm Cowley on ANNA KARENINAj
Edward Weeks on Conrad's THREE SHORT NOVELS-Heart of Darkness, Youth, ~d
Typhoon. One meets the fresh and standard endeavors in that most delicate of artstranslation. Competent and versatile among today's literary linguists, Willard R. Trask
translates and introduces Zola's THERESE RAQUIN, "a study in crime, adultery and retribution." Lowell Bair translates Stendahl's THE CHARTERHOUSE OF PARMA, with an introquction by Harry Levin. THE ACE OF REAsON~ first of Jean Paul Sartre's trilogy, trans-
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lated by Eric Sutton, could well afford a foreword of critical opinion since 1945. AleXandra
Tolstoy stamps her approval on Barbara Makanowitzky's translation ofFATHEkS & SONS,
Turgenev's 1861 novel of college men ("Art, love of nature, love for a woman-all this
romantic stuff must give way· to physiology, chemistry and other useful sciences"). And
there is 'Sienkiewicz' Quo V ADIS, which Jeremiah Curtin rertderedfrom the Poli$hin 1896.
The Czech, Karel Capek (credited with inventing in £923 the'word robOl, from the
Slavonic root for "to drudge>;), in his novel WAR WI'rH THE NEWTS (1936), c:reatedmagnificent satire. Capek uses theme of humanized SalaII1anders, who learn BasicEnglish~
specialize in underwater demolition, are the subject of a worldwideS-Trade, undergo
.endless Nazilike scientific tests (Jewish doctors are forbidden to participate), and one
fine day conquer the world. Its style a travesty on the scholarly treatise, with learned footnotes including Japanese and "an unknown tongue •.• therefore untranslatable," the
boo~ is alternately hilarious and horrifying. As a companion volume, from the gentle.
voice of a people sometimes treated like ~ewts, the autobiography of Booker T. Washington, Up FROM SLAVERY, needs to be heard again and again.
One novel is great for having 1045 pages, with "Not one word cutI" Hervey Allen's
ANTIIONY ADVERSE appeared in the pre-TV, voracious-reading Depression days of 1933,
.went through forty ptintings in its first edition, was kept alive in four otherediti(>ns, and
went into fourteen languages including Finnish and Japanese.
Invited to this Bantam party are the generations of living memory. Taking a cue
from literary revivals, one may begin with Henry James' WASHINGTON SQUARE (1881).
Next try William Dean Howells' AHAzARD OF NEW FORTUNES, of which introducer Van
Wyck Brooks quotes James as writing to Howells: ''Yon are less big than Zola, but you
are ever so much less clumsy and really more various." This pre-Madison Avenue novel
of New York features the stafF-of Etlery Other Week magazin.e-"The missing link; the
long-felt tie between the Arts and the Dollars." Booth Tarkin~on seemS almost forgotten,
but pre-Beatnik generations may take pleasure in recallinglWi1Iiam Sylvanus Baxter
(not unlike comic-strip Freckles) when he was SEVENTEEN. 'totally different Americana
is Robert Penn Warren's ALL THE KING'S MEN:

a

1

The second day I was in Texas. I was traveling thfough the part where the flat-footed,
bilious, frog-sticker-toting'Baptist biscuit-eaters live. 'I'hen I was traveling through the part where
crook-legged, high-heeled, gun-wearing, spick-killing, ca1lous-rumped solis of the range live
and crowd the drugstore on Satu~day night and then go round the corner to see episode three of
"Vengeance in Vmegar Creek," starrirlg Gene Autry as Borax Pete. But over both parts, the sky
was tall hot brass by day and black velvet by night, and COca Cola is all a man needs to live ·Oli.
Then I was traveling through New Mexico, which is a land oftota,J
and magnificcntemptin~~.- ...
, with a little white filling station fli.qlg down on the sand like a sun-bleached cow skull by the .
trail, with far to the north a valiant remnant of the heroes of the Battle of Montmartre in a 'Vast
bivouac wearing huaraches and hammered silver and .trying .tQ strike up COliversations with
Hopis on street corners. Then Arizona, which is grandeur andthe,fslow incredulousstareof,sheep,
until you hit the Mojave. You cross the Mojave at night and even at 'night yourl;>reat'hraspsyout
gullet as though you were a sword swallower who had got hold o£ahack-sawblade by mistake.
and in the darkness· the hunched rock and towering cactuS 109r:nr.l3t you with the. shapes of a
visceral, Freudian nightmare.'
. 1
.
,
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After the hors d'oeuvres of fiction have been sampled, one may attack a piece de
resistance at the Bantam board. While the stomach is strong, pick up RATS, LICE l!c
HISTORY, a fascinating and beautifully written pre-World War II history of typhus fever
and similarly-commqnicated diseases. "Typhus is not dead," warns Hans Zinnsser. "It will
live on for centuries, and it will continue to break into the open whenever human stupidity
and brutality give it a chance, as most likely they occasionally will."
As lagniappe, there are many choices. THE COMPLETE WORKS OF. FRAN~OIS VILLON,
18i: pages of verse in French, interleaved with Anthony Bonner's translations, has an
introduction by William Carlos Williams, who affirms Villon's Frenchness, and says ''We
can still learn from him how to write a poem." FOUR GREAT ELIZABEnIAN PLAYS offers
Doctor Faustus. The Duchess of Malfi. The Shoemaker's Holiday, and Volpone. Moments
of charm and derision are held by THE FINEST STORIES OF SEAN O'FAOLAIN and Aldous
Huxley's CoLLECTED SHORT STORIES, and there is that detective story by Mark Twain:
PUDD'NHEAD WILSON. When the eyes are tired of print (and this is less true than it used
to be in the paperbacks), one may look at the 112 pictures (16 in color) from Giotto to
Picasso in 50 GREAT ARTISTS, by Bernard Myers.
It is pleasant to find paperback books as a visible factor in the great American "Mass
Market/' and to encounter the bright, sometimes over-painted ~ces of literary heroes and
heroines in every dimestore and supermarket. Even the youngsters may meet our own
childhood friends, for THE WIZARD OF Oz, with its well-remembered drawings of the Tin
Woodman and the Cowardly Lion in color.. is available on the stands for thirty-five cents,
as a Crest paperback.
.
-Ramona Maher Weeks 6' Staff
I
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LoOKI WE HAVE COME THROUGHI A Cycle of Love Poems, by D .. H. Lawrence. Intra.
by Frieda Lawrence. Ed. by Warren Roberts. mus. by Michael Adam. Austin: University
of Texas Pr~, 1959. 120 pp. $3.00. START WITH THE SUN: Studies in: Cosmic Poetryrby
James E. Miller, Jr., Karl Shapiro, and Bernice Slate. Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, I960. 268 pp. $4,75- A D. H. LAWRENCE M1SCELLANY; ed.by HarryT. Moore.Carbondale: Southern lllinois' University Press,1959' 420 pp. $6.50. D. H.LA.WR£~CE AND
AMERICA, by Armin Arnold. New York: Philosophical Library, 1959- 261 pp.16.oo.
"On~

I,

.

has to withdraw into a very real solitude, and lie low there," Lawrence wrote
in 1916 (Apri116). "'Then the [old] world gradually ceases toexi~t,and a new world is
discovered, where thereaie as yet no people......-with the exception of his wife, Frieda~ And
now he has hundreds of thousands of people, and their n.umher increases daily. Most
of them, of course,. only dart in and out of Lawrence.,land. But many, like the allthors or
editors of these four books (all well worth. owning) have learned that large sections· of
it are exciting to live in and are filling up the bogs and chasing away the will.,o'..;the-wisps
in the darker areas.
Look.! We Hatle Come Through!--from an old world into a new~ has neverheen
printed in its entirety till now. The 1917 publishers deleted several of the poems. Warren
Roberts, has not only restored them but has contributed a foreword which makes one wish
he would write more about Lawrence. And the introduction by Frieda is charming and
heartenin&
. , '

As for the poems themselves, they are a great, naked experience:-provided one does
not judge Lawrence and Frieda by society's standards. Theirs was not the marriage ofa
gendeman and a lady, or of two solid, middle<lass citizens. The language of mysticism
is most appropriate for what they were:acoinet'dentia oppositorum1aYAAganda yin
resulting in many a tao-time ("Moonrise,t' for instance) but always swingipg .around
again to what Lawrence called "the Fight." And they both' felt th~y needed the Fight,
in order to become themselves. Can anybody say they were wrong? Look at.the works of
art which Bew forth from them. Those are the ansWers.
i
And look at such a byproduct as Start With The Sun (a phrase of Lawrence's), by
three teachers at the University of Nebraska. There's a beautiful' Fight at the centor of
this book. It's between
~e New.Puritanis~ .: • [the] Eliottraditi~n ••• with.i~.i~tell~tualcomplexity, its. concentratioJf~:
mto cubicles of WIt, Its -wasteland deroganon ofposslbIlmes, Its lack of phySical JOY ••• [and]
the Whinnan tradition ••• [of] D. H. Lawrence, Hart Crane, and Dylan Thomas ••• Vachel
Lindsay, Carl Sandburg, William Carlos Williams .•• [and] Henry M'tller. ; • religious, physical,
passionate, incantatory ••• [full of] pagan joy and wonder in the natural world, the livingcosmo$.

In nearly half the book, the three authors go strolling through Lawrence..land,completely at home: James· Miller striding straight forward, without pomposity or jargon;
Bernice Slote br~g into an occasional hop-skip-an.d-jump (the above passage is adapted
from 'her opening essay); and Karl Shapiro turning· caflWhee1s (and sometimes ~lBOOKS
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lapsing). They are delightful people, proofs of what a solar influence Lawrence can be,
comparison with Eliot.
.
A D. Fl. LAwrence Miscellany is a similar pleasure. It comprises thirty-one examples
of criticism, reminiscence, and research, plus an early version of Lawrence's "The Fox,"
the music he wrote for his play, "David," and other items. Criticism predominates, and
nearly all of it is free from the so-called "New Criticism," so hostile to Lawrence. These
critics have what he wants them to have, "a sense of life." Perhaps the outstanding ones
(alphabetically) are: Nancy Abolin (only an undergraduate at the time), A. Alvarez
(who experiences Lawrence's poetry to the full), Angelo Bertocci (who does the same
with Wome.n In Love), Harold Bloorni (who disposes of one of Lawrence's smuggest
enemies, R. P. Blackmur), R. E. Gajd~ek (the first person to give The White Peacock
a real reading), Jascha Kessler (who has an original approach to The Plumed Serpent),
Harry T. Moore (who not only undersbmds editing but can write criticism as good as
anybody's when he finds the time), anp Mark Schorer (a scholar who is not afraid to
write with emotion). But all the other Contributors are also valuable. Moore has blended
them into a vibrant book.
Arinin Arnold's book is a kind of ai~plane view of the American aspects of Lawrenceland. More of the adventure of Lawrence's love-and-hate affair with America-the
"thought-adventure," as he would call it-ean be found in an unpublished University
of Southern California thesis by E. W. Tedlock, Jr. Arnold's book, however (they have
the same titles), is more thorough and more critical. And sinc~ it has long been needed,
every Lawrence student should have it.
''Would you say America has been discovered? I would say it has m~rely been
detected." Oscar Wilde's mot could have been made by Lawrence, too. As Arnold points
out, the last book Lawrence was reading on hi~ deathbed was a life of Columbus.
Coincidence? Or-Dexter Martin
The D. H. Lawrence News and Notes is edited at the University of Alabama by Dexter Martin, who
suggests these questions to ask oneself before writing about Lawrence: t. Have I ever ridden a horse
into the English Department? 2. Have I ever shot off a shqtgun in class? 3. Have I ever danced on the
desk? 4. Have I ever revived the codpiece? 5. In short, vyhat have I done to amuse the possible God
today? (And what has He-She-It done to amuse me?)

by Juan Goytisolo. Trans. by Herbert Weinstock. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
. 1960 . 2 54 pp. $3·95·
Goytisolo is a young author, unlikely as it may seem, since his novel Fiestas is a work
FIESTAS,

~~~~

,

This is a novel without plot or "suspense," without any of the characteristics required
of the usual novel in the repertory of editorial prejudices. It shows us life at the very
bottom in Barcelona, which is not in the "Chinese district" nor in the Paralelo but in the
slums where peasants from the province of Murcia arrived in search of the daily wages of
industrial cities.
190
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The Murdans nevertheless are too low even to .~ter the ranks of the illdustrial
~roleta.riat: ~d in Bar.celon~ they are ~ooked ~pon wi . sus.pi~on .~..~. di~~am.Tosay
Murclans ' 15 worse than saymg no~adic ':gypSles"O~' erdesplsed ~monfi~•.
They can be, however, honest, mdustnous,sometlIIies a;cellentclt1zenS.{lfgtventhe
opportunity to prove it). In the suburbs of Barcelona these migratory workers .trYtQbuild
their shacks, pitch·small tents and make their poor can,lps ,as best .they gl!1. EXfcdyhow
many there are ~o one knows. Tens of thousands. The ~thoritiessendsanitaryinspectors
. and from time to time force the entire population to va1te the1rencampment, considering
ita shameful spectacle for visitors from abroad.
t
. .
In Goytisolo's novel these visitors happen to be ~atholic delegates-for the lflost
part priests or members·of the church hierarchy-to thb EucharisticCellgresscelebrated
in Barcelona two years ago. The author limits himself ,to showing us who 'the Murcians
are and how they live. And why;fu1ally, they are obliged to aballdontheir '~JllP (With
their wretched belongings) and are deported itt longlip.es of trUckS "nowhere inparticu!ar," and some of them sent toprison on the mostfrivolot,is pretexts.
Their crime is being poor and an "uncomfortable ·~pec~cle." One call1lot help reqill.
ing the world of JesUs in Galilee and. that of his disciples and aposdes. The Eucharistic
Congress was doubtless in the cathedral of Barcelona~butif Jesus was somewhere he Was
"with the Murcfans" in all probability. Thereflectiqn is all the mOre somber when the
reader remembers that the Congress delegates had the enthusiastic sponsorship and assistance of a Fascist regime like Franco's, with more than a million violent deaths on its ,
conscience.
.
Yet the novel· contains not a single allusion, polemical or conciliatory, to any kind
of social orpolitical problem. It presents the 'facts. As the Spanish classic writer wo~d say.,
referring to a lady who throws her mirror out of the window for revealing her to be ugly:
Arrojar la cara importa
que el espejo no hay por que.
I

(Getting rid of one's face is the right thing to do, there's no' reason for throwing th~
mirror away.)
It is unquestionably odd that the Falangist organ Puehlo shoUld have recently 'accused
Goytisolo of being a "Marxist" writer. Reality....-truth--is apparently Marxist for .the
Falangists. Such a declaration in all jts absurdity cannot fail to he profoundlynoxlous to..
Fascists of any color (brown, black or blue).
f::
All sorts of characters are present in the novel, most of them typicalo£ the Spain .of
today. The professor dismissed from his university for beinga liberal, the adol~cc:ntgirl.
dreamer who refuses to accept the death ofher exiled repubIlcan father and Whobelie-v;es
that he is rich and lives in a palace and will send for her, the successful rogues and rpe
frustrated ones,. the "decent" women and tho~ewho make of a certain kind of d¢cency
a two.edged arm for the dreadful struggle. An insect's struggle, for the petty success which
permits living one more week. Or one more day.
.
Fiestas is more impressive because of the serene coldness with which the author discloses the facts without thinking abo~t producing a predetermined effect. Not even an
I
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effect of pity and terror like the ancien~ tragedians. With the coldness of vision there is
an honest objectivity.
.
There have been cases of masterpieces in the early youth of an author, like Dostoevski's Poor People, for ins~ce. But inlsuch cases we are dealing with masterpieces of
emotion, early explosions of hate, love or compassion, or simple amazement before the
promises or threatS of life.
:
We find nothing like this in Goyti~olo's Fiestas. From beginning to end the emotion
is controlled and subordinated to the dpression of the truth, which can be a nude truth
but is not a scandalous nudity. With the psychology of the individual and the well'selected anecdote the novelist goes weaving his fabric, from which a certain lyrical
quality emerges. The lyricism is in the facts themselves and in their interdependence,
under a ieallight which.is, however, nO'ordinary light.
:Fiestas is a fine novel in which there are no "promises," as one is wont to say of
the works of the young, but realities of which any mature author would be proud. Nor
are there crude satirical purposes. There is only love, in different shades and planes. And'
it is a Christian love. If Christian love and grace have no need to be ~telligent because
they are a reality superior to those of the intellect, in the case of the poet and the wr~ter
of nov~ls a really gifted mind is everything. Goytisolo, in addition to such a mind, has
sensibility and a truly human hean. His Fiestas is excellent and time will increase and
enhance the r"ders' appreciation.
-Ram6n Sender
One of fhe most distinguished writers Spain has produced. Dr. Sender lives· in Albuquerque. where he
is profeSsor of Spanish at the University of New Mexico. With reference to his trilogy of a boy growing
up in Spain, Before Noon, Sende~ is completing the fourth part of that work and putting the finishing
touches ott seven novellas. one of which will appear in a forthcoming issue. of Partisan Rt:view and
another in NMQ.

VELAZQUEZ, A Biographical and Critical
Study, by Enrique Lafuente Ferrari. Trans.
from the French version of the original
Spanish. by James Emmons. Lausanne,
Switzerland: Alben Skira, Editions d'Art.
Distributed in the U.S. by the World Book
Company,-Cleveland, Ohio, 1960. 133 pp.
55 color plates. $5·95.
Nineteen Sixty marks the third centenary of the death of the Spanish painter
Velazquez. Lafuente Ferrari's pook is a
reminder for the forgetful if not a work of
sufficient substance and essence for specialists. But these have no need of reminders.
Velazquez is the las~ painter reflecting
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the greatness of the Italian Renaissance.
Althongh he is not a Renaissance painter.
The final splendor of Titian, Leonardo and
Michelangelo illuminate a baroque future in
the canvases of Velazquez. ·The last great
pictures in which Velazquez' legacy is implicit-"The Tapestry Weavers" and "The
Maids of Honor"-are masterpieces of the
baroque in which Spain will express itself
for two more centuries.
According to the idea generally held Ie-,
garding spain and Spaniards, Velazquez
shoUld not be Spanish. Cold, exact and
serene, he reduces painting to visuality as
Descartes reduces thought to rationality.
This was said of Velazquez' by Ortega y
N.M.Q.XXX:2
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Gasset. The sarnething could be said of the "Las Meninas" is painted just as the author.
modern cornposers who reduce music to a saw it in a m,irror embracing the entire
problem or a series of problems in acoustics. room.
.
If ever the ideas of art and science have been
Velazquez waschamied .by mirrors
able to blend it is in Velazquez, the most like most paint~rs'of the period. Seeing his
expert, indifferent, objective and precise of work.in those fictitious spaces was like
seeing it in his own imagination a1ld the
painters.
From the very 'beginning of his career ambition of the plastic artist has always
one does not know where painting ends and been to translate the dreamed-of to the visilife begins in the great canvases.
ble,faithfully, accurately.
.
The author recalls thatBerenson'~ccuses
As for the artist's life, it is the least
dramatic in the world. He was born in sornepainters of abusing'tactile values. And
Sevilla, and as a boy of eleven began his Lafuente Fermi also statesthatinhis first
apprenticeship in the studio of the painter period this was true of Velazquez. Later he
Pacheco. At nineteen he. married his mas-: liberated himself and, gives us that mixture
ter's' daughter. He 'painted and kept on and promiseuity of the'seeh'3lld dreamed,-of
painting. Th~ king saw his worl and ap- where one does not know what is alive and
pointed him court painter. With his wife real and what is imagined by the artist. We
:.
Velazquez moved to Madrid where he only know that it is greatpaiIlting.
worked without recess and died relatively
Velazquez has remained in. Spanish
young in full production.
painting as the great technician,thelIlaster
He'left a vast amount of work although of tones and depths as well as of incon.gruiis quantity he is not to be compared with ties and miracles. These miracles, like those
some modern Spanish painters who appear of "Las Meninas;' begin andend inside the
neutral field of technique, ·inother words,
to be flooding the world.
. For me "academic" painting and "clas- of the logical reflectibnofvisuality~
.. That is to say, o"fthe mirror.
sic imitation of nature" are distasteful. My
In a time like ours when nobody cates
favorite painters. are quite the opposite: EI
Greco,(}oya and today, Picasso; Men of about painting according to estiblished
imagination and invention capable of ex- norms,or even learning to draw,Vdazquez
tracting somethingfrom nothingness. A rel- must impress many painters as a monster of
ative nothingness, I mean, as is everything knowledge. A prodigy6f"technique."
To those of us who are merely Sunday
in the world of images.
",!!ure vision," says the author of this painters and just forourseives, he seems .aa·
book, "is the image, in an inaccessilblespace, intellectual and cadaverously <;old painter: ~
.' that mirror gives us. In a mirror, vision As Titian said, "paiIlting is somethiIlgof
takes on the d~aracter of a concept .•." the head." The painting of Velazquez more
No painted canvas has ever given so clear than any othet~ Beside him 'ali painte~s,in
an impres!iioh pf ~cthe back of a mirror" as cludingRubens, Van Dyck and Tintoretto,.
those of Velazquez. Incidentally, in the in- in the end appear to be affected, heavy,
ventory of his .house after his' death, ten conventional,impure.
Otherwise nothing happened in the life
large mirrors appear. On the other hand,

..

a
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of Velazquez aside from his work. A biography of Velazquez could be reduced to
the d.escription of his silent and secret batde
with mirrors. A batde he apparendy won,
but which may have cost him his life, inasmuch as he died before reaching old age.
-Ram6n ,. Sender

THE RULES OF THE GAME, by James Chace.
New York: Doubleday & Co., I960. 238 pp.
$3·95.

.1
. 'j

I

Few writers have been able' to write
convincingly about young people. Even
when the young people are in their twenties
and have taken on some traces of emotional
maturity and depth, as the characters of·
James Chace's The Rules of the Game have
done, the job is usually too much. In spite
of the achievements of Salinger, Maugham,
Dreiser, Hemingway, and Joyce, the novels
offered us each year from the publishers'
lists are rarely adequate. Each year we have
attempted explorations into the brooding
young minds of our times-but the authors
disappoint us and we are left to speculate
again whether or not anyone is going to
capture the spirit of the post-World War II
age in the way the lost generation writers
captured it for their time.
James Chace can't manage it. He can't
manage it because his characters are obviously too young for the emotional complexities he attempts and because he lacks the
skill to fuse youth and depth of feeling and
dramatic crisis.
Reheccaand Peter are good examples of
young people vexed but not in real desperation, roused, but not passionate. Their decisions revolve around whether to leave
Paris or to stay, whether or not to develop
their talents, and many other such questions
which are ultimately trivial because their
194
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conception and feeling for life are not mature enough to make them tread that literary tightrope between tragedy and pathos.
So far as the writing of ~e book goes,
Mr. Chace has several faults to be men..
tioned in passing: he is too conscious of
travelogue, his mainly poindess dialogue
results in scenes lacking in dramatic tension, and too much is told about his characters and not enough shown to us about
them in the dramatic context of the book.
As an example of this las~ Mr. Chace
can give us such a sentence as, "Caroline
had grown suddenly quite serious, and her
smile was almost forced." The book is £Ul1
of this. We are never shown dramatically
what the characters do. Instead, we are told,
on one level, that they feel pretty bad about
things and are shown on the other level that
they talk and move in a world of good
wines, interesting beach houses, and atmosphere-ridden cafes. That is, the depth of
feeling he wants us to b~lieve his characters
have is never justified' with any sort of
desperate, inevitable action.
I have a young writer friend who says
that all good books must necessarily be
about sex, death, or ambition. Mr. Chace's
book has all three, but in such diluted form
that we would scarcely miss them if they
weren't there. There is no real dramatic
resolution of either these elements or the
characters. At the same time, he wants us
to believe in them as youthful symbols for
a meaningless and blown-out world where
sophistication substitutes for deep stoic endurance and where the old verities are still
desperately important though elusive.
. Somehow he can't manage to pull things
together. And I suspect the book he wanted
to write will go unwritten until he finds
characters important enough (and maybe
N.M.Q.XXX: 2
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old enough) to bear the themes he suggests.
-William Harrison
Possessor of a brand-new doctorate from Vanderbilt
University, Mr. Harrison is completing a novel and
has published poetry in several "little" magazines.
Associated at one time with the Vanderbilt University Press, Mr. Harrison teaches this fall in the
English Department of Atlantic Christian College.

THE FEUD, by· Amelia Bean. New York:
Doubleday & Co., 1960. 287 pp. $3.95.
Somehow one feels surprised to find a
woman writing a novel based on the vioI
lent and bloody Graham-Tewkesbury feud
which raged in Arizona's Tonto Basin during the late 1880'S and telling· a corking
good story too.
The feud was the most vicious, cruelest
little war ever fought in the Southwest, and
this is saying a good deal when one remembers the Lincoln County War in New
Mexico and the Earps-Clantons-McLowry
feud in Tombstone. It was a vendetta between the sheep--raising Tewkesburys who
drove ,their Bock over the Mogollon Rim
into the lush cattle ranges of Pleasant Valley an;'d the cattle~raising Grahams. The
blood 'feud lasted five years and before it
was oyer it involved almost every family
in the ,valley to some degree.
The basic facts of the war were thoroughly reported in 1936 by Earle R. Forrest,
who wrote Ar#ona's Dark and Bloody'
Ground. Mr. Forrest's resea~~h was deep
and wide and his factual writing was completely adequate. But it was simply impossible that this dramatic struggle would not
someday be made into a novel, ~d now
Amelia Bean has done it.
No lately arrived lady novelist, Amelia
Bean knows the Southwest and this fact
coupled with her respect for history and
an appreciation of how much romance
BOOKS
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could safely be introduced makes The FeulJ
one of the best Western novels to come to
the stands in a long time. Already pooted
serially in. the Saturday Evening Post and
showing indications of having been written
with the motionpictilre camera in tIlind,
this is no Western ·'Bang-Bang-Bang"tale.
If the expression will be pardoned, this
book. has guts. When ·men .a.re hit by 45
slugs from a heavy six-gun~ or high-power
bullets· from. deadly riBes, you feel the hot
lead tear through them~and you suffer
vicariously with both Tewkesburys and
Grahams as they weep above the bodies of
their dead and swear to a war ofexter-

r_

min~tioB.

Amelia Beants characters are not finely
. etched but see~embossed so that they
standout boldly,~Someofher success here
is due to the str6ng characters with whom
she dealt and some to her own skill.
Although some historians dread historical novels, many good ones have been
written. Here one must stop and make an·
honest bow to Amelia Bean because she
knew she had great drama awaiting her~
and she did not ruin it with· grossexag- .
geration.
As a novelist the 'authot is entidedto
her interpretation of £acts over which some
doubt still exists and to weavearjbbon of
romance through her pages.
If Hollywood a.nd TV would show an
equal restraint wheJ? they present Western
history we would Have better movies and
better shows.
,-DouglasD. Martin
In commemoration of the seventy-fifth atiniv~rsary ~
of the {punding of the University ofArizona. D()lJglas Mahin, Professor of Journalism and a former
Pulitzel- Prize winner, has written a history of the
school" The Lamp in the Desert. He is also ·the
.author of Tombstone's Epiiaphand YumaCrossi.ng.
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A STRANGE AND FITFUL LAND, by Robert Clayton Casto. New York: Six Marks Press, 1960.
32 pp. $3.95. A FORM OF WOMEN, by Robert Creeley. New York: Jargon Books/Corinth
Books, 1959.32 pp. $1.50' -PORTRAIT OF YOUR NIECE AND OTHER POEMS, by Carol Hall.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1959. 55 pp. $2.75. THE OTHER JoURNEY:
Poems New and Selected, by Katherine Garrison Chapin. Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1959. 98 pp. $3.00. THE CROOKED LINES OF GOD: Poems 1949-1954, by
Brother Antoninus. Detroit: University of Detroit Press, Contemporary Poets Series, 1959.
88 pp. $4.00.

That "intolerable wresde with words and meanings" of which Eliot speaks acutely
in Four-Quartets is so central to the poetic act that we cannot read poems ourselves without
testing them against whatever inner sense we have of the writer's struggle. Poetry at its
best usually shows the signs of this struggle with the intractable material of experience;
only in rare cases does a poem drop whole and complete from its author's mind. More
often it emerges between the pressure of a certain vision of life to realize itself and the
contrary pressure of words to force that vision into set molds. Clearly then, the poet needs
both the ability to manipulate words and an interior state or a perception which a particular arrangement of language will bring into being. If one or the other of these elements
is lacking, the poem will suffer from imbalance. All of the poets considered here, with
the possible exception of Robert Creeley, have linguistic gifts. But in regard to what is
conveyed by language, the substance of meaning and vision, we shall have, in -.some
instances, serious reservations.
Robert Clayton Casto, we are told on the dust cover of A Strange and Fitful LandI is
just twenty-seven, and his output appears to be small as yet. His talents are easily recogcized: a good sense of rhythm; feeling for the texture of words; an ear for the melody or
language. However, he has little or nothing to communicate in his verse; and we strain
to see any point in many of the poems other than a vague emotion which poses as the
equivalent of profound experience:
196
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Now who has held the harp aloft
And whispered from the~ummernight
Words to the shadows of that soft
And boneless land of stifled light?

"'\ This experience is actually a literary experience; it derives from the study of poetry as the
vehicle of inarticulate and unclear feelings about.. things. Like so many recent academic
poets, Casto writes out of his reading, and little more. But a few pieces, sumas "Like
fuigers crawling" and "Ah, princess," do succeed. Mr. Casto could do worse than heed the
"contents" of the ~auddaire and Catullus poems he.translates So well.
In reading A Form of Women, we can discover all sorts of literary antecedents for
the method employed by Robert Creeley. There are eChoes of e. e.cummings, William
. Carlos Williams, and Kenneth Patchen here, but their influence is not always beneficial.
Williams has of course proven over and over his capacity for transforming a flat, prosaic
speech into poetry, yet Creeley is too frequendy incapable of the feat:
Cat bird singing

makes music like sounds coming
at night. The trees, goddam them,
are huge eyes. They
watch, certainly, what
else should they do?

Further, we are not always suie of the reality which Creeley wishes to make explicit in the
poems. Sometimes the situations from which the verses ~se seem to hav~ vanished
entirely; the reader is left amidst a tangle of words'without reference. Most of the "characters" (the majority of them are women, as the tide indicates) are morethail anonymous;
they are nebulous" devoid of any concrete or discernible featUres. This creates a confusing
atmosphere, for the poems do not stand out in relation to an ascertainable context mdthey
are generally too slim to fashion their own. Patchen, by colitrast,assembles a world for
himself: a world the reader enters; a world of autonomous rules he must respect. The
humorous poems work out the best of any in Cree1ey's book. His sense of ironic-comic
fantasy is occasionally sharp, but this doesn't outweigh the flippancy and carelessness of
composition, the unsupported vagueness of poetic events that are wanting in mate.rial
and technique. Cree1ey, no doubt, has plenty of experience to get into his work, though
he is far from willing to reveal it to u~. Somehow, he keeps it as distant as he can in the
act of writing.
.
The two volumes of lyrics by Mrs. Hall and Miss Chapin illustrate two directions
that can be taken by poets with distinct but limited talents. The first path, unfortunately
chosen by Carol Hall, leads to the corruption and dispersal" of" most of her gifts.Th~·
whole effect of the modem revolution in poetry has been rather'liketheimpacf()f an
enormous tidal wave, and the accompanying revolution in critical theory" excellent
though it was, unavoidably established certain literary standards that are, at times, taken
as an offici'al language for poetry. Mrs. Hall's verse is caught halfway betwee* a tight,
BOOKS
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coldly ironic style and the word play of Dylan Thomas. The result is something like
disast;0us: ~ pinched, crabbed line; a learned bu~ a~al p~sture; a vi~~ of ~e poem
as a lingUlsnc game, and assuredly not a very senous enterpnse. Her facility WIth words
allows Mrs. Hall to manufacture tricky surfaces without ever feeling the matter she
renders. However, she betrays herself through a lack of judgment which permits a metaphorical design and a pun like the following to get by:
A savior raved, swam toward the. truth,
Slicing the loves and fishes- when
Neural apprentices had known
Odd reckonings.

\.

I
I

Frankly, this is nonsense:' a shabby and meaningless pastiche of early vfilliam Empson
and Dylan Thomas. Indeed, tides and phrases from Thomas's versear~ so freely scattered about the book that we, can legitimately wonder how this manuscript got ,into print,
especially through a university pressl In a few poems, however, Mrs. Hail redeems herself
and appears to came as dose as she can to a voi of her own; the result has ~ peculiar
charm:
When I was a child I bou
I blessed the boats and
ed the sand.
Toy castles tried spires for my hand.
I owned the creatures, two of each:
When I was a child I bou&, t the beach•

..

Whatever the slight merits of this may be, they are, at least, indicative of genuine feeling
and not of fabricated, bookish experience.
Katherine Garrison Chapin's The Other Journ y is a selection of verse by a writer
who has now reached her maturity. She is a more n tural poet than Mrs. Hall and writes
with rhythmic grace' and ease. Nowhere do we find forced "modernity," the contrivance
of an obscure speech for the sake o££ashion. Thes are feminine poems, in the best sense
of that word; imagery, diction, and music can '. that indefinable quality we recognize
•
,. •
f.,
ill a woman swnnng:
How like a maiden is the tall tower
Poised, with a glance lifted in air.
'About her thighs a vine falls as a garment, (
Sun gleams on crenellated turrets,
As on a bright shape of hair.

Many of the pieces collected here are travd poems, gathered under the heading of "Landscapes and Figures." Together with the group called "Late Song," they comprise her most
fully achieved work. Miss Chapin (who is the wife of former Attorney General Francis
Biddle) has journeyed extensively, and what she has seen, what has touched her deeper
sympathies and pleased her senses become the subjects of her art. Florence, Provence,
Greece, Maine-in these places she observes something to commemorate, perhaps just
some precise details which fondly evoke an atmosphere like that of "Florentine
A~"
I
.n.l.lernoons
:
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A black cat sits in the branches of a pale olive tree,
The monks' intoning fills the convent chapel,
A trickle of water drips into the sunlit valley,
The smdl of burnt coffee rises from the alley.

This is, then, a very personal kind of lyric poetry, which accounts both for its appeal anq ,0
its limitations. Miss Chapin has no persistenttheme to follow; and though there are some
fine passages in the long, meditative title poem, it does not show her abilities to advantage.
She is endowed with the sort of literary mind.that 'perceivesscenesot situations and clari- .1
fies them with conciseness. Hers is not the visionary imagination transforming rea1i~
but the quiet, steady heart and mind recording what is beloved. Frequently, her poems
reach toward a perfect fusiOn of experience and style:
This is no night to sleep~the dark
Enters the casement; lemon and rose
In warm scents prick the heart.
Beneath, the quick stream flows
Against the wall in a delicate foam and goes
Under the sculptured leaves.

Space will not allow further quotation, but the book, modest and unpretentious in its
claims, fulfills the' a~thor's intentions. It concludes with a pleasant, short prose note on
"The Poetic Image."
J
.
The most original volume in this miscellany is,· it seems to me, The Crooked Lines.
of God. Nothing could be less like the generally accepted poetic idiom bftheday than~1
the long, ragged, incantatory lines of Brother Antoninus. A day laborer, California fruit t
farmer, pacifist, member of the Catholic Worker movement, he wrote poetry under lUst
real name, William Everson, for a number of years. Now he brings together,in'a beauti':
fully designed and printed book, the poems of his conversion and his new religious life.
Once a disciple of Robinson Jeffers, he shares that poet'sconcem tor the harsh details of
nature, but he r.eads in them a raw scripture of praise f<flr creation.
1
Clack your beaks you cormorants'and lttiWakes,
North on those rock-eroppings finger-j~tted into the
rough Pacific surge. • •
'

,j

In the freee;lomand unconventionality of his style,thefe are resemblances to Whitman
and La:wrdIce, but these are incidental. He is first of alia Catholic poet involved in the
tough 'contrarities of his' position. The book is dividefinto three -sections, 4COutofthe
Depths," "In the' Crucible," "Out of the Ash,~' Which; apparently ,correspond to phases
in the author's religious development. However, the poems seem altogether ~ut froti;t, ,
the same cloth. The opening part· treats significant portions of the story of Christ iii
lengthy, powerful poems that make these events takeoha contem.potaneo'll$nesswe.seldom feel about them. The language is rough-hewn; wotdschisel~\lttheirm.eaIlingson
the face of the page as if it were granite. Unlike a maj~rity of the finest modem poems:,
these are neither oblique nor essentially' symbolic. Instead, they are built up oUt of t~r.
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tuous and forthright meditations on personal experiences or sacred writings and legends.
It is impossible to give an impression of Brother Antoninus's poetry by quotation, for the
real effect is a cumulative one and, as such, is nearly overwhelming. Here is pan of a
stanza from uGethsemani"; the "we" are the disciples and, by implication, all men:
Hillward we slept.
In the earth beneath our head
The gopher shuddered
And drilled on, impervious.
Let the fist be knuckled,
Let mobs make hubbub,
And in the listening hills
The desert foxes
Lift their brigand-visaged muzzles
To a sun-blacked sky.
The choice, here-taken,
May not, here after,
Ever be denied.

Orthodox religious poetry has become increasingly difficult to write in the present age;
only a terrible honesty of belief, strong personality, and resourcefulness in theme and
te~hnique can carry it through. Brother Antoninus possesses these virtues; though he
still has a way to go to reach them, he may make a bid for comparison with Dame Edith'
Sitwell, Robert Lowell, or Pierre Emmanuel.
-Ralph J. Mills, Jr.
'During the past few years, Dr. Mills has published a number of 'essays and reviews on modern poets
and poetry in AccenJ, Gemini, English Journal, Chn'stian Century and Chicago Review. He teaches
English at the University of Chicago.

WILLIAM FAULKNER, From Jefferson to the
World, by Hyatt H. Waggoner. Lexington:
University of Kentucky Press, 1959.288 pp.

$5. 00•
No modern novelist sets his critics and
commentators a more difficult task than
William Faulkner; the simultaneity of all
experience which Mr. Waggoner remarks
as characteristic of the novelist's style is so
overwhelming that it renders comprehensive study nearly impossible. Faulkner's an
at its best catches the reader 'up in a rushing
Bood of experience and casts him off, exhausted" at the finish; the effect is similar to
?- that of reading The Idiot and The
Possessed. No matter how sensitive or in200
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telligent the critic, commentary seems ineffectual or incomplete in the face of these
works.
I do not mean to slight Mr. Waggoner's
efforts by this opening; his book is, in fact,
the most substantial one I have yet read on
Faulkner's work (I have still to read Olga
Vickery's new study). Mr. Waggoner does
what is probably all that can be done under
the circumstances; he pursues through the
novds and certain of the stories the development of Faul~er's novelistic techniques
and the mor~ vision embodied in them.
The concerns which Mr. Waggoner brings
to bear as a critic on Faulkner's writing are
Christian ones; he measures off Faulkner's
N.M.Q. XXX: 2
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religious conceptions against those of traditional' orthodox Christianity. 'This'in itself would make Mr. Waggoner's study an
original one,. for it is the .first, so far as I
know, to be written from a Christian viewpoint. His findings are more than interesting. Those novels which superficially appear to be the least orthodox, the least religious in their resolutions are the ones that
turn out under Mr. Waggoner's close reading to be most nearly allied to the Christian
position. The Sound and the Fury; Light in
August; As 1 Lay Dying, and Absalom, Absalom are the most prominent among them.
The approach used in the book is a
chronological one. The early novels are
given just treatment, and the developing
themes and fictional devices are uncovered.
From Soldier's Pay, Mosquitoes, and Sartons, Mr. Waggoner follows Faulkner's
amazing leap into the period of his richest
production. Here I find the analyses of
Quentin, and of. Benjy's function in The
Sound and the Fury; of Lena Grove, Byron
Bun~h, and Joe Christmas in Light in
August; of the elaborate verbal network in
. Absalom, Absalom both profound and enlightening.
In Faulkner's later work, Mr. Waggoner sees an' inipatience on the author's
part w~th his fictional characters and their
attitudes; the novelist wishes to become a
clearly understood. voice in his own imaginary world. Gavin Stevens and, in A Fable,
the Generalissimo are seen as Faulkner's
mouthpieces. With the interpretation of
Stevens I agree, but I think Mr. Waggoner's handling of A Fable a low point in
the book. Space does not allow me to argue
his misreading of that remarkable work
here, but I shall say Mr. Waggoner seems
to overlook crucial notions about the Gen..

eralissimoand the Corporal, whic1l1eads
him to view ARab/cas a botched-up thep..
logical exposition. insteadofalengthymoral
tale. He neither understaIldstheCorporal's
role nor elucidates the major themes of the
novel that· revolve about' theCorporaPs
actions.
However, these reservations aretninor
ones when compared to the studys assets.
The final chapters in which some critical
conclusions are readied in relation to .Faulkner'svirtues and weaknesses as a novelist
are honest,searching, and fair. Mr. Waggoner's tone is tempered throughout with
the deepest admiration for Faulkner's
genius. It is a solid and useful critical book.
--Ralph /.Mills,/r.
by Robert M. Adams. New York: The Noonday
Press, 1959. 228pp.$I'45' paper.
STENDHAL: SELECTED JOURNALISM, ed. by
Geoffrey·· Strickland. New York: .Grove
Press, Inc., 1959. 341 pp. $6.oQ..
In his conclusion to Stendhal: Notes on
a Novelist, Mr. Adams £o1D.IIleritson·his
own perversity in rejoicing that Stend;hal
eludes ,all critical categories, including his
own. Yet this short critical appreciation
manages to capture the~usive Baron in
all his complexity.
Mr. Adams comes at ~squarry from
a multitude of angles. Beginning wjththe
love life of M. Beyle,heslipsaltnost· im~ .
perceptibly from the reaLwomen to their .
reincarnations as Stendhal'sheroines.SitlUlady, Beyle's interest in such figures $tbe
"idealogue" Tracy and theeccentl'icConte
de Mon.dosier i~.uSed to explain certain
characteristics --faod characters'- of Le
Rougeet le NJir andLaChartr~U!e de
Parme. Stendhalt~s dandyism, hisloveof the
1
STENDHAL: NOTES ON A NOVELIST,

(
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"Ro~an spirit," his passion for Italy, all the general reader as well, his commentary
appear inextricably woven in between life should prove an illumination and a delight.
and fiction. Finally, with a twist worthy of
A relatively unknown aspect of StendStendhal himself, Mr. Adams introduces hal's genius is presented in Stendhal: Se;.
Mme. Roland, dead fifty years when the leeted Journalism, in which Geoffrey Stricknovels ~ppeared, as the apotheosis of "Beyl- land brings together for the first time in
ism" aIId the perfect representative of the English articles and essays written between
"Happy Few."
1822 and 1829 for such periodicals as the
"Beylism" itself is "the art of creating London Magazine, the Athenaeum, and the
a. man named Beyle, who shall in turn be Pan's Monthly Review. Stehdhal ranges
capable of creating men named Julien Sorel over the literature, music, and politics of
and Fabrizio del Dongo." Before he could his day with his usual wit and perception,
invent his masterpieces Stendhal had first and most of his critical judgments are still
to invent himself, through scores of pseudo- valid. If he rates Beranger too high, he
nyms, by irony piled on irony, by a double compensates by his accurate verdict on
vision which reflects itself like a hall of Lamartine: "always and only a tender heart
mirrors. His first two books were mainly in despair at the death of his mistress."
unabashed plagiarism; he defended his own Chateaubriand is damned with faint praise
work in articles written under a different as "theleast mediocre of our prose writers,"
name; and he had a pasSion for revealing and the judgment on Vietor Hugo seems
matters which he claimed to be hiding by to anticipate that of posterity: "he knows
the use of childish and transparent puns how to write very good French verse. Unand "alphabet soup" ~nitials. Like his fortunately he is soporific."
Of particular interest are the criticisms
heroes, he confronted a hypocritical and corrupt society with a deception even deeper of Sir Walter Scott and the account of the
than its own. And yet, again like Julien and meetings with Byron. Stendhal claims that
{'abrizio., he achieved by an equilibrium of . Scott cannot depict love, which he knows
r~on and passion a certain brilliandy dark
only from books; more jusdy, he castigates
honesty.
the Scottish writer for describing the apEven the two great novels, as Mr. pearance and dress of his characters rather
Adams points out, are full of flaws: a slip- than their passions and sentiments. The deshod attention to dates, ages of characters, scription of Lord Byron is both admiring
aQd the very existence of minor figures; a and ironic. Stendhal saw him as a man who
limitation of range which excludes both expected to be treated as an aristocrat and
pathos and mysticism; a paucity of ideas admired as a poet, two pretensions which
(there are perhaps half:a-dozen basic ones) were incompatible. There is also a slight
dlat leads to repetition. But these defects tinge of envy about the portrait; after all,
g~ unnoticed in the dr~math; sweep and Byron had invented himself before Stendhal
the magnificent vitality of the novels.
had the opportunity to do it.
Mr. Adams, with wit and sublety, capMany of Stendhal's lillie tricks appear
tures the essence both of the books and of in these articles: he writes notes contradicttheir author. To the "Happy Few," and to ing himself and deprecates his own writing
I

.
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in comparison with essays written under a
different pseudonym. Arid in ;t review of
Kant's philosophy he expresses ideas which
anticipate Julien and Fabrizio years before
their actual creation. Young men'can succeed, he says, by learning two sciences: the
. knowledge ()f men's ~e motives, so that
you can cultivate in them motives leading
to action that will benefit you; a~d logic,
which is the art of not going astray in the
pursuit of happiness.
-Edith H. Peterson
Part-time visiting lecturer for the Department of
English at the University of New Mexico, Dr. Peterson formerly taught French at the Academy for
Boys in Albuquerque. She and her husband and
two children plan to embark for Japan sometime
this year.

THE FIGHTING PARSON: The Biography of
Col. John M. Chivington, by Reginald S.
Craig. Los Angeles: Westernlore Press,
1959., 284 pp. $7·50'
Reappraisals of controversial historical
figures after the fires of partisanship have
cooled are a contribution when made objectively, utilizing newly-discovered or overlooked evidence. When undertakc;n primarily either to vindicate or condemn, they
usually 'succeed only in fanning nearly extinct embers into Bame. This study is quite
frankly an attempt to emphasize the importance of Colonel Chivington in the west• ern Civil War campaigoaod' to vindicate
his attack on the Cheyenne Indians at Sand
Cre~, Colorado. The author is an attorney,
which in itself is no deterrent to historical
accuracy, as William A. Keleher has shown
in Turmoil in New Mexico (Rydal Press,
1952), which covers some of the same
events, 4mdof which Mr. Craig was apparendy unaware. :Unlike Keleher,however, Chivington's ~iographer assumes the

Boio1s

role of an adV9cate, especially in his plea for
the acquittal of "the Fighting ParsoI1~'in
the'Sand Creek tragedy. '
The work' contains valuable .information concerning, ;(1hivington's 1i£easa
Methodist minister~ particula:rlyhis fearlessness in espousing ,the ,unpopular free.
soil. caUSe in Missouri and his reforJIi o£
lawlessness in Nebraska City and Denver
before his military' careet,as well as 'his .
activities as freighter, ,newspaperman,
farmer and deputysherift after the Indian
campaign. This, however, is but back- "
ground for the chief topics, namely, Chivington's role in the New Me:lcico ,Civil W~r'
struggle in 1862 .and his action against :the
Cheyenne Indians in 1864. '
, . The account of the exploits .ofthe First
Colorado Regiment of Volunteers, in which,
Chivington served as majorlUlderCoIOJie1·
John P. Slough at Glorieta and later ,as
colonel, while lucid in style;·iS, weakened
by sporadic and incidental documentation'
based almost entirely on the accolUltsof
Chivington; O. I. Hollister (History of the
, First Regiment of Colorado V;olu1lt4ers,'
1 863) and William c. Whitford (Colorado
Volunteers in the Civil War, 1906), with .
occasional references to theWarCJf,the
Rebellion: Official Records of the Union
and Confederate Armies. The author would
have done well to have conswtedthe '1"e~
spectable ,assortment"ofptimaty sources
cited by Robert L. Kerby' (TheCo1lfederate
Invasio,nofArizonaa1Zd New,Me#co t 86z1862), also publishedbytheWesternIOre
Press in 1959, which he lists in the bibliQg..:
raphy but shows no evidence of haying
used. His 'analysIs of the, iInportanC¢ of
Chivingtoxfs capture :of the Confeder;1te
supply train at Johnson's Ranchd~ring the
, batde.ofGlori~taisborne out by Lieutenant
!
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Kerby, as well, as by Ray C. Colton (The Colorado Story, 1954, p. 205), "All in all it
Civit1¥-ar in: Western Territories, 1959), was an unfortUnate affair which we might
but the stressing of the Coloradoan's con- well wish had never occurred." The claim
tribution here, and later at Peralta and in that "Most of the people of Colorado. have
the pursuit of the Confederates, would have been convinced of the fact that Colonel
been more effective if attacks upon Slough, Chivington was fully justified in his attack
Lieutenant Colonel S. F. Tappan, Colonel on the Cheyenne at Sand Creek, and that
Marshall S. Howe and Colonel Edward R. the affair was a hard fought battle gready
to the credit of the Colonel and his ColoS. Canby had been omitted.
The biography is even less objective in rado volunteers" (p. 10) is subject to questhe attempted justification of Chivington's tion. When an attempt was made several
Indian policy as Commander of the District years ago to rename Speer Boulevard, Denof Colorado, especially his attack of Novem- ver's historic arterial route designated in
ber 29, 1864, on the Cheyennes at Sand honor of a pioneer mayor, "Chivington
Creek. The account, including the appendix Boulevard," public protest was so vehement
"The Legal Analysis of the Sand Creek that the project was quickly abandoned.
Hearings," is actually the brief of the at-Myra Ellen Jenkins
torney for the defense, with the imputing of Chief Archivist for the newly organized State
ulterior motives to all those who testified Records Center in Santa Fe and former archivist
fat the State Historical Society, Myra Ellen Jenkins
against the colonel. The author adds no new
holds the Ph.D. in History from the University of
evidence to that previously covered by such New Mexico.
historians as LeRoy Hafen and Lynn Perrigo~ Npr does he contradict certain facts:
THE RITES OF PASSAGE, by Arnold van Genthat the Cheyennes under Black Kettle had nep. Trans. by Monika B. Vizedom and
been told by Major E. W. Wynkoop to Gabrielle L. Caffee, with an intro. by Solon
camp near Fort Lyon until a decision was T. Kimball. Chicago: University of Chireached by department: headquarters; that cago Press, 1960. 224 pp. $4.50.
Black Kettle had been ordered by Wyn'It is unaccountable why Les rites de
koop's successor, Major S. J. Anthony, to passage has remained so long untranslated
leave the post and join the Arapahoes at into English, inasmuch as it has been a clasSand Creek; that the Indians in doing so sic for, some time in Europe, and the
had every reason to believe that tltey were phrase "the rites of passage" is well estabcomplying with the Army's instructions; lished in the anthropological usage of Engthat Chivington without any warning lish-speaking countries. Perhaps this lack
struck the camp giving the Indians no is associated with the general neglect of
chance to ~eet additional terms; that the religion by American ethnologists of the last
officers had litde control over their men; Auarter-century. But with Sir E. B. Tylor,
that· women and children were slain indis- Arnold van Gennep was one of the notable
crim,inately; and that' the volunteers muti- early secularists in the study of religion,
lated some of the bodies. The most apropos who sought to see this aspect of human besummary, therefore, of the massacre is havior in a positivistic functional context.,
made by LeRoy R. and Ann Hafen (The The influence of this essay, nevertheless, has
204
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been considerable, notably upon Malinowski in his famous contrast of easy lag~n
fishing (rite-less)' and more dangerQus
(ritual-encrusted) deep-sea fishing in the
Trobriands, ceremonies in general ten~g
to be associated with the contingent and the .
"aleatic" elements in life (Sumner).
Like all scientists, van Gennep is a conceptual taxonomist. Ceremonies in the lifecrises of individuals van Gennep regards as
being of three kinds, those of separation
(e.g. death); transition (puberty), and incorporation (marriage and initiation),although all peoples do not emphasize all of .
these equally-for instance Americans have
poorly ~stitutionalized puberty rituals
(which add to the turmoil of adolescence?)
but a rich set of ceremonies for other statuschanges such as marriage and initiation into new group-memberships.
All change is dangerous, psychologically, hence the rites of passage ease anxiety
through public dramatization of the individual's change of status and·his transition.
to new roles. Of all schools of psychology
psychoanalysis, perhaps, has best accepted
van Gennep's basic.insights. Indeed, it may
be that all ceremonies are varieties of compulsive ritual with group institutionalization, much as theology and etiological myth
are irrationally defended obsessive systems
-in all cases better adapted to handling internal anxieties of men than to grasping or
modifying external realities. Rituals. are
both atropopaic,' to ward off supernatural .
dangers, and an as-if means of magically
accomplishing desired ends. Perhaps the
anxiety-level of secularized modern man has
risen because the individual is now more
often left alone ritually in these dangerous
"sacred" (anxiety-laden) crises of his life,
and forced to seek his psychic security

....
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through the symbols of private neurosis.
In his emphasis on the vicissitudes of
the individual, van Gennep" ill fact" even
represents a more modern viewpoint. than
that' of other Fren~ sociologists (I.e 'l3C!n~
Durkheim, Uvy-Eruhl) whoempltasized
the group almost to the exclUsionotthe individual.. With his approach it maybe
clearly seen that' group mstitutions ultimately borrow' their significancefroIIlPsychological forces within the individual, and
hence .the IIlysteries of "prelogical mentality" and the "groupIllind" are avoided
by :him. 1Il separate' chapters, van Gennep
examines the Territorial Passage, Indi-.
vid~ls and1proqps, Pregnancy and Child~
birth, Birth. ahdChildhood, Initiation Rites,
Betrothal anH Marriage, and. Funerals, as
well as othe~typ~of rites of passage.· .
While there a.re occasion:n approaches
to the old "cu;itural,evolutionist" cataloguing
methods, ~y <if van Gennep's insights
remain
. pr9h:
ably, areth(~hold phenomena; and specific
interpretations suc~as that of drcumcision
might find !rebuml now. But van Gennep
one ofllie fir~t firmly to reject alleged
"survivals" of marriagehycapture,and the
myth of "primitive proIiliscuity." All anthropologists and. others interested in the
psychological meaning of customs, and
sociologists'preocupied with "small group
theory," could well profit from a reading of
this little classic.nowmade ayailable for the· .
first time in ·English.
--Weston La Barre

vali~t~~.!-No.LalLritualsr

.

~.,..,. ..~.\.

was

P~ofesSQr of Anthropology at Duke University andVisiting Clinical Professor of Anthropology at the.
University of North Carolina Medical School. Dr.
La' Barre has been a Guggenheiin Fellow and a
sterling Fdlow of ¥aIeUniverslty. He is the
author of The PeyouCtllt, The Hum41J Animal,
and Aymara Indians of 'titi~fkaP/(i1ea#•
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by Dorothy L. Pillsbury.
DIus. by Sam Smith. Albuquerque: Univer~
sity of New Mexico Press, 1959. 238 pp.

personality remain apparent in spite of the
fluting ~d embroidery of the Space Age.
Mrs. Apodaca, the dominant and unforgettable character in the .book, realisti$4.00•
The forty sketches .in this book are cally views her teen-age Carmencita's acintegrated by a traditional wayofli£e,cen.. ceptance of modern advertising appeals to
turies old. Several of the sketches revolve . Gracie-us Leeving (Gracious Living):
around the Indian pattern, the remainder
,"And now," groaned Mrs. Apodaca,
the Spanish American. The setting for the
wringing her small brown hands, "that
Carmencita geeves her papa no peace. He
latter is Tenorio Flat, Santa Fe, New Mexmust take crowbar and knock out whole
ico, "just a stone's throw" from the Litde
. side of wall soCannencitacan have what
Adobe House of the au~or, who in two
she call picture. window. n Mrs.· Apodaca
previous books Adobe Doorways and No
peered anxiously through the small panes
High Adobe, introduced us to her friends
of the deep-set window. "I can see no
picture, Senora, only my clothesline weeth
and neighbors.
papa's underwear on eet, and a comer' of
In the recent volume, the residents
the Segura-'goat-yard."
along Tenorio way are immersed in the
The happy integration of theauthor'.s
complexities of the new age, particularly
those in rdation to domestic traditions and life with that of her neighbors is one of the
customs. Skillfully, Mrs. Pillsbury wifolds fine aspects of the book. And the charming,
ROOTS IN ADOBE,

situations of concentrated high comedy, and
colorfullitde dramas involving such aspects
of life as las mdquinas de votar (voting
machines), monthly payments on modern
furniture, electrical equipment, and the
automovil.
The reader might anticipate a ripping
of the old pattern, but compromises are
made, coriBictsand frustrations are ironed
out, and the old designs in character and

illustrations by Sam Smith, associate professc,>r of art at the University of New Mexico, greatly enhance its value.
In the opinion of this reviewer, however, Roots in Adobe lacks structural unitY.
owing to the inclusion of the Indian material, particq,larly the· chapter "Mysteries of
Learning." Orie wishes, too, for more ,focus
on the deep-down roots inherent in the
Spanish people,' beautifully illustrated in
207
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Marla Lupita, "tired mother of seven."
Upon returning from a titde vacation in
h~r native village she had two angelitos
with her. "They are the muchachos of my
brother," she said. "Now they have no
mama. I bring them home to live with us."

.
~/ulia M. Keleher
for many years professor of English at the University of New Mexico, Miss Keleher is fondly remembered on the campus for her courses in Southwest
Literature and in Creative Writing. Now retired,
she lives in Albuquerque.

STEPHEN CRANE: LETTERS,

edt by R. W.

Stallman and Lillian Gilkes. New York:
New York University Press. 398 pp. $6.50.
Few major writers spend their brilliance in correspondence. Such energy conservation is good sense and honorable, especially when the letter-writer is more concerned with satisfying the demands of an
immediate recipient than, decades later,
those of literary researchers. Stephen Crane
wrote his letters to declare his love;to make
p~o~ses to his editors, or to air his almost
cqnstant financial worries, not as a substitqte for a journal or as a casebook in the
d*velopment of literary theories.
r Still, this collection holds some artistic
p{onouncements, mOl'e honest because they
a~e not self conscious. When he was convipced that any great art, unfortunately,
h~d to be the "child of pain," he spoke from
a flong acquaintance with discomfort. He
~ the fourteenth child of a New Jersey
Juuster, but, more important, a journalist
consistendy denounced any preaching
iIir his art in favor of a concise statement of
dte facts.
Crane himself praised brevity in writing and life and underlined that best by the
pace of his own twenty-nine years. In the

wpo
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letters about these years there are high
points like his first (and only) public speech
before Elbert Hubbard's Society of the
Philistines, his meeting with Cora Crane at
the Hotel de Dream in Jacksonville on his
way to the "Open Boat" shipwreck, and
his last Christmas party at Brede Place with
three dozen guests inCluding Henry James.
This good-looking book was edited by
Professor R. W. Stallman, of the University
of cbnnecticut English Department, and
Lilliap Gilkes, whose forthcoming biog.;
raphy of Cora Crane is temptingly foreshadowed here. The editors have identified
elaborately all people and places mentioned
and .given a biographical commentary.
Ami(l the almost four hundred items are
fifty!six new letters by Crane and fifty,also
new~ by Cora Crane, but the most graceful
writipg in the book appears in Joseph Conrad's: messages to the Cranes.
An appendix includes letters or essays
about Crane written by his boyhood friend,
fraternity brother, Latin teacher at Syracuse,
and fellow newspapermen, as well as by
Irving Bacheller, Hamlin Garland, William
Dean Howells, and H. G. Wells. Some of
these were sent to Cora Crane, Thomas
Beer, and Louis Senger when they were collecting materials for Crane biographies.
(Only Beer c00uPleted this task.) They reinforce all the paradoxes that the author's
own letters suggest and leave the reader to
create his own picture of Crane: self-willed,
comic, conceited, prudish, courageous, sensitive to criticism, a party-giver, a fastidious
worker, a soldier of fortune, an athlete, and
a would-be aristocrat.

.

-l:lancy A./.Potter

Dr. Potter teaches, in various semesters, creative
writing, world literature, A,merican and English
literature, and literary criticism at the University
of Rhode Island in Providence.
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memoration of pastsalteady repudiated,
dreams of·an alabasterfutureweresubsti~
tuted. And excessive leveling made responsible citizens fear mobocracy, not .tyrant
kings.
Had the study multiplied such examples of accommodation, hoW-ever commonplace, until throughco1I1parativeanalyses of several national literatures mutations
were discovered, u.naccoimtablethrough inheritance 'andthereforegenuinelynative, a
fresh estimate of American growth might
have been achieved. Instead, the emphasis
LITERATURE AND THE AMERICAN TRADITION,
in Howard's book is allowed to shift from
by Leon Howard. New York: Doubleday discrimination ~f cultural origins .tomeasurement of the degree to which intuition,
& Co., 1960 . 354 pp. $4.50 •
When American literature first re- reason, or empiricism dominated any single .
ceived grudging recognition in universities, author or period. Far from being prec~e,
it had to be justified through often extrava- such attempts become increasingly inco- .
gantly forced comparison with English herent,partly because £ewAmericanwriters
movements and models. More recently. were philosophers tramed in tidy deJiniti6n
critics have distinguished direct imitation (Jonathan Edwards and Henry Jamescqnfrom naturalization of imported influence. ceivabiy are qceptions); but alsobeca~e
Just such an awareness of American adapt~ Howard's own use of his terms is far from
ability, the development of cultural inde~ systematic. Where the mind of a Lov~joyis
pendence through accommodation of for- required, to compress lucidly the complex .
eign symbolizations to a different human and momentous, a kind of congenial- ca~e~
environment, has impressed Leon Howard. lessness is offered instead. "Empiricism'" is
And the experience of-lecturing abroad in expected to describe accurately andade..
diverse countries has reinforced his desire quately the self-reliance of Cooper's Natty
to formulate succinctly the national char- Bumppo, Poe's marketing acuteness, Hawacter of American accomplishments.
thorne's -skepticism, plus a .multitude of
He explains how their will to survive other prudent faculties, in spite·ofmythin a new land forced New England Puri- making 'propensiue$, developments.· from
tans to compromise their concept of a allegorical precept-the usual :-congeri.es of
closed society. Even the damned proved the competitive and complementary.Thogood citizens and artisans, on whom the reau is classified with the intuitionists;
elect depended. Later, migrant Romantic Twain is less realistic than Howells ••••
attitudes underwent similar transformation. So untrUe is such criticism~by~ategoI'ies to
The drudgery of wilderness dores, the the actual interdependence, regardleSs of
dangers of primitive life,. modified Wor~ order or proportioning,atllong the creative
worthian rapport with nature. For com~ mind's pow~s of observation, inSight, logiBOOKS
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cal extrapolation, and verification through
fictitious construction, that the very continuum which Howard has been trying to
prove emergent collapses "long before the
"unsettled" twentieth century is reached.
In his final paragraphs, the author
claiins to have been tracing a tradition u:ndiscoverable in his book: "belief in the
creative power of the human spirit to endure and prevail and to exist in the meanest
and queerest of individuals." The patent
irrelevance of this sunimation, however disarmingly everlasting its. yea, merely epitomizes a persistent critical failure caused
perhaps by a preference for illustration,
rather than exploration, contrary to the example set by makers of literature themselves.
-Leonard Casper
Dr. Casper, Associate Professor of English· at Boston College, was visiting professor at the University
of the Philippines, 1953-56; he is the author of
Robert Penn Warren: the Dark and Bloody Ground.
He has edited an anthology of contemporary Filipino short stories which will be published by the
University of New Mexico Press.

MARy: 1867-1953, by James PopeHerniessy. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., 1960~ 692 pp. $10.00.
If monarchs are symbols whd bind
peoples together and not plump queens
who get themselves photographed from behind while bicycling, then an official biographer of a queen has a very difficult task.
Reverence requires suppression of scandal
and preservation of aesthetic distance. The
official cannot debunk like Strachey, yet the
hiographer is obliged to tell the truth. James
Pope-Hennes~'s official biography, Queen
Mary: I 867-il953. remarkably maintains
reverence and preserves the emotional bond
while telling the truth, partly because the

QUEEN
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royal family did not interfere, partly because he is an able writer, and partly because Queen Mary was a remarkable
woman.
First, Princess May of Teck was a most
unlikely candidate for Queen Consort. Indeed she had some difficulty being bo~ be:'
cause her m.other"Fat Mary" weighed so
much that she had trouble finding·a husband. In Prince Francis, D~e of Teck, she
secured a highness but not a royal highness.
Hence Princess May was royal but not royal
enough, which made finding a husband
difficult. Moreover, when Princess May did
become engaged to Queen Victoria's eventual heir, the Duke of Clarence, he died a
month before the wedding. Rather handily,
after a year's mourning, she wed the Duke's
younger brother who became George V.
Second, though Queen Mary had oIlly
average intelligence, as the quotations from
her very dull letters show, she was determined. Etiquette, languages and parental
extravagance supplied only a limited edu~
cation; but Queen Mary studied literature
and history on her own and amazed members of the Indian government by her
knowledge of Indian economics and g~g
raphy when she attended, at her own insistence, the 19II Durbar. Later she enthusiastically and painstakingly collected
royal relics. Most important, she learned
that the charity bazaar was an insufficient
cure for poverty. Perhaps this knowledge
helped George V to co-operate more easily
with Ramsay MflcDonald's Labor Government.
Third, Queen Mary symbolized stability. Her attitude toward her son David's
marriage is well known, and Pope-Hennessyadds a little to that story. Though she
was of only middle height, the inevitable
N.M.Q.XXX:2
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toque, pearls, and long gown. made her honesty and scholarship need not always
appear supremely regal and stable. She out- destroy reverence andeIIlotion.
lived three bereavements: fianc~,hUsband,
.....BiJrhara E: W""kes
and son. (The picture qf the three Queens After several years of t~ching EnglishattheUniin their mourning veils shows real tragedy). versity of New Mexico,. Dr. Wykes transfers this
fall to the University of Cbicagll. She. specialized
Her stability undoubtedly helped preserve
in the study o£mediev.alliteratuteattheUnivetsity
the British throne.
of Michigan, where.me reeeive4 the Ph.D.
Pope-Hennessy's ·honesty reveals this,
Queen as a sometimes pitiable person. AsA GRAY1 18Io-188~,byA.IIunter Du. Neither she nor her husband was a~le open- pree. Cambridge: Belknip Press '0£ Haroly to. display emotion or to be very sym- vard University Press, 19.59.. i.5 2 I.Pp. $7.50'
pathetic parents. Fortunately they were
We havelong needed~ thorough study
able to show feeling for each other by writ- of Asa Graytbotany pr()fessorand.reing very loving notes, though they did not searcher at Harvard University for more
.learn how to show love to their children.
than thirty years and . one··.o£ ·.n.i:neteenthThe reader naturally anticipates the century America's. most distinguished ·men
author's handling of royal scandals. Pope- of science. Histories ofbotanyregt.tlarly acHennessy openly' acknowledges Edward knowledge hiscontrlbutic>Us to American
VI1l infidelities and recounts an amusing botany as an otgarrizedPisciplineandhis·
anecdote
about Queen Mary's fitst fiance's toriesof AmericanthotlghtusuaUy~menti()n
I
being sent on extended foreign tours so the him in passing asa ·leadingehampio1l:of
English wouldn'tfind out how dissolute he Darwinism in the .United States.D.utsurreally was I Pope-Hennessy'sscotching prisingly little of a precise nattn."eh~been .
George V's morganatic marriage is then known aboutPro£essotGtay: .howhedevelprobably true..
oped from a central NewYorkfarxnuoy
Pope-Hennessy does handsomely by into one of America's fitst greatbotanis~;
such minor Dickensian characters as "Fat why, unlike so manyofhis fellbwscientists
Mary," whose husband re-arranged furni- and despite his own orthodoxy;, he owasso
ture and threw public ~trums. She spent receptive to Darwin's revolutionary··views;
too much money; and, w~en Victoria sent. the sources of his evangelical ()utlookin
the family abroad to economize, they religion and his empirical orientation in
merely free-Ioaded·in Florence.
science and the means by· whichheltept
Pope-Hennessy's biography is also the two in balance; the nature of hisrelascholarly because he used almost entir~y tionship to Charles Darwin'Mldhis contri..
otherwise unavailable primary sources. He butions to the Darwinian move11lentin the
leads the reader through the maze of Euro- _Western world. .
In Asa Gray; 1810-1888, A. Hunter
pean royalty by reproducing three genealogical tables. He provides a map of Prin- Dupree, associate professoro£ history tlt the
cess May's travels and reproduces many in- University of California, has at last prOteresting photogr~phs including one of the vided us with satisfactory.answers toa11o£
splendid coronation portrait by Llewellyn. these questions, and marty more,:aboutthe
The reader closes the book convinced that first American Darwinist.· Based upon imBOOKS
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published material in the Gray Herbarium
at Harvard and in other manuscript depositories in the United States and Europe, Dupree'sstudy of Gray is a superb combination
of biography, social and intellectual history,
arid scientific exposition. Loren Eisdey was
surely correct last year in acclaiming it as
one of the finest pieces of historical scholarship to appear during the Darwinian Cen~
tennial year. It is a major contribution to
the history of American science and to the
history of ideas in America and it is a model
of what scholarly biography can be at its
best.
Professor Dupree makes it clear that if
Thomas Huxley was "Darwin's bulldog"
in England, Asa Gray may properly be
called "Darwin's watchdog" in the United
States. Less brilliant and far-ranging in interests than his English counterpart and
also far less truculent. in debate, Professor
Gray was nonetheless as fully determined
as Huxley to secure a fair hearing for Darwin's ideas even though he cou~d never go
as far as Huxley in accepting all the implications of the concept of natural selection.
A pioneer in the field of ~lant geography, Gray began supplying Qarwin
with
,
botanical data vital to the latter'$ evolutionary synthesis in 1855 and he became in 1857
one of three scientists (the others were
Joseph Hooker and Charles Lyell) to whom
Darwin confided in some detail the devdopment hypothesis on which he had been
working for so many years. Upon the publication of Origin of Species in 1859, Gray
did the first and most important review in
the United States, arranged for an American edition in 1860 incorporating Darwin's
additions and corrections, and, for the next
two decades, in lectures, articles, and reviews, he explaineCl and defended Darwin's
212
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views both before the American scientific
community and before the general reading
public. He was, as Dupree puts it, "one of
the three or four general officers in Darwin's army" as well as "sole commander
of the important American sector."
But Gray was a devout Christian as
wdl as a dedicated scientist and he expended much of his later energy in trying to
bridge the gap between the teleological vision of religion and the naturalistic! oudook
of modern science. It cannot be said, that he .
really succeeded in this effort; and Professor Dupree's thesis that, philospphically,
"Gray provided a straight highway from
Paley to Chauncey Wright and William
James" is unconvincing. (William James,
unlike Gray, regarded the argument from
design as entirely worthless as a rationalization of faith.) Still, Gray's example as "a.
first-rate scientist who professed himself to
be a dteist" was, as Dupree points out, unquesgonably influential in persuading many
American Christians to accommodate themselves to some form of Darwinism. And
Darwin himself considered some of Gray's
"metaphysical" essays "so good" that he
hailed his friend as "a complex cross of
Lawyer, Poet, Naturalist & Theologian"
and saw to it that they were published in
England.
-Paul F. Boller. Jr.
Dr. Boller is Professor of History at Southern Methodist University. An article by him concerning Asa
Gray, "Darwin's American Champion," appeared
in a recent issue of the Southwest Review.
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MATT FIELD ON THE SANTA FE TRAIL, I839' Collected by Clyde and Mae Reed Porter.
Ed. by John E. Sunder. Norman: University of Oklahoma Press; 1960.352 pp., illus. $5.95.
Those interested in Western Americana are again indebted to Clyde and Mae Reed
Porter for making available another delightful story. This book is dedicated to Clyde
Porter, who participated in it, but did not live to see this work published. The collection
and publication of Matt Field's writings on the Santa Fe Trail is a fitting culmination of
the long and' intensive searches of this couple, iwhose labors in this field have preserved.
so much that is valuable and interesting. The Porters were responsible for the collection
of the material by Matt Field which the University of Oklahoma Press published in 1957
as PTaine and Mountain Sketches. The present book of Field's work is unusual in several
respects. Fifty of the pages are written in verse, and delightful verse it is! FIe records his
experiences, in 1839, on both the outgoing and the returning Santa Fe trips~going by
way at Bent's Fort and Taos, and returning the Cimarron Route. The gteat majority
I
record;only the westerly voyage.
.
The return trip from Santa Fe was made, probably by choice, with a group of Mexican ~:erchants and their military escort. Matt, in spite of the early loss of his Spanish··
dictionary, made a continued effort to know and understand' the Mexicans. In this
respect, he is certainly more successful than other writers of this eta. However, the particular Bavor of this book is to be found in Matt Field's unusual character.
Field, before he wrote hi~ stories of the Trail, had had a long experience as an actor,
playing supporting roles to s~ch luminaries as Junius Booth, Charles Keen, and Edwin
Forrest. He certainly must ~ve had considerable native dramatic ability, which was
naturally nurtured by his close association with such great actors. Fortunately, Matt has
been able to transfer his dramatic ability to the written word.
Coming from St. Louis, the home of Thomas Hart Benton, and of the Hawken riBe,
Matt was acutely conscious of the irresistible tide of manifest destiny. He sensed that
there was an important passing drama occurring on the ·Trail. His vivid portrayal of the
hardy breed of men from Missouri who were busily forging: the Jinks in the chain that
would carry our country from sea to sea, and his saving of spots of pristine beauty by his
pen for posterity, make us indebted to him. Matt knew that few who traveled the Trail
would see in the sandhills of the Arkansas a crenelated, towered marble city; and few, if
any, would record such feelings. Matt was as sensitive to beauty as thesunBower to the
sun, of which he wr()te in this poem:
THE FLOWERS
(Monday, August 12)
Beds of Wild Sunflower brighten the scene

Far as the eye can rove over the green.

Beautiful ever, but beautiful most
When the sun first shines on the Howering host,
And they. tum their heads to the glade'ningray.
Like eastern pilgrims bending to pray.
Towering above the traveller's head
BOOKS
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As he guides his horse thro' each c1usteringbedWith their seedy centers and radiant leaves,
Lovely as any that Flora weaves.
And the many wild flowers that intervene,
Checkering brighter the beautiful scene.
Nameless they flourish, unknown and unsung
To admire not an eye, to record not a tongue.
And the lumbering waggons drive over their beds.
Blighting their beauty and crushing their heads.

ROBERT H. LoWIE, ETHNOLOGIST. A Personal Record. Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1959. Foreword by Luella Cole Lowie. 212 pp., photos. $5.00.
Professor Lowie's reflections on a lifetime of ethnological research lead him from a
Vi~nese boyhood identification with the heroes of the Leatherstocking tales, to profes-

sional field work with living prototypes of these heroes. Whatever relation there may have
been between the fantasies of boyho.od and the reality of the field situation, t;he young
I

214
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ethnologist found in field research an enriching intellectual and emotional adventure. His
upersonal record" is, in large measW:~1 an acc;ount of field experience in .relation· to .hi$
growth as a scholar andhUman being. Suggestive of the significanceofthese experiences
is the author's descriptiono£ a conversation overheard between twoCrowIndians, testifying to his: ability to participate in Crow culture;,this, he felt, was the. "greatest compliment"
.
he could have received.·
The author?sfield work encompassed the span of his adult years, from his initial
visit to the Lemhi Shoshone in Idaho at the age of twenty-three, to research in post·war
Germany when he was 'sixty-seven. In the years between he worked with a number of
American Indian tribes,.but most intensively with theCrow~From the first-hand accounts
of participants in this brilliant, but tragically short-lived culture, he becall1e aware o£ the
significance of the distinctiveness of value systems, of .the clash between theory andpractice, and of the variety of individual differences within the culture mold~Thereaderis
aHorded the opportunity of working through the lessons of Crow cultural behavior with
the ethnologist, by means of anecdotes of personal experience and portraits of individual
Crow informants and interpreters.
Lowie spent some time among the Hopi, and devotes a chapter of the book to his
impressions of Hopiland; his reactions were .mxed. While he considered the opportunity
to observe a relatively unchanged Indian culture importailtfor his perspective asethilologist, he was distressed byo the uglaring discrepancy" between Pueblo theory and pr~¢tice, .
and was more comfortable among the uDionysians'.' of the Plains.
'
For the Austrian-born, urban, biling:ual Lowie, field work was also. an introduction
to varieties of American culture almost as foreign as the cultures of the Indians he studied.
On the reservation he became acquainted with officials of the Indian service, medical
officers, traders, and miss.ionaries and, in the course of histravelsi with ordinaI'Yciti~$
of many persuasions. Through these contacts he contrived to broaden his understitrt.ding
of American life and to recast thinking narrowly molded by a middle-class in,tcillectllal
backgrouild. Perhaps the source of the tolerance expressed in his hook Primitive Religion .
is to be found in the respect which developed during this period through observation o£
religious practices among laymen andniissionariesof all convictions.
A writer's assessment oihis own work has a .specialfascination whichLowie'srevi¢w
of his success and failure in writing will do nothing to dispel. From the detachmento£ .
later years~ he discusses the professional and financial lot of the ten books which comprise
his non-specialized contribution to anthropology. Their fate, he writes: "wiU'nevercease
to surprise, annoy, and bewilder me." But his bewilderment is at best partial; Lowieistoo
astute a student of Clllture to "fail to note the foibles of his own sodety:he is wdLawaie
that themiddIe-of-the-road book, which can be most things to mostmen,.isalso mostlikely
to have immediate success.
.
The ~hjectivity and honesty which pervade these memoirs testify to :the.strengili :of·
the scentific credo which guided the author's' careerasreseal"ch workerandteacher.Jn
retrospeet, he perceives weaknesses and blind Spots in his .approach to .etluiol()gy...-neglect
of related disciplines, such as sociology; an early, overly-narrow.definitionofthesuhjeet
BOOKS
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matter of ethnology, restricting it to the study of "primitive" society; a belated recognition
of the significance of the study of acculturation-but he never swerved from his conviction
that anthropology was a science, requiring the same logical and psychological procedures
as the more exact sciences. This viewpoint, Lowie believed, was his major legacy to anthropology; his personal history should transmit this conviction to a wider public, which will
find pleasure and profit in this book.

-Harry W. Basehart
Associate Professor of Anthropology at UNM, Dr. Harry Basehart has done field work in West Africa and
among the Jicarilla Apache in New Mexico. At present he is engaged in field research in AnthropoPsycho-Analytic techniques on the Mescalero Indian Reservation, a project sponsored by the National
Institute of Mental Health. He is the author of several papers, including "Chiricahua Apache Subsistence
and Socio-Politicai Organization," Dr. Basehart compiled the section on "Social Organization" in Biennial
Review of Anthropology, published in 1959 by Stanford University Press, and he contributed several
definitions to the UNESCO Social Science Dictionary which appeared in 1958.
\

THE LoST CITIES OF AFRICA, by Basil
Davidson. Boston: Atlantic-Little, Brown,
1959:"'384 pp., maps, photos. $6.50.
It is no longer possible for the informed
citizen to view happenings in Africa south
of the Sahara as remote events lacking immediacy and meaning for the larger affairs
of the world. To this extent, miscdnceptions
about Negro Africa have been s'Yept away
by the rising tide of nationalism and I the
emergence of independent African political
groupings.- Nonetheless, the judgment that
Mrican culture had remained static until
quickened by contact with progressive
European powers is slow to die. Basil Davidson's chronicle effectively challenges this
-antiquated perspective; indeed, the author
suggests that recent historical discoveries
will alter prevalent views on African history
as radically as nineteenth-century explorations revised earlier geographical notions.
As recounted by Davidson, the story of
the rise of Iron Age civilizations in the subSaharan region is an exciting adventure,
spiced with problems for future research.
The account begins with the fabulous cities
of the Kushite kingdom of the middle and
216
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upper Nile, which absorbed, transmuted,
and diffused elements of Egyptian culture
southward and westward. Meroe, capital of
Kush, was an early center of iron working,
and a major source for the dissemination of
iron technology to the peoples south of the
Sahara.
Behind the barrier of the desert, distinctive African civilizations arose in the
savanna region watered by the Niger in the
west, and in east and south-central Africa.
Arapic sources of medieval times and scattered archaeological finds· document the development of iron-using cultures in the
Western Sudan. Ghana, controlling the
gold trade with North Africa through the
Sahara, was known to the Arabs as a powerful centralized state by 800 A.D. Kingdoms
and empires flourished in one or another
portion of the Niger area until. the period
of European conquest; for the most part,
even the names of such states as Mali, Songhay, Kanem, and Hausa have remained unknown to Westerners.
For East Africa, the Erythraean Sea
(Indian Ocean) trade provided a stimulus
akin to the Saharan caravans for the west;
N.M.Q.XXX:2
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merchant Cltles and trading kingdoms
dotted the coast. In the hinterland, ,ruins
(including urban centers) extending from
Ethiopia, Kenya, and Tanganyika in the
north, to the Rhodesias in the south, reflect
the growth of Iron, Age civilizations. The
abandoned site of Zimbabwe, with its impressive stone work, and the "sacred hill"
of Mapungubwe, with its hoard of gold and
HHottentot"-like skeletons, are but two of
the best known among a myriad of archaeological sites.
.
Despite many gaps, Davidson's sketches
suggest that the culture history of Africa .
manifests patterns of development similar
to those
f£miliar
from other parts of the
.
I
world. Amiculture, iron, and trade are asso-,
ciated with state building, social stratification, and developed civilizations of considerable complexity. Many details of this
history are obscure at present, and the
author's iI}terpretations of the evidence will
not be acceptable to some specialists. However, his lively account achieves its major
purpose ofI introducing to a larger.. audience
,
a fresh perspective on the past of Africa.
-HarryW.Basehart

importance of language to tbatthesis, three
chapters attempt to "identify" three Pre- .
Romantic poems (that is, ;establishtheir
"unique wholeness" by accuracy·ofmeaning) : Dryden's ''Epistle toCharleton,"
Denham's "Cooper's. Hill;' and Pope's
''Windsor .Forest." The almost ,Unrelated
second half, whichdemonstrates Wasserman's thesis' through discUssion 'of Shelley's "Mont Blan.c," "The Sensitive Plant,"
and "Adonais:' is prefaced'byafullerexplanation of this thesis. 'I'he.sepaJ:'ate,discussions of the six poems allow the reader to
examine and to learn from each individually; almost entirely the 'exegetic chapters
may be Iud without reference to oWer
I
.
,,'
parts of #lebook. But these analyses,become repbtitive, even in contc;nt,.fromone
to the ot4er; the book fa1l~into two major
parts ea<f~ with four divisions,andlitde
sense of) deV'e~op"~~n,tof,', an idea ,comes
through.j The mdivldualessays (two have
been prelviouslypublishedin virtually the
same fork in learned journals) would'have
been better placed-.,.if they had to remain
as here prlnted......in journals read :byahiglily informed and intensely-interested audience. It is disturbing to .thisreviewer to
THE SUBTLER LANGUAGE, Critical Readings . note the recent incidence of bt;)()ks with a
of Neoclassic and Romantic Poems, by Earl forced thread ofQrganization which merely~ R. Wasserman. Baltimore: The Johns Hop- strin,gs subjects together without ,unificakins University Press, 1959. 368 pp. $6.00. tion. A major faulto{ The SUPJlerLanThe double purpose of this series of guage is that it r.emains a .serieso£ essay.s.
The thesis which is heing expoutided
essays is to explicate certain poems more
completely than they generally have been is that "until the end of the eighteenth
and to set down methods for reading litera- century there was ,sufficient intellectual
ture written before the end of the eighteenth homogeneity for men to share certain
century and after that time. The organiza- . assumptions" like the impl1cationsof a
tion, purpose, and conclusions ()f the book comet,theGteat Chain of Being,· and 'conconstitute both its successes and its failure. cordia discors. (the harmony achieved
Introduced by a general chapter covering through discord), and conversely that "by
the thesis of the study and emphasizing the the end of the eighteenthcentuIythese
BOOKS
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communally: accepted patterns had almost
completely disappeared" with the establishment in a work of "meaningful ligatures
among its images, statements, gestures"
now being required of the author. This general philosophic change and the reasons for
it are well known and certainly not new.
An,awareness of this change leads to important readings of literature before 1800 and,
as evolved, to a re-evaluation of Shelley. By
recognizing that Shelley has not simply allowed his pen to wander, but has created a
whole validly discussed only as a whole,
Wasserman has pointed out a method lead.
ing to fuller understanding. But basically
all h~ suggests is that we explicate literature
completely, that we not be satisfied with
surface meanings, and that we take a work
of literature on its own ~ound rather than
' preconcepnons.
I.
T 0 use
~
to 1'11ustrate our
prosody and structure, however, as factors
of meaning is uncommon. My argument
with the thesis is that it is sometimes pushed
too far and assumes that what the literary
scholar now knows was known by the contemporary reader (undefined). It is certainly not probable that "Pope's audience
could be counted on to detect something in
the impetuosity of the nymph Lodona"
(p. 134, discussing "Windsor Forest").Why
must Columbus be an image of General
Monck (p. 19) or the reign of the Saxons a
metaphor for the Interregnum (p. 29,.discussing "Charl~ton")? The attempt to make
Denham's language, prosody, and structure
examples of concordia discors is· unacceptable in light of his frequendy sophomoric
lines-they may as easily be explained as
, poetic necessity of rhyme and meter and as
. cliche. Meaningful as his discussion of "The
Sensitive Plant" is, Wasserman, as he says
himself, transposes the: poem "into a key not
218
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its own," and this becomes typical of Shel.
ley's promise but lack of achievement. In
"Adonais" not all the elements of the' pastoral-elegiac tradition which ate needed for
a whole understanding' of the ,poem are
built into it: Shelley creates meaningful
ligatures but the previously informed
reader jUst like the informed contemporary
reader of "Lycidas" knows much which is
not explicit in either poem.
The main contribution of this book is
to make dear the thought and planning
which the poet put into his work: he is not
the dreamer effervescing. Once this is realized, the reader can seek the total meaning
within the work by seeking out the subde
meanings of the language and its syntax.
For specific explications of certain poems
this .book is important (despite its difficult
reading), but asa thesis to lead us to better
understanding of other works its contribution is minimal.
-John T. Shawcross
Professor of English at the Newark College of Engineering in New Jersey, Mr. Shawcross received
his M.A. from New York University. His literary
tastes run to Milton and the seventeenth century.

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF THE SOUTHWEST,
ed. by William A. Burns. New York:
Franklin Watts, Inc., 1960• 151 pp. $4·95· 1
The strange plants and animals and
bizarre rock formations of the Southwest .
have a peculiar fascination even for those.
who realize only that these n:ltur~ phenomena are different from those ~ey have
come to know in other regions. The. Tucson Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum has
brought to visitors and residents alike an
awareness of the meaning of the odd shapes
and unusual habits of the Southwest's
plants and animals.
A book of vivid pictures, with comN.M.Q. XXX: 2
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men.tary by the staff of .this same Desert
Museum, brings the natural history of the .
Southwest into ·the living room. The Southwest as here conceived is a varied land,
ranging from Texas and Oklahoma to the
Colorado River, and from alpine peaks to
arid desertS. Its plants, birds, reptiles, and
mammals are interestingly described and
illustrated.
One section de~ with trees, flowers,
and shrubs. Fortunately, the author does
not overemphasize the more grotesque desert species, but presents a.balanceddiscussion of many life forms and their adaptation
to a harsh environment. Perhaps a biologist
might wish that less emphasis had been
given to C. Hart Merriam'slife'zones, now
generally abandoned by ecologists as a
scheme for vegetation classification. MerriaD;l'S tertfrinology gives a spurious implication of similarity between, for instance,
the vegetation of the Hudsonian zone in the
Sangre de Cristo Range arid that of the
Hudson Bay tegion.
The best part of the book is that on
reptiles. This discussion, with its wellchosen black.and~white and color photographs, should help dispel the common irrational fear of these' intriguing creatures.
The section on birds is only slightly less
satisfying, mostly because it is impossible
to portray adequately the rich bird life of
the Southwest in a few short pages~
TheweakestportionisthatonIIlammals,
which is largely concerned with personal
experiences and with the undesirable effects
of coyote control campaigns. These are said
to have eliminated the natural check on
prairie dogS and other 'rodents, andatlowed
them to increase almost without limit.
There are many. good arguments to show
that predator control has been overdone,
BOOKS'
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but most animal ecologists believe that
prairie dog popuIationsarerestraihed.by
the availability of suitable food and butr.ow
sites. Coyotes take mostlysutplusdogs
which cam1.otfind· a satisfuctoryhome;the
spread of prairie dogs is probably due mOre
to grazing mismanagement thantopreda.
tor control.
One wonders at the oniission of .geology. Surely the role of wind and water in .
shaping the landscape, .and·the story of past
ages revealed in ·the rocks,arepartofthe
region'sna~ralhistory. The. long· and
rambling .introduction,whic:h sounds at
times ~e a Chamber of CotntnerL:e :bl~b,
rnightbetter have been 'givenover to a
fuller discus~ionof geology~
The. qualifications. of the contributors
and the sponsorship of the American Museum of Natural History assure accuracy
of presentation. The photographs,many in
color,arealmos't a:llweIl reproduced. How,
though, did another. trite picture of Yellowstone's tounst-cadgingbears make its
way into a volume on the Southwest? The
book's £ormatisattractiv~ and its t~xt well'"
written; and best of a11in this day .0£ inflated prices and giftbo()ksis itsmo~est
price tag. It is unhesitatingly recommended
to lovers of the Southwest. .
~

-Charlc.fF.CoQper
Author of several popularartic1eson~nservation,
Mr. Cooper is a qualified c:eologis~ and forester. He
is Assistant Professor .in the Division .of Niltutal
Resources. at Humboldt State College, Arcata,

California.
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VIRGINIA. WOOLF'S LoNDON, by Dorothy
Brewster. New York: New York University Press, 1960. 120 P~$3'00.
The city and the sea-London and
Cornwall, the backgrounds against which
her ~fe was ventured-dominate Virginia·
Woolfs writing. Appropriately, in a short
and winning literary study, Dorothy Brewster has set forth the general impression of
the first which arises as we traverse certain
essays anl1 novels, and the diary. Virginia
Woolfs London is not just photographic,
mapped, external; hers is the casual inner
London of the long-time native in love
with his city-the litde streets, the ordinary
people in prosaic activities, the persistent
sameness and the subde change. She is the
perpetual observer of "the moment whole."
We learn of a London no guidebook knows.
Virginia Woolf's London is not only that
of Jacob's Room or Mrs. Dal/oway or The
Years; it starts as a London of social affairs,
of infusive street-haunting of beloved spots,
and gives way to a London of suffrage meetings, of slums, of snows and winds. It cannot be described in a single, cogent image,
and it is to Dt:. Brewster's credit that she
does not try to formulate such an image.
Rather her method is to quote frequendy,
to summarize and link her primary materials, and to comment-on places, on characters, on story lines. The reader who has
communed with Woolf and London will
find pleasure and insight; the reader who
has omitted Woolf will be moved to seek
out Ithe works here displayed in writing
worthy of their subject; but the reader who
does not know London may well be lost
in· a maze of places and characters and
times. For the fluidity of the ageless sea
flows also through the green elegance of this
London Virginia Woolf loved so well.

ARMS AND POLITICS IN LATIN AMERICA, by
Edwin Lieuwen. New York: Frederick A.
Praeger, Inc., 1960. Published for the CoUncil on Foreign Relations. 212 pp. $4.75.
In interpreting the changing role of the
military in Latin America from the early
1800'S to the present, Lieuwen has produced
one of the most important studies in interAmerican relations to appear ill. recent
times. Using the chronological as well as
the topical approach he notes the significance of the colonial fuero militar "which
exempted personnel of the armed forces
from the jurisdiction of the civil courts"
and "tended to raise the army above the
law," a tradition cherished by the army
during the national period. Describing nineteenth-century conditions Lieuwen distinguishes between the BoHvars and San·~
Martfns and the later caudiIJos•. Then he
points up the influence of dl'e growing industrialization in this century on the creation of a different type of military .leader.
Whereas the landed aristocracy and the
Church provided the base for the existence
of military and political power in the earlier
period, Juan Peron "demonstrated that
political success" in the twentieth century
"might -be won by demagogic appeals to the
aspirations of urban masses."
Today the Latin American nations
may be divided into three groups: I) those
in which the armed forces dominate: Dominican Republic, Nicaragua, Paraguay,
El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras and Panama;
2) those in which the armed forces are in
transition from political to non-political
bodies: Cuba, Guatemala, Venezuela, Peru,
Ecuador, Argentina and Brazil (the author
carefully noted that Fidel Castro's publicly
stated goals may not be realized in practice); and 3) those countries in which the
N.M.Q.XXX: 2
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armed forces are non-political: Colombia,
Chile, Mexico, Bolivia, Uruguay, and Costa

FUca.

I

.

The latter part· of the volume i$ devoted to the military aspects of the Latin
Americim policy of the United States. Lieuwen traces the significance of our interventionist policy earlier this century, the
abandonment of intervention during the
1930'S, and our military aid during and
since World War II.
With the skill of a surgeon the author
h~s dissected the publicly stated reasons for
our military aid to Latin America and suggested that the reason is basically political,
not hemispheric military security. He contends that the type and amount of military
aid afforded Latin America by the United
. States is totally unsuited to modern nuclear
w~rfare. Noris it necessary for internal security which he believes is a proper function
for the local police. "Whether publicly admitted or not, the main objective of the
-United States has been to keep Latin
America friendly and l cooperative," Lieuwen states~
~
In die last chapter he suggests the most
realistic policy fot:the1Jnited States would
be the gradualieductio~ of arms shipments
to our I4tinAmerican neighbors. Noting
that. the greatest danger to the hemisphere
is the P?ssibility tha~ Communism will
"capture Fontrol of titin America's social
revolutioq," Lieuwen contends that sending
arms to dlctators and the democracies alike
is aliena~ng the democratically minded
.peopleof Latin America which assists rather
than hampers Communist purposes. Instead
we should "develop a c,oIIiprehensive policy
that will associate us n)ore nearly with the
aspirations of the La~ American people."
This volume shoUld be thoroughly
BOOKS.
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digested by all those responsible for our
Latin American policy in Washington and
others interested in the political, economic,
military and social realities in Latin America today.

-Edward

o. Guerrant

Head of the Dcpartmentof History at Los Angeles
State College, Dr. Guerrant is the author of two
UNM Press bookS: Roosevelt's Good Neighbor Policy and Mot/ern American .Diplomacy.

THE OCEAN

OF

Am, by David. I. Blumen..

sto~k.-- New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1959. 457 pp., 13 maps. 1
graph. $6.75.
In 416 pages, with careful scholarship
and a literary style of quiet :charm, David
Blumenstock describes the Ocean oj Air
under which man-abottom-crawling creature-lives.
The scope of the book is immense. It
includes not only the usual themes in climatology, heat and cold, wind, rain, stonns,
but also touches on the relations of climate
to. race, agriculture, industry, COIIlII1erce,
war and nuclear weapons. Difficult ideas
are presented with clarity and imagination.
To take one example, the nature of terrestrial radiation is explained·tothe reader by
asking him to imagine fustsomeone who,
through a genetic quirk,· sees only infrared
light. New issues such as the discovery of
radiation belts in the exosphere, and the
effect of wind on fall-out after a nuclear
war are taken up; but so also,. and with
refreshing originality, older and more basic
themes like the nature of heat, water and
winds. The historical approach is everywhere evident. We learn, for instance, of
the discovery of the nature of heat by Count
Rumford in 1794, and, in applied meteorology, of General Dyrenforth'sgallant,
slightly comical attempts to induce rain by

\:
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firing cannons against -hapless air in 1891
1892.
It is perhaps are.flection of the times
that the longest sections in the book deal
with the role of weather in war, especially
in nuclear war, and so in the possible extermin!ltion of the human race. This finely
written text is supported by thirteen maps,
and one graph. The only graph shows the
average concentration of strontium-90 by
latitudes.
.
-Yi-Pu Tuan

and

Born in Tientsin, China, Dr. Yi-Fu Tuan attended
grade schools in Shanghai, Kunming, and Chungking; high school in Australia and the Philippines;
and college and graduate school at the University
of Oxford in England and at the University of California, Berkeley. He bas been an instructor in geography -at Indiana University and a post-doctoral
fellow in statistics at the University of Chicago. At
the present time he is assistant professor of geography ali the University of New Mexico. His hobbies are China and' the climate of New Mexico.
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THE HOUSE AT OTOWI BRIDGE, a
booklength feature by PEGGY POND CHURCH,
which was so successfully published in
1958-59 issues of NMQ that both numbers
are out of print, has been releasc;d by the
University of New Mexico Press as a hard~
bound book. The story of Edith Warner_
and Los Alamos has a number of additions
and changes, a new chapter, the text of Miss
Warner's eight Christmas letters, and her
famous recipe for chocolate loaf cake.
CONNIE Fox BoYD has added -nine sketches
of the San Ildefonso area to the book.
LOST FACE DEPT. In the last issue, the
Editor erred in failing to give full and
proper credit to his predecessors. The August 1932 NMQ carries the statement: "The
Quarterly acquires a new editor.to That edi~
~or, we now learn, was Dr. T. M. Pearce,
who modestly did not sign his name, and
this adds two more years to his substantial
seniority among Quarterly founders. In the
same Spring 1960 issue, the Editor, under
his own name, also committed errors in
an article on - Theodore Van Soden, to be
corrected as follows: The Western Pacific
Railroad ran between Winnemucca, Nevada, and San Francisco. The Twitchell
referred -to as owner of the house in Albu, querque at 1801 West Central, where Mr.
VaA ~oelen had a studio_ from late 1916 to
1919, was Dr. David Twitchell, who came
! . here from Saranac, New York. Lastly, Mrs.
Van Soelen's father's name was Clark M.
Carr. The Editor lays claim to haste, waste,
and apology.

author of distinction in the juvenile field,
in addition to published drama and poetry.
Recently John Day has released Mrs. Weeks'
new book, Their Shining Hour, the story of
the siege of the Alamo, written for the teenage audience around the central figure of
Susanna Dickenson, who was a young lady
participant in that event. Told in historical
novel form, the book has an appendix setting forth the main facts. Mrs. Weeks also
is a winner this year in a Dodd, Mead and
Co. prize competition, under which she is
commissioned to write a "mystery and adventure story for young peC?ple." Naturally
enough, her theme is the mystery of a lost
typeface.

New Mexico Quarterly
THIRTIETH ANNIVERSARY
Editor, Roland Dickey
Assistant Editor, Virginia Manierre
Book Review Editor
Ramona Maher Weeks
Manuscript Editor, J. Robert Feynn
Editorial Assistants
Margaret Weinrod, Clarence Huff
Advisory Committee
George Arms, Lez Haas,
Lincoln LaPaz, William, J. Parish,
Paul Walter, Jr., Dudley Wynn

. THE BOOK REVIEW EDITOR for New
- Mexico Quarterly, RAMONA MAHER WEEKS,
besides hc;:r daily stint as an editor for the
University o~ New Mexico Press, is an
,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
announces publication
as a book

MEXICO PRESS

THE HOUSE AT OTOWI BRIDGE

The Story of Edith Warner
and Los Alamos
by Peggy Pond Church'·
with drawings by Connie Fox Boyd
which appeared in

New Mexico Quarterly
and was awarded
a 1959 Longview Literary Award.

f

The book contains ~n additional 50 pages
including a .new .chapter on Niels Bohr,
the Christmas letters of Edith \Varner,
three poems by Peggy Pond Church
and nine new drawings.
6 x 9~ in., 160 pp.

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/nmq/vol30/iss2/1

$3· 50.
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